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Over the past two decades, the number of universities that pursue zero-waste
strategies has steadily increased. However, more study is required on several interrelated
factors, policy barriers, and infrastructural fundamentals, which each influence the
efficiency of waste management structures (WM) at universities. In this work, the role of
the aforementioned factors in implementing an efficient sustainable WM program at
higher education institutions was investigated, using Western Kentucky University
(WKU) as a case study. The objectives of this study were to identify and assess what type
of WM strategies should be priorities for a university that may lack stringent WM
infrastructure.
Firstly, through this research, waste minimization-oriented policy instruments
implemented at American top-level and WKU benchmark universities were compared. In
parallel, the recycling behavior of the WKU community was assessed. According to this
research, planning well-defined temporal periods with clear goals and allocated tasks for
stakeholders is essential. The time periods should include providing readiness programs
and performing a waste characterization study from generation points. As the program

xvi

matures, writing sustainable WM policies with clarified responsibilities for stakeholders
is required.
The ability of Geographic Information Systems (GIS), as a data integration tool
and Spatial Decision Support System (SDSS), to enhance the operational roadmap of
WM at universities was also investigated. Specifically, GIS was applied to spatially
visualize and assess waste generation streams and resource allocation solutions at WKU.
The weights of accumulated garbage in dumpsters, which are exclusively assigned to
each building, were analyzed with the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) method.
Buildings that were high-volume waste generators included buildings with food facilities,
suggesting close review of policies related to food practices is essential for developing
WM schemes. Furthermore, location-allocation and service area analyses were used to
investigate the number of outdoor waste bins and make data-driven recommendations to
enhance WM efficiency on the WKU campus. Overall, by utilizing GIS techniques, zerowaste planners can identify how campus waste stream trends change, predict how the
recycling rate can be raised by infrastructural changes, and make decisions about where
sustainability-concentrated efforts, such as departmental policies, should be concentrated.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
In a world with finite resources, generating enormous amounts of waste as a
consequence of high rates of urbanization, massive pressure is put on city authorities to
manage waste in an efficient, environmentally friendly manner (Zaman and Lehmann,
2011). In nature, all organisms fill a niche in nutrient cycling in order for the system to
work properly and minimize the accumulation of excess waste. The waste from each
organism in the system is food/input for another organism in a repetitive productionconsumption cycle (Eco-Cycle, 2011). Similarly, individuals, households, municipalities,
and other organizations (e.g., businesses, universities, etc.) are organisms of urban
environments that must not only collectively function as an isolated unit, but also work
within larger ecological systems (Zero Waste Alliance, undated).
In today’s consumption-driven societies, large amounts of food waste, e-waste,
paper, cardboard, plastics, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and excessive packaging are
causing adverse socio-economic and environmental impacts (Kumar et al., 2005). All
organisms of urban societies imperatively need to adopt zero-waste objectives as one of
the highest sustainability goals for their organizations (Waste Management Inc., 2015).
Zero-waste strategic plans endeavor to systematically recover all resources from waste
streams and, whenever possible, avoid or eliminate waste generation throughout the lifecycle of a product. Each community should establish its own zero-waste objectives that
are in line with its existing cultural environment, financial capabilities, and legislative
boundaries (Recycle Hawaii and Richard Anthony Associates, 2009).
In developed countries, universities, as influential organizations in communities,
are increasingly developing their own zero-waste programs. Predominantly, aversion
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(waste prevention) and diversion (recycling) of waste are the two main strategies that are
pursued by universities (Arizona State University, undated a). Yet, there are still many
universities that have not adopted zero-waste plans or have questionable waste
management systems. More study about interrelated factors, policy barriers,
infrastructural fundamentals (e.g., spatial analysis of waste generation sources and
location allocation of mechanical instruments), which can each influence the overall
efficiency of waste management structures, is needed.
This research focused on challenges of sustainable waste management and
endeavored to find solutions for overcoming these barriers. One of these barriers is the
culture of consumerism, which is becoming more deeply rooted behavior in the modern
world, particularly in the United States (Montazeri, 2013). Because of their involvement
in global sustainable development and their ethical obligation to act responsibly towards
the environment, all types of educational institutions, particularly universities, are
anticipated to play an important leadership role in the environmental protection
movement (Armijo de Vega et al., 2008). Yet, in many instances, these institutions are
unaware of how to participate effectively and efficiently in the environmental movement,
particularly as it pertains to waste management, due, in large part, to a lack of
comprehensive published research on this subject.

1.1 Purpose and Research Questions
Using Western Kentucky University (WKU) as a case study, the purpose of this
research was to investigate the complexities of implementing efficient sustainable waste
management programs at higher education institutions. Generally speaking, this research
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focused on zero-waste strategies in two areas: institutional infrastructure and recycling
awareness. Sustainable waste management infrastructure included spatial analysis of
waste generation and reviewing purchasing and waste management policies, while
influences to recycling awareness included accessibility to recycling, willingness to
recycle, concern for the environment between recyclers and non-recyclers, and the
interrelationships among these variables.
The objectives of this study were to evaluate existing waste management practices
and education efforts at American higher education institutions and identify and assess
what type of waste management strategies should be priorities for a higher education
institution that may lack stringent sustainable waste management infrastructure. To this
end, WKU, as a mid-sized institution, was selected as a case study site to assist in
evaluating what changes may be required to implement zero-waste strategies at an
university and investigate how Geographic Information Systems (GIS) can be used to
examine the availability and accessibility of recycling bins based on the demand of
building occupants and assess waste generation streams. This study aimed to recognize
the source and amount of waste production at WKU and assess needs, capabilities,
challenges, and opportunities to modify the system’s potential infrastructure deficiencies
towards a more integrated waste management system. The following research questions
were answered as part of this research project:
1. How do American mid-sized universities with zero-waste goals operate their
waste management systems?
2. How do purchasing policies at universities influence the production of waste?
What changes can be made to these policies to reduce packaging waste?
3. How can GIS be used to represent waste generation changes over a specified
period of time?
3

4. How can spatial analysis be utilized in waste management structures to identify
and document the existing system and aid in effective resource allocation?

Although the strategic plan of WKU aims to enhance efficiency and sustainability
in campus services and operations and achieve a 35% diversion/recycling rate by 2018
(Western Kentucky University Office of Sustainability, undated a), the waste
management system of WKU has not received as much attention in the campus
management process as other sectors such as building and landscape maintenance.
Currently, the WKU Department of Recycling and Surplus is working towards two goals:
1) updating campus bins and signage, and 2) training and education (Western Kentucky
University Recycling and Surplus Department, 2015a). Yet, at WKU, several waste
management considerations have not been closely evaluated in order to establish the best
roadmap for improving waste management efficiency, making this location an ideal case
study site. Specifically, although the Recycling and Surplus Department hopes to increase
staffing and convey the message of the Department through marketing, the environmental
awareness and recycling behavior of campus individuals, existence of waste
minimization policies both at the strategic and departmental levels, efficiency of
operational instruments to implement these policies, waste generation streams, and the
tools needed to handle waste must also be considered coherently under one broad zerowaste management context. Thus, these factors were evaluated in this study.

1.2 Research Design and Thesis Presentation
The first set of objectives identified for this study was achieved through the
review of waste minimization-oriented policy instruments implemented at both top-level
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and WKU benchmark universities and comparing these findings with WKU waste
minimization and recycling practices. Surveys and semi-structured interviews with
recycling and sustainability coordinators at various universities allowed for the
examination of declared reduction, reuse, and recycling strategies at the participating
universities. Since participation of all faculty, students, and staff is required for any
recycling or reduction program implemented at a university, a portion of this research
endeavored to assess individual participation in WKU recycling programs.
The remaining objectives in this research were achieved through spatial analysis
of waste collected at dumpsters, GIS applications, and visualizing waste generation
trends over time and space. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) was applied to visualize
the density of waste generation and highlight the need for the implementation of various
waste minimization policies and environmental education campaigns at higher education
institutions. Techniques in location-allocation and service area analysis were utilized to
identify infrastructural gaps in the availability of waste facilities on campus. Specifically,
these analyses allow campus waste managers to understand if all recycling and garbage
demands are covered across campuses.
Since the research methods needed to achieve the research objectives of this study
are complex, this thesis is presented in an article format, wherein an abbreviated literature
review and methodology is provided at the start of each ‘results’ chapter. Thus, rather
than including single, separate ‘results’ and ‘discussion’ chapters for all data collected in
this study, related results and discussion sections are divided into three chapters (chapters
four through six) by content and research objective. Chapters two and three include
literature and study area information applicable to the entirety of this research project.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Throughout history, garbage has been a major concern for humankind. Garbage
has caused fatalities as a consequence of disease epidemics (e.g., cholera or bubonic
plague) and water supply contamination from landfill leachate into groundwater systems.
Four primary waste management tools have developed through this historic management
of trash: 1) dumping, 2) burning, 3) recycling, and 4) usage minimization (Barbalace,
2003). All waste materials, whether they are solid, liquid, gaseous, or radioactive fall
within the remit of waste management. Traditionally, waste management, defined as the
collection, transportation, processing, managing and monitoring of waste materials,
focused on handling wastes after they were produced; in this way (Waste Management
Inc., 2012). Managing waste in its modern meaning, however, also considers the pregeneration of waste through regulation, waste minimization, and re-use opportunities
(Wilson, 2007). In the following pages, various drivers for developing waste management
approaches are introduced. The concept of zero-waste, as a distinct strategy for waste
management that focuses on resource recovery and reducing the consumption rate of
natural resources, and importance of adopting zero-waste strategies in educational
institutions is also presented.

2.1 Development of Waste Management
Waste management practices can vary between developed and developing
nations, urban and rural regions, and large and small organizations. Normally, local
government authorities have the responsibility of managing non-hazardous residential
and institutional waste in most metropolitan areas, while management of non-hazardous
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commercial and industrial waste is usually the responsibility of the generator and is
subject to regulation by local, national, or international authorities (Henry et al., 2006;
Wilson, 2007). Historically, production and consumption byproducts were burned, put in
landﬁlls, or dumped into oceans and other water bodies (Kipperberg, 2007). From 1000
to 1800 C.E., city streets, which were covered with household waste, human and animal
excrement, and dust, had unpleasant scenes and bad smells dispersed in the atmosphere.
Over the centuries, many attempts to change these sights and remove disgusting smells,
including employing persons to keep streets cleaned, were pursued. Moreover, since
resources were relatively scarce, rather than immediately disposing of waste into the
waste stream, strategies for repairing and reusing resources were regularly practiced
(Wilson, 2007). Also, during this era, a waste management strategy was adopted for
granting an exclusive permit to a contractor to collect waste in different city districts
(Velis, 2004; Wilson, 2007). These strategies are still utilized today, with trash
companies collecting waste in and along predetermined locations and routes.
As related to waste management, the public health movement emerged in Europe
in the second half of the 19th century when cholera became an epidemic in London.
Officials believed there was a direct relationship between the cholera epidemic and the
bad odor emitting from decaying organic matter. As a result, by the Public Health Act,
London residents were required to keep their waste in a moveable receptacle, and local
authorities performed formalized waste collection (Girling, 2005; Wilson, 2007).
Afterwards, during World Wars I and II, resource scarcity and a lack of disposal
monitoring drove waste management policy development (Wilson, 2007).
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Following the implementation of initial waste management policies,
environmental protection continued to gradually grow in importance in the political
agenda of the developed world. This growth was perpetuated by an increasing emphasis
on improving technical standards in the 1980s (Wilson, 2007). These standards focused
primarily on leachate and landfill gas control and the reduction of gas emissions from
incineration. More recently, as suggested in Defra and WRAP (2007), climate change and
sustainability ideals are environmental drivers in waste management. For instance, the
Swedish energy sector is anticipated to change its dependency on nuclear power reactors
and move towards expansion of renewable energy systems, such as energy recovery from
waste (Eriksson et al., 2005).
In 1977, the European Union’s (EU) Second Environment Action Program
introduced a “waste hierarchy” of 4Rs (reduction, reuse, recycling, and energy recovery)
aimed at more sustainable waste management (Wilson, 2007). The aim of waste
management hierarchy strategies is to prevent and reduce waste generation by applying
preventative tools and developing clean technologies (Monte et al., 2009). Similar to the
concept of waste hierarchy, the goal of waste management is to obtain an integrated
resource management system that embraces political, institutional, social, economic, and
the financial aspects of waste for integrated product policy and design (Barton et al.,
1996). The concept of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) in the EU model formed
in response to the involvement of producers taking more responsibility for manufacturing
eco-friendly products. EPR includes all stages of a product lifecycle (Monte et al., 2009).
Also, political decisions at the EU Council level require societies to take steps toward
sustainable waste management (Eriksson et al., 2005). For instance, in Sweden, 15% of
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total municipal waste must be sent to other treatment plants rather than being landfilled
(Eriksson et al., 2005). Moreover, all European Union countries are required to reduce
the levels of biodegradable municipal waste landfilled to 35% of the 1995 levels by 2020
in accordance with the EU Landfill Directive (European Commission, 2012).
In many countries, private partnership participation is utilized in waste
management strategies, since private partners have become engaged in providing waste
management services under municipality supervision (Phillips, 1998). Imposing a tax on
all landfilled wastes is another waste management strategy frequently adopted (Fischer et
al., 2012). In Singapore, waste disposal fees are gradually increased (Bai and Sutanto,
2002). As of 2002, landfilling combustible waste such as plastics is prohibited in
Sweden; in 2005, organic waste was added to the prohibited landfilling list as part of a
gradual establishment of stricter landfilling rules (Eriksson et al., 2005). In the United
States, a legislative driver for waste management was initiated in 1965 when the first
federal solid waste laws were enacted (Phillips, 1998); however, free market drivers
(business profits) have always had the most predominant role in developing waste
management systems in America (Wilson, 2007). Environmental protection drivers,
along with technical standards for improvement of landfill sites and the development of
energy recovery plants, are also playing influential roles in the development of waste
management in the United States. There are, however, significant differences between
state-level commitments to waste management. For example, landfill diversion and
environmental protection regulations in California typically have far stricter measures
than those found in other states (GeoSyntec Consultants, Inc., 2004).
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In developing countries, until the 1960s, the main priority of cities was waste
collection to keep streets clean (Schübeler, 1996). The political agenda of some countries
does not take into account environmental protection for public well-being. As an
example, despite of the existence of legislation, uncontrolled or open dumping sites are
still the norm in India (Nagarajan et al., 2012). Developing countries may also suffer
from weak institutional abilities. For instance, although municipal solid waste has
continually grown in Kenya, the country maintains weak waste management functions
because of a weak institutional infrastructure to collect and safely dispose of wastes
(Henry et al., 2006). In Kenya, centralized waste management is staffed with poorly
trained workers. Moreover, culture can provide resistance to the pursuit of waste
management professions in Middle Eastern and Latin American countries, since waste
management may be viewed as an unacceptable occupation as a result of negative
societal mindset and degradation of class (Wilson, 2007). Lack of fiscal resources also
constrains waste management in developing countries, but international financial
institutions such as the World Bank can help address affordability concerns (Wilson,
2007). Furthermore, rural-to-urban migration and urbanization growth exacerbates waste
management concerns in many developing nations (Henry et al., 2006).
Overall, beginning in the 1970s, environmental protection and the systematic
increase of technical standards became the main concerns of waste management
personnel in developed nations, while public health and environmental protection are still
the main challenges in many developing countries (Lisney, 2007). As such, five broad
groups of drivers for developing waste management strategies are frequently
documented: public health, environmental protection, resource value of waste,
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organizational barriers (financial, culture, etc.), and public awareness. These waste
management drivers influence countries differently, depending on their local
circumstances, infrastructure characteristics, and culture. Thus, since balancing drivers
will lead to more sustainable integrated waste management systems (Phillips, 1998;
Eriksson et al., 2005; Henry et al., 2006; Wilson, 2007; Nagarajan et al., 2012), the
purpose of this research was to explore the implementation of sustainable waste
management strategies by investigating multiple drivers of waste management at the
institutional level.

2.2 Municipal Solid Waste Management Approaches
Municipal Solid Waste Management (MSWM) includes the collection, transfer,
resource recovery, recycling, and treatment of waste. Public health protection,
environmental quality promotion, sustainable development, and economic productivity
are the main objectives of MSWM systems (Henry et al., 2006). Various treatment
methods are utilized in MSWM, and the appropriate waste treatment method is dependent
on the type of waste (Sabbas et al., 2001). These treatment methods are individually
discussed below.

2.2.1 Landfilling
Landfills, as a site to dispose of wastes by burial, are the oldest and least
favorable treatment method (Eriksson et al., 2005). Both incineration and landfilling
allow for the disposal of mixed household wastes, yet regulations against landfilling of
different waste types (e.g., organic wastes) are becoming stricter, globally (Eriksson et
al., 2005). The objective of landfilling waste is material removal. Waste disposal methods
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should ensure that disposed products have no short- or long-term threats to the
environment or human health (Sabbas et al., 2001). The physical condition of waste can,
however, pose substantial environmental risks if hazardous liquids from dumping sites
(leachate) leak into the environment/groundwater resources (Monte et al., 2009). A
number of studies indicate that the impact of landfill leachate on the landscape and in
groundwater has risen and gained importance due to extreme growth in population
(Nicholson et al., 1983; Radi et al., 1987; Christensen et al., 1994; Vadillo et al., 1999).
In some modern sanitary landfill sites, methane emissions are collected and directed into
combustion chambers for energy production purposes (Karani and Jewasikiewitz, 2006;
Chun and Bae, 2012). The surface emission of methane from landfills is, however,
unavoidable. Pollution from landfills is influenced by different factors, such as landfill
design, physical and chemical characteristics of soil, and type of disposed waste
(Hogland et al., 2003). Thus, in Europe, as a result of strict regulations and increased
taxes, the number of active landfills is decreasing and strategies focusing on energy
recovery through incineration are increasing (Monte et al., 2009).

2.2.2 Composting
Composting is one of the lowest-cost disposal methods (Monte et al., 2009). This
method consists of letting micro-organisms decompose organic matter in the presence of
water, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon. Composting products must meet a set of technical
requirements, such as suitability for plant growth. During composting, the natural
breakdown of organic materials produces carbon dioxide or nitrous oxide and water. In
the absence of oxygen, methane may be produced, which is a global warming concern.
(US Composting Council, 2008). Thus, although composting methods are good for
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reducing waste volume, significant environmental issues can result from the composting
processes, highlighting the need for minimizing waste generation.

2.2.3 Incineration
Incineration by mass-burn technology is the most common thermal treatment
process for municipal solid waste (MSW), but there are other incineration methods that
have fewer applications in MSW processing (e.g., fluidized bed incineration and refuse
derived fuel systems) (Sabbas et al., 2001). Energy recovery from waste is dependent on
the volume, composition, and level of moisture of the waste stream entered into an
incinerator. Sabbas et al. (2001) indicates four factors that influence the quality and
quantity of MSW incineration. These factors include waste generators (household,
commercial, or industrial waste), the volume of the generated waste, and collection
separation procedures (e.g., when electrical appliances are separated, copper (Cu) content
is reduced in incineration bottom ash). Typical residues of MSW incineration include
bottom ash, grate siftings, boiler and economizer ash, fly ash, and air particulates. By
regulation, utilization and recovery of ash is necessary in some European countries to
decrease environmental degradation from ash dispersal into the atmosphere, but this
measure to reduce the negative consequences of ash in the environment is not universally
practiced, making incineration a potentially harmful waste-disposal method (Petrlik and
Ryder, 2005).
Regardless of disposal method, as long as municipalities are encouraged/required
by law to redirect waste towards other disposal alternatives and avoid using landfilling,
environmental impacts from waste treatment should be decreased. However, in addition
to being an expensive method for waste management, there are also concerns about
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emissions emitting from incinerators (Monte et al., 2009). Among all scenarios in waste
management, Eriksson et al. (2005) indicated that combustion of plastic during
incineration is a large contributor of CO2 emissions. Thus, because of the continued
prevalence of plastics in waste streams, there is a need to change waste management
strategies from a focus on waste disposal and removal to zero-waste production.

2.2.4 Waste Recycling
A cheaper source of input materials for manufacturing industries can be provided
through recycling, particularly as the cost of raw materials is increasing (Henry et al.,
2006; Kipperberg, 2007). For example, Turkey recycles more than 2 million tons of steel
scrap per year (Metin et al., 2003). Turkish entrepreneurs are also working in
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyvinyl chloride (PVC) post-consumer bottles, and
non-ferrous metals (e.g., copper, aluminum, lead) recycling (Metin et al., 2003).
Individual collectors and scrap dealers across the country purchase the used materials
from houses and businesses and sell them to other businesses, suggesting the recovery of
recyclable MSW can occur in nationwide supply chain loops. In these types of waste
management systems, waste statistics can be generated through long-term data collection
and applied to implement data-driven waste management practices. Thus, the need for
statistical modeling and systematically evaluating waste streams is evident in systemwide waste management schemes and, therefore, was undertaken during this research.
Public participation is an important element of all municipal collection and
recovery operations (Metin et al., 2003). Non-governmental organizations and
community-based organizations can be used to engage the low-income and/or
unemployed population in the collection of recyclable material. This experience has been
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successfully practiced in many parts of the developing world for different economic
purposes such as employment production and reduction of raw material expense for
manufacturers, farmers, and landscapers (Rathi, 2006). Implementation of local level
awareness campaigns and educational programs can also help communities get involved
in cleaning their neighborhoods, schools, and parks (Bai and Sutanto, 2002). Socioeconomic characteristics of communities must, however, be examined to recognize the
willingness of residents to participate in recycling programs (Henry et al., 2006). These
characteristics may include household income, household size, education, age, hometype, homeownership, and population density (Ferrara and Missios, 2005; Kipperberg,
2007). Thus, in this project, a survey was distributed to all students, faculty, and staff at
WKU in an effort to address community perceptions of recycling and willingness to
participate in waste management programs.

2.3 Collection Methods
Fundamentally, the effectiveness of a waste management system is highly
dependent on the distribution, design, and storage capacity of collection bins and the
estimated amount of waste generated (Sumathi et al., 2008; Vijay et al., 2008). There are
several collection methods in association with waste handling, with the direct collection
of waste from individual households being one of the most labor and time consuming. An
indirect collection method may involve waste being collected and stored in large bulk
containers in the basement of buildings or complexes. These wastes are typically
transferred to the collection areas manually and later transported to a final destination,
either recycling plants or disposal sites. Another indirect collection system, Centralized
Refuse-Chute, has recently been introduced into newer buildings. With these systems, all
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individual apartments directly discharge their waste into a common discharge chute that
leads to a central container; a small vehicle is later used to mechanically collect the
containers’ contents and transfer them into a waste collection truck. Unfortunately, the
use of compaction vehicles and containers in waste collection makes it more diﬃcult to
retrieve valuable, reusable resources from domestic waste (Bai and Sutanto, 2002).
Curbside collection is a common collection method for plastic wastes. Bringscheme is also applied for plastic wastes, but this is commonly not a good option for
communities with a low commitment to recycling (Hopewell et al., 2009). Therefore,
typical recyclable materials are preferred to be collected alongside MSW. Most curbside
collection is comingled/single-stream recyclable (paper, cardboard, glass, metal cans,
etc.) systems in order to maximize the cost efficiency of recycling collection programs.
However, only 30-40% of all post-consumption plastic bottles are recovered through
single-stream recycling programs for single-family residences (Hopewell et al., 2009).
Utilization of “on-the-go recycling” (to provide recycling bins everywhere, for instance
on all sidewalks) and “office recycling” (to supply recycling bins in all hallways, offices,
etc.) collection schemes are, therefore, necessary to increase the rate of plastic recovery
beyond what can be collected through municipal recycling.
Single-stream recycling, as an easier approach than multi-stream, is a recycling
collection method that combines all recyclable commodities (aluminum, paper, plastic
bottles, etc.) together at the waste generation source and transfers the separation process
elsewhere from the site (Wilson, 2007). The single-stream collection scheme helps
increase speed of collection compared to the split-stream scheme since less workforce
may be involved with the collection procedure; typically, but not always, less fuel is also
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used in the transportation to/from recycling plants or dumping sites when single-stream
collection schemes are utilized (Hopewell et al., 2009). The single-stream system also
allows individuals to focus on recycling more rather than looking for specific bins for
each type of recyclable material (University of Marquette, 2015). Yet, although this
approach requires less human resources, costs less for collection, and leads to higher
diversion rates, opponents of this approach indicate disadvantages in the processing and
marketing materials; these opponents believe that single-stream systems will ultimately
reduce recycling revenues because materials will lose their worth and will have
inherently lower end-market values (Eureka Recycling, 2002).
Research about collection method strategies does not reflect what factors need to
be evaluated to determine an appropriate collection scheme. For example, Hopewell et al.
(2009) attempted to find relationships between economic drivers and collection
strategies, but generalization of their results to all cases with different characteristics is
not practical. They proposed that the bring-scheme can be a better option for small, rural
areas from an economic point-of-view, but the success of bring-scheme collection is
intensively interrelated with public participation. Thus, the research discussed herein has
attempted to illustrate the importance of considering demographic factors, availability of
infrastructure (e.g., easy access to recycling and solid waste bins), and adopted waste
collection strategies (single vs. multiple stream) when developing waste management
strategies at institutions.

2.4 Waste Minimization
Nations are attempting to conserve their resources, reduce reliance on landﬁlls,
and combat environmental complications related to traditional waste management
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methods (Wilson, 2007). In order to minimize waste production in different layers of
society, Singapore and Europe have implemented pay-as-you-throw regulations. The
implementation of these regulations seems difficult for large populated apartment blocks
since waste generation is not easy to track (Bai and Sutanto, 2002; Kipperberg, 2007), but
can be easily implemented for individual houses or industrial sites. As a consequence,
nations have turned to the proactive exploration of other waste minimization policies
(Kipperberg, 2007). Studies have investigated the influence of social programming on
household awareness and waste behavior change (Parizeau et al., 2006) and the
relationship between recycling policy and recycling behavior (Kipperberg, 2007). For
instance, garbage collection fees have significant influence on recycling levels, and
mandatory recycling of particular materials may also impact recycling rates for all
materials, not just those that require recycling (Ferrara and Missios, 2005). Behavior
change and legislative incentives have also caused some transition away from single-use
plastic carrier bags to reusable bags in Europe and elimination of lightweight carrier bags
in Bangladesh and China (Hopewell et al., 2009). Other recycling-related policies
including bag limits and limit on volume or weight have reduced waste production of
commodities (Thompson et al., 2009). Yet, instead of solely relying on regulations, social
norms against waste generation behavior need to also be changed through environmental
protection and public awareness campaigns. Responsiveness of people to different policy
options regarding waste management systems needs to be understood and thoroughly
assessed. Also, a goal of recycling and waste minimization practices should be to find
practical methods for sending the minimum amount of wastes to landfills. Thus, zero-
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waste philosophy is seeking to help people minimize their waste, deliver waste services
more efficiently, and find ways to recover and re-use waste (Eco-Cycle, 2011).

2.5 The Concept of Zero-Waste
In order to implement an integrated waste management system there is a need to
adopt appropriate development philosophies and ethics in waste management practices.
Zero-waste is a goal that is both pragmatic and idealistic to guide people to follow
sustainable natural cycles, wherein all discarded materials are resources for others to use
(Karani and Jewasikiewitz, 2006). Thus, the concept of zero-waste is based on the
philosophy of nature not producing waste. In nature, the waste of one organism or
process becomes the food for another (Pauli, 2013). Zero-waste includes all steps of
manufacturing products from the design and development to the distribution of a product.
Zero-waste strategy can be incorporated by small or large businesses, governments,
educational intuitions, or hotels and communities, and is recommended to organizations
for consideration when developing their green programs and seeking cost savings
(Alexander, 2002).
The main criticism of zero-waste plans is that they have an unrealistic target.
Greyson (2006) provides an explanation for this criticism, suggesting it is solely built on
a misinterpretation of economic growth indicators associated with capitalism. A typical
perspective of the capitalist economy is that it only can provide a constant growth if the
consumerist consumption is consistently expanded. Greyson (2006) further highlights
that this approach to economic growth is only justified in the short run. If policymakers
allow the economy to regularly adjust itself with a policy, which runs on the basis of a
preventative/reductionist approach to consumerism, then long-term economic growth
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should be achievable. Thus, since zero-waste strategies and environmental sustainability
are compatible with preventative/reductionist approaches, they may slow down growth
indicators in the short-term, but can provide a sustainable eco-friendly economic growth
that will reduce other externalized costs in the long-term.
The zero-waste philosophy helps to conserve resources instead of burning or
burying them, and can, therefore, help to eliminate pollution discharge to land, water, and
air (Karani and Jewasikiewitz, 2006). The objective of becoming a zero-waste organization does not mean the elimination of all by-products, but instead it means using
resources as efficiently as possible. For example, although all waste is not diverted from a
landfill, the Westin San Francisco Airport Hotel, which began adopting zero-waste
strategies in 1994, is able to recycle 22 tons of materials, annually (Starwood Hotels &
Resorts, 2015). In short, any organization can apply the philosophy of zero-waste and
attempt to promote it among individuals across the organization; WKU is no exception.

2.5.1 Zero-Waste in Educational Institutions
Almost three decades ago, higher education institutions in developed countries
started utilizing integrated waste management programs (Armijo de Vega et al., 2008;
Waste Management Inc., 2013a). Some of their strategies for waste reduction and
recycling have accomplished satisfactory results. In fact, most American universities
have institutionalized recycling programs since these are one of the most prominent and
assimilated drivers towards waste reduction in the United States (Armijo de Vego et al.,
2008). For instance, in 2010, Georgetown University successfully diverted 85% of its
waste from disposal and had an annual 45% recycling rate as a result of its waste
management practices (Sustainability at Georgetown University, undated). Similarly,
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Rutgers University, which recently achieved a 67% recycling material diversion rate,
brings its food waste to local farmers as part of its waste management program (Armijo
de Vergo et al., 2008; Waste Management Inc., 2013b).
Educational institutions, particularly universities, play an important role in
continually creating new, knowledgeable generations of people. Moral and ethical
obligations typically make educational institutions perform responsibly towards the
environment. Thus, proper operation of integrated and sustainable waste management
programs within educational institutions is expected. The implementation of integrated
waste management programs within educational institutions helps teach the public how
organized practices can solve waste-related problems. In addition, aside from moral and
ethical obligations to adopt waste management schemes, the establishment of zero-waste
philosophy within educational organizations can also help institutions minimize the
amount of fiscal resources needed for waste management (Armijo de Vega et al., 2008).

2.6 Conclusions
Zero-waste is a goal that can outline waste management strategies for education
institutions, but it does not necessarily expect institutions to fully reach “zero-waste”
production (Ricci, 2013). Identifying and quantifying the main waste streams at the
national, city, community, and organizational levels are very important steps in integrated
waste management systems. Identifying waste streams helps to recognize strengths and
weaknesses of a waste management system and understand how and why the system is
operating poorly. A full evaluation of the waste management program of an organization
also can illustrate what type of waste minimization programs must be added to or
modified in the system and what current failures are obstacles to the effectiveness of
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waste management. The functionality of existing regulations, and/or need to change these
regulations towards more efficiently integrated waste management systems, can be
provided through evaluation.
In the future, more communities and organizations will require adopting a zerowaste management plan. The capability of the community, the strength of integrated
waste management programs, utilization of proper data collection systems, and the ability
to coordinate efforts towards more efficient sustainable management systems should
determine to what extent a zero-waste plan can accomplish its goals. However, research
is needed on collection-system efficiency in subdivisions and small “towns,” including
universities, with their own sub-systematic collection system. Challenges, opportunities,
and disadvantages of employing and utilizing the private sector to collect wastes in
subdivisions, educational campuses, and industrial towns need to be assessed. Thus, this
research used WKU as a case study to investigate how a mid-sized education institution
should take steps towards zero-waste strategies in order to promote waste management
efficiency and expand zero-waste culture among university individuals.
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CHAPTER THREE: STUDY AREA
WKU began as the Western Kentucky State Normal School in January, 1907. In
February, 1911, the school moved to its present location approximately 125 feet above
Bowling Green, Kentucky, on “the Hill.” The institution formally became Western
Kentucky University in 1966 (Western Kentucky University, 2014a).
In fall 2012, 8,637 male students (40.9% of the total student population) and
12,487 female students (59.1% of the total student population) attended WKU (Western
Kentucky University Fact Book, 2013). Of these, the number of undergraduate male
students was 7,691 (42.5% of population) and the number of undergraduate female
students was 10,424 (57.5% of population), while graduate male students totaled 946
(31.4% of population) and graduate female students totaled 2,063 (68.6% of population).
In-state students totaled 17,056 (80.7% of population), while 3,302 students (15.6% of
population) were considered out-of state and 766 (3.6% of population) were from
international locations. The vast majority of students (19,121 or 91%) attending WKU are
from southern states (Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, South
Carolina, North Carolina, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Tennessee, West Virginia, Virginia)
(Western Kentucky University Fact Book, 2013).
In fall 2013, the number of students enrolled and the distribution of the student
population at WKU reflected little change (see Table 3.1). During this semester, 8,562
male students (41.9% of total student population) and 11,894 female students (59.1% of
total student population) attended WKU. Of these, the number of undergraduate male
students was 7,619 (43.5% of population) and the number of undergraduate female
students was 9,898 (56.5% of population), while graduate male students totaled 943
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(32.1% of population) and graduate female students totaled 1,996 (67.9% of population).
16,088 students (78.6% of population) from Kentucky attended WKU, while 3,271
students (16.0% of population) were considered out-of state and 1,097 (5.4% of
population) were from international locations. The vast majority of students (18,096 or
88%) attending WKU were from southern states (Western Kentucky University Fact
Book, 2014).

Table 3.1. Total Number of Individuals at WKU in 2012 and 2013.

2012
2013

Student
Pop.

Student
Growth

Faculty
Pop.

Faculty
Growth

16,877
16,362

-4%

1,130
1,251

+1%

Staff
Pop.

2,221
2,279

Staff
Growth

+2.6%

Total
Pop.

20,228
19,892

Overall
Growth

-2%

Source: Western Kentucky University Fact Book (2013; 2014).

In 2012, WKU had 2,352 full-time and 999 part-time employees, with a gender
distribution of 44% male and 56% female. Of the faculty employees, 785 were full-time
faculty members and 345 were part-time members (Western Kentucky University Fact
Book, 2013). In 2013 WKU had 3,530 employees with a comparable gender distribution
to the gender distribution during 2012. Of these employees, 1,251 were faculty members,
including 791 full-time and 460 part-time faculty (Figure 3.1) (Western Kentucky
University Fact Book, 2014).
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Figure 3.1. WKU Student, Faculty, and Staff Population in 2012 and 2013.
Source: Western Kentucky University Fact Book (2013; 2014).
As reflected in the WKU motto, “A leading American University with International Reach,” WKU’s vision is to advance its academic reputation and expand its
international reach by recruiting students from around the world (Western Kentucky
University, 2012). The number of international students enrolled at WKU has increased
from 84 in 1997 to 568 in 2008 and reached 1,100 in 2013 (Western Kentucky University
Fact Book, 2013). The number of Saudi Arabian and Chinese students has also grown;
Saudi Arabia (497 students), China (168), and India (85) had the highest number of
students attending WKU in fall 2013 (Western Kentucky University Fact Book, 2014).
WKU is divided into six colleges: College of Health and Human Services,
College of Education and Behavioral Sciences, Gordon Ford College of Business, Ogden
College of Science and Engineering, Potter College of Arts and Letters, and University
College. The percentage of student credit hour production per college in 2013 was Arts
and Letter (31%), Science and Engineering (21%), Health and Human Services (18%),
University College (10%), Education (10%), and Business (10%) (Western Kentucky
University Fact Book, 2014).
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WKU is situated in an urban setting, covering 235 acres (Western Kentucky
University, 2015a). WKU has a total of five campuses, all located in Kentucky, two of
which are located in Bowling Green, Warren County (main campus and south campus),
one in Glasgow, Barren County, one in Owensboro, Daviess County, and one in
Elizabethtown/Ft Knox, Hardin County (Figure 3.2). This research project centered on
the WKU main campus buildings, walkways, dumpsters, and waste compactor stations.
The main campus of the University covers approximately 200 acres (Western Kentucky
University, 2015a). The WKU main campus contains 109 buildings, including residential
houses, student organization housing, classroom an d departmental buildings, and
administrative buildings (Western Kentucky University, 2014b) (Figure 3.3). Table 3.2
lists the WKU main campus buildings, while special event buildings and their respective
capacities are provided in Table 3.3.

Figure 3.2. Map of WKU Campus Locations (Map created by author).
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Figure 3.3. WKU Main Campus, Bowling Green, KY. (Created by author).

Table 3.2. Buildings on the WKU Main Campus.
Buildings in WKU Main Campus
1. Augenstein Alumni Center
2. Alumni Square Garage
3. WKU Apartments
4. Clinical Education Complex
5. Felts Log House
6. Kentucky Building and Library
7. Rodes Harlin Hall
8. Pioneer Log Cabin
9. McCormack Hall
10. Gilbert Hall
11. Heat Plant
12. Parking Structure/Facilities Management
13. Diddle Arena
14. Parking Structure 2
15. Smith Stadium
16. Baseball Press Box
17. Indoor Batting Facility
18. Nick Denise Field
19. Supply Services
20. Jones Jagger Hall
21. Douglas Keen Hall
22. Tower Food Court
23. Pearce Food Tower
24. Meredith Hall
25. Zacharias Hall
26. Hugh Poland Hall
27. Preston Health Activities Center
28. Barnes Campbell Hall
29. Bemis Lawrence Hall
30. Health Services Building
31. Tate Page Hall
32. Topper Café
33. Downing Student Union (DSU)
34. Guthrie Tower
35. Academic Complex
36. Mass Media & Technology Hall
37. Chilled Water Plant
38. Minton Hall
39. Southwest Hall
40. Northeast Hall
41. Bates Runner Hall
42. McLean Hall
43. Gatton Academy
44. Craig Administration Building
45. Chandler Memorial Chapel
46. Grise Hall
47. Music Hall
48. Ivan Fine Arts Center
49. Colonnade Seating Amphitheatre
50. Weatherby Administration Building
51. Potter Hall
52. Van Meter Hall
53. Gordon Wilson Hall
54. Cherry Hall
55. College High Hall
56. Garrett Conference Center
57. Industrial Arts Building
58. Helm Library
59. Cravens Library
60. University Honors Building
61. Thompson Complex – North Wing
62. Snell Hall
63. Thompson Complex Center
64. Engineering & Biological Sciences
65. Hardin Planetarium
66. Environmental Sciences & Technology Hall
67. Honors and International Center
68. Publications Building
69. Gary A. Ransdell Hall
70. Doctoral Studies
71. Training and Technical Assistance
Services
(Note: Numbers in this table correspond with labels provided in Figure 3.3)
Source: Western Kentucky University (2014b).

Computer labs with printing facilities are located in Cherry Hall (22 computers),
Commons at Cravens (30), Grise Hall (77), Helm Library (50), Mass Media and
Technology Hall (110), Snell Hall (30), and Thompson Complex Central Wing (35)
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(Western Kentucky University, 2015c). Currently, there are 15 residence halls with a
total capacity of 4,950 students located on the main campus (Table 3.4).

Table 3.3. WKU Venue Buildings and their Applications.
Building for Venues
Approximate Capacity/Application
Chandler Memorial Chapel
Diddle Arena
Diddle Arena’s Hall of Champions
DSU Auditorium
Faculty House
Kentucky Building
MMTH
WKU Topper Club in Smith Stadium
Van Meter Hall Auditorium
Houchens Industries L.T. Smith Stadium
Ivan Wilson Fine Arts Center Amphitheatre
Centennial Mall
Source: Western Kentucky University (2015b).

Up to 80 seats
For large events. Capacity of 7,300
Capacity of 250
Seating capacity of 608
For small events, capacity varied
Seating capacity of 80
Student labs, auditorium with 275 seats
For small events
Seating capacity for up to 1,048
Seating capacity of 17,186
Capacity of approximately 2,900 seats
For outdoor events

Table 3.4. WKU Residence Halls and Capacities.
Residence Hall

Capacity

384 men
1. Barnes Campbell Hall
148 men and women in the Honors College
2. Bates Runner Hall
384 men
3. Bemis Lawrence Hall
240 men in north tower, 132 women in south tower
4. Douglas Keen Hall
Data not available
5. Gilbert Hall
400 men
6. Hugh Poland Hall
378 men
7. McCormack Hall
120 men and women
8. McLean Hall
188 sorority women
9. Meredith Hall
10. Minton Hall College
406 men and women in the Honors College
300 upper class men and women
11. Northeast Hall
Data not available
12. Pearce Ford Tower
368 women
13. Rodes Harlin Hall
300 men and women
14. Southwest Hall
206 men and women
15. Zacharias Hall
Source: Western Kentucky University (2015d).
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3.1 Waste Management Operations at WKU
Two decades ago, the primitive recycling program at WKU was limited to
recycling only paper and cardboard. After hiring a full-time sustainability coordinator,
creating the WKU Sustainability Committee in 2008, and hiring a Recycling Coordinator
in 2009, a Recycling/Surplus Department was formed in 2011 (Western Kentucky
University, 2012). The Recycling/Surplus Department’s mission is focused on waste
reduction, with the goal of becoming a near-zero waste campus. Since 2007, the
GreenToppers student organization, Office of Sustainability, and Recycling/Surplus
Department have co-hosted an annual campaign on WKU’s campus to promote waste
reduction awareness during the University’s Earth Day celebration (Western Kentucky
University, 2012).
In current WKU planning, waste management has not received as much attention
in the campus management process as other university sectors such as building and
landscape design and maintenance. This fact is clearly reflected in the Association for the
Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE) 2015 rating where WKU
scored 4.19 out of 10 in the waste category. In contrast, WKU obtained 3.49 (out of 4.00
possible points) for the grounds category, and 4.24 out of 8.00 in the building category.
WKU received a silver rating (51.83 out of 100) from the AASHE STARS program in
2015 (Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education, 2015)
based on engagement, operations, planning and administration, and innovation
categories. As it relates to waste management and sustainability under the operations
section, there are further sub-categories that encompass air and climate, buildings, dining
services, energy, grounds, purchasing, transportation, waste, and water.
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In 2015, WKU earned 2.67 out of 11 for air and climate, 4.24 out of 8 for
buildings, 0.08 out of 7 for dining services, 3.98 out of 10 for energy, 3.49 out of 4 for
grounds, 2.88 out of 6 for purchasing, 2.85 out of 7 for transportation, 4.19 out of 10 for
waste, and 2 out of 6 for water. Waste points were earned for waste reduction (2.61 out of
5), waste diversion (0.58 out of 3), and hazardous waste management (1 out of 1); no
points have been earned for construction and demolition waste diversion. Purchasing
points were earned for electronics purchasing (0.25 out of 1), cleaning products
purchasing (0.86 out of 1), office paper purchasing (0.52 out of 1), inclusive and local
purchasing (0.25 out of 1), life cycle cost analysis (0.5 out of 1), and guidelines for
business partners (0.5 out of 1).
WKU produces approximately 3 million pounds of solid waste annually (Western
Kentucky University Office of Sustainability, undated b). According to the 2007
dumpster audit conducted by Ryan-Downing (2007), nearly 34% of each dumpster
included recyclables. This was the first waste audit implemented at WKU, when only
recycle paper and cardboard could be recycled. Had single-stream recycling been
possible, this number could have been almost doubled. The audit displayed potential
opportunities for increased revenue and efficiency through investment in waste
management facilities (cardboard collection, compartmentalized dumpster, etc.). In 2007,
WKU only recycled 4% of its total waste; although this number increased to 9% in 2008
(Ryan-Downing, 2007). Much of this growth was attributed to an increase in recycling
bin availability. Currently, however, the Department of Recycling and Surplus is almost
unable to purchase new bins since it suffers from an insufficient budget. Lack of an
operating budget puts the Department into a situation where increasing human resources
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is also not feasible. The recycling program is staffed with a varying number of students
dependent on the semester, 1 recycling and surplus coordinator, 1 surplus operations
staff, and 1 full-time staff person for recycling pickup (Western Kentucky University
Recycling and Surplus Department, 2015a) (see Table 3.5 for a complete review of the
WKU Recycling and Surplus Department evolution).

Table 3.5. WKU Recycling and Surplus Department Timeline.
2009
 Increase in number of recycling bins after investment of over $30,000
to purchase new bins.
 Two full-time positions (Recycling Coordinator and Recycling Group
Leader) dedicated to the recycling program hired.
 Move-in cardboard recycling program; 14,730 pounds of cardboard
diverted from the landfill; cooperation between WKU Recycling,
Housing and Residence Life, and the WKU Garden Crew.
 Launch of Tailgate Recycling Initiative; 600 pounds of aluminum
cans recycled from tailgating events.
 Community recycling bin installed behind service and supply
building for off-campus residents.
 ‘Lighten Your Load’ move-out drive; approximately a tractor-trailer
load of materials captured from the students leaving the dorms.
 Pilot operation for pre-consumer food scrap composting implemented
by WKU Recycling and WKU Restaurant and Catering Services.
 Contract with Creative Recycling Solutions for e-scrap recycling.
2010
 Writing instrument recycling for WKU individuals to recycle used
pens, highlighters, etc. Cooperation with Terracycle, who provide
2.5 cents for each instrument; money directed to WKU
Foundation Green Fund for promoting sustainability initiatives.
 Continuation of ‘move-in cardboard’; ‘Move-out’ in May 2010.
 Continuation of ‘Lighten your Load’; more than 4,000 items of
clothing, and 1,000 small pieces collected and then donated to
flood victims, International Center, and Goodwill.
 100 new blue recycling bins in all shapes and sizes received.
 Planning for the placement of new common-area bins in the
ground floor lobbies of the buildings, hallways and lounges, etc.
 WKU Earth Day celebration; four-dumpsters audit undertaken by
Public Health students to calculate amount of recyclables in bins.
2011
 AASHE’s STARS rates 2.85 out of 12.50 possible points for
waste; dining services 1.85 out of 8.5 possible points; purchasing
2.50 out of 7.50 possible points.
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2012/2013







Computer Donation and Refurbish Program; Dedicated student
worker to refurbish computers and donate to Connect Kentucky.
Students (up to 10) and 2 full-time positions (Recycling Associate
and Surplus Associate, and Recycling and Surplus Coordinator).
16,500 pounds of cardboard recycled each month.
WKU recycled 12,866 pounds of e-scrap.
WKU Recycling handles an average of 1,400 pounds of single
stream (aluminum, paper, plastic bottles) per day.

Sources: Western Kentucky University Recycling and Surplus Department (2015a; b); Western
Kentucky University Office of Sustainability (undated a; b).

Recycling and surplus are the main drivers of the WKU waste management
system, which primarily utilizes a single-stream approach (Western Kentucky University
Recycling and Surplus Department, 2015a). In April 2011, WKU adopted the singlestream approach after several years of trial and error. Currently, paper, plastic, aluminum,
and small cardboard can all be placed into one recycling container. Larger cardboard and
e-scrap are also recycled, but plastic bags and styrofoam are not accepted on the WKU
main campus. Glass is accepted at community bins (Western Kentucky University
Recycling and Surplus Department, 2015b). Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the WKU waste
stream profile from 2012-2014.
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Landfill
Single-Stream
Cardboard
Glass

90.32%

E-scrap
Metal
Pallets

Figure 3.4. WKU Waste Stream Profile, 2012-2013. Data from July 2012 to June 2013.
Composting not in operation at this time.
Source: WKU Recycling and Surplus Department (2015b), compiled by author.

Landfill
Single-Stream
Cardboard
Glass
E-scrap

88.32%

Metal
Pallets
Compost
Figure 3.5. WKU Waste Stream Profile, 2013-2014. Data from July 2013 to May 2014.
Composting data were provided from February 2014.
Source: WKU Recycling and Surplus Department (2015b), compiled by author.

The WKU recycling diversion rate in 2013 was 11.08%; this number increased to
12.65% in 2014 (Figure 3.6). Currently, two main goals are being pursued by the
Department of Recycling and Surplus: 1) updating campus bins and signage, and 2)
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training and education (Western Kentucky University Recycling and Surplus Department,
2015a). Yet, at WKU, several gaps in waste management are currently not closely
considered towards developing an effective roadmap for improving waste management
efficiency, making this location an ideal case study site. Some of these gaps will be
considered in the future actions of the Recycling and Surplus Department (i.e., conveying
the message of the department through marketing and increasing staffing) (Western
Kentucky University Recycling and Surplus Department, 2015a); however, more
research focused on the environmental awareness and recycling behavior of campus
individuals, existence of adequate waste minimization policies at the campus-wide and
departmental levels, efficiency of operational instruments to implement policies, and
waste generation streams is needed. As a result, these items were studied coherently
under one broad context in the forthcoming chapters.

Diversion Rate Percentage
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Figure 3.6. WKU Recycling Diversion Rate for 2013 and 2014. Recycling diversion rate
calculated by dividing total recycling volume by total waste volume (trash plus recycling)
each month. Cardboard, metal, pallets, compost, and glass are considered as ‘recycling’.
Surplus and Hazardous Materials (HAZMAT) are not included.
Source: WKU Recycling and Surplus Department (2015b), compiled by author.
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CHAPTER FOUR: A MULTIDIMENSIONAL APPROACH TO ASSESSING THE
POTENTIAL FOR WASTE REDUCTION AND DIVERSION ON UNIVERSITY
CAMPUSES

4.1 Introduction
In a world with finite resources, generating enormous amounts of waste as a
consequence of high rates of urbanization, massive pressure is put on city authorities to
manage waste in an efficient, environmental-friendly manner (Zaman and Lehmann,
2011). In nature, all organisms fulfill a unique role in cycling nutrients in order for the
entire system to work properly and minimize the accumulation of excess waste (Waste
Management Inc., 2013b). Similarly, individuals, households, municipalities, and other
organizations (e.g., businesses, universities, etc.) are all organisms of urban
environments, which must not only collectively function as an isolated unit, but also
work within larger ecological systems (Zero Waste Alliance, undated).
The content presented in this chapter focuses on challenges of sustainable waste
management systems at higher education institutions and endeavors to find solutions to
overcome these barriers. One of these barriers is the culture of consumerism, which is
becoming a more deeply rooted behavior in the modern world, particularly in the United
States (Montazeri, 2013). Various recycling and waste minimization programs and
practices are currently implemented to concentrate on awareness raising, behavioral
change, and the reduction of the amount of waste transferring to landfills. Because of the
significance of universities’ role in global sustainable development and their ethical
obligation to act responsibly towards the environment (Armijo de Vega et al., 2008), all
types of educational institutions, particularly universities, are anticipated to play an
important leadership role in the environmental protection movement. Yet, in many
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instances, these institutions are unaware of how to effectively and efficiently participate
in the environmental movement, particularly as it pertains to waste management, due in
large part to a lack of comprehensive published research on this subject.
In developed countries, universities, as influential organizations in their
communities, are increasingly developing zero-waste programs in order to take action
against environmental devastation from waste disposal. There are still many universities,
however, that have not adopted zero-waste plans or have inefficiencies in their waste
management systems. Studying waste infrastructure and characteristics (e.g., spatial
analysis of waste generation sources and location allocation of trash and recycling bins)
and waste management structures aids universities in promoting their roles within
surrounding communities and reduces landfill waste and waste management operation
costs. Investigating waste management infrastructure along with a regular assessment of
environmental awareness and recycling behavior of campus individuals provides
information of two main segments of the holistic waste management mosaic.

4.1.1 Purpose and Research Questions
The objectives of this study were to identify and assess what strategies should be
priorities for a higher education institution that may lack stringent sustainable waste
management infrastructure and evaluate existing waste management practices and at
American higher education institutions. WKU was selected as a case study site for this
research. The following research questions were answered:
1. How do purchasing policies at a mid-sized, higher education institution
influence the production of waste? What changes can be made to these policies to
promote the generation of less packaging wastes?
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2. How do American mid-sized, higher-education institutions with zero-waste
goals operate their waste management systems? What lessons can be taken from
those universities and applied to other comparable institutions?

4.2 Literature Review
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced that
Americans generated 251 million tons of trash in 2012; paper and paperboard comprised
approximately 27% of the MSW generated in 2011 (Figure 4.1) (United States
Environmental Protection Agency, 2012). In 2012, the recycling rate was 34.5%, and
86.6 million tons of materials were recycled in America compared to a 28.5% recycling
rate and 55.8 million tons of materials recycled in 2000 (United States Environmental
Protection Agency, 2012). At 730 kilograms, the amount of waste generated per capita in
the United States was the highest compared to other G7 countries in 2010 (see Table 4.1)
(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2010).

Table 4.1. 2010 Comparison of MSW produced in the Group of Seven countries.
Countries
MSW Produced Per Capita (kg/capita)
France
530
Germany
600
Italy
540
Japan
350
United Kingdom
520
United States
730
Source: Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (2010).

4.2.1 Policy Instruments
American residents generate tremendous amounts of solid waste annually;
however, from 2005 to 2010 the total MSW generation in the United States decreased for
the first time in over five decades (United States Environmental Protection Agency,
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2012). The decline in America’s waste generation growth, as well as an increase in the
percentage of recycled materials, may be impacted by unit pricing programs, which aim
to charge households per unit of waste collected and which became widespread nationally
in the early 1990s (Miranda et al., 1996). Today, many communities have adopted unit
pricing systems in order to increase recycling participation and encourage source
reduction behavior. A community may be encouraged to consider such approaches
because of high disposal costs, changing labor costs, and diminishing landfill capacity.
Communities may have either volume-based or weight-based unit pricing; however, the
latter provides a clearer pricing signal to household waste producers (Miranda et al.,
1996). Miranda et al. (1996) provided an economic analysis of unit pricing programs to
understand if these programs have any effect on increasing recycling participation and
source reduction behavior. The researchers concluded that recycling levels and recycling
participation rates are positively related to unit pricing programs. Similarly, Jenkins et al.
(2000) examined the effect of curbside recycling and unit pricing on the percent of five
different recycled materials and concluded that household’s intensity of recycling
increases with implementation of a unit pricing program. Jenkins et al. (2000) also
revealed that residents’ behaviors are more positively influenced by curbside, rather than
drop-off, recycling programs. Moreover, Best and Kneip (2011) illustrated that a curbside
recycling scheme increased recycling participation after it was replaced with a drop-off
recycling system in Cologne, Germany; however, the citizens of Cologne were highly
engaged in recycling, with up to 75% participation even under the drop-off system.
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Figure 4.1. Total Waste Generation by Material in 2010.
Source: United States Environmental Protection Agency (2012).

Many communities in the United States provide garbage collection services for all
households within their boundaries. Predominantly, tax revenues on local property cover
these services, regardless of the volume of trash that each household may generate. In
other words, no household pays extra fees for any excess garbage they produce so large
quantities of trash can be generated under this funding mechanism (Palmer and Walls,
1997). On the flip side, user fee policies require households to pay an incremental fee for
each additional container of trash produced. For instance, all communities in Minnesota
and Washington are required to implement user fees by state legislation, but this type of
commitment to the implementation of waste policy is lacking nationally (Kinnaman,
1996). Reschovsky and Stone (1994) investigated how household recycling behavior is
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impacted by quantity based pricing of waste disposal and how household recycling
behavior may change when the quantity-based pricing is adopted in conjunction with
curbside recycling programs. From a random survey of households in the Finger Lakes
region of upstate New York, the researchers found that recycling behavior is influenced
by the curbside pickup of recyclables (Roschovsky and Stone, 1994).
In 1990, Taiwan’s government took steps towards implementing MSW recycling
policy. Lu et al. (2006) described three stages that were implemented in three distinct
time periods of MSW management in Taiwan. These stages included MSW reduction and
recycling policies, then the extension of producer responsibility programs and
requirement for manufacturers’ responsibility for recycling, and eventually implementing
specific policies that require manufacturers to pay disposal fees. As a result of these
policies, Taiwan’s government, which previously was suffering from a lack of budget for
its MSW programs, was able to provide sufficient funding and even expand the program.
After replacing former “end-of-pipe” disposal methods to source reduction and
recycling programs, Taiwan has set up a 70% zero-waste goal by 2020 (Lu et al., 2006).
Lu et al. (2006) put forth that a mandatory waste recycling law is the chief reason in this
perspective shift towards sustainable waste management. According to the Waste
Disposal Act of Taiwan, communities are required to deliver their recyclable
commodities to waste collection crews or be faced with a NT1200–6000 (US $1 = NT
32) fine. Furthermore, according to the ‘use restriction’ clause of the law, a plastic bag
restriction program was created, which has restricted plastic bag production and
consumption by 20,000 tons annually (Lu et al., 2006). These findings demonstrate how
enforced policies in waste management can minimize waste production and lead to
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behavioral change in the long-term. Although the aforementioned instances are for
municipalities, much of the same underlying findings are applicable to universities.
Higher education institutions can utilize policy instruments to establish an aspirational
philosophy of zero-waste throughout the enterprise.

4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Waste Management Policy Review
Although, the term ‘policy’ includes a wide range of meanings, in the context of
this research, written and unwritten guidelines, practices, and implemented and published
rules are considered ‘policy’. The purpose of policy review is to ensure that policies drive
effective practice to achieve expected outcomes and increase the effectiveness of policies
to leverage even better practices; however, specific policy review goals may vary by state
or system. As stated by Killion (2013), there are six phases for organizing policy reviews:
initiation, discovery, analysis, recommendations, reporting, and follow-up. Completing a
full policy review can take several months to years, depending on the policy, and requires
stakeholder engagement (Killion, 2013). Periodic policy reviews can ensure policies are
not fragmented, particularly when new, related policies are being developed and
implemented without deep pre-analysis of its interactions with existing policies in an
effort to identify any inconsistency to the vision or goals of an organization (Desimone et
al., 2007; Phillips et al., 2011; Polikoff, 2012; Killion, 2013).
For this study, waste management policies at two WKU benchmark universities
and two top-level, large-sized universities were reviewed. Consequently, current practices
and guidelines were partially reviewed to assess if and how existing waste management
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policies at selected universities fit together to achieve waste management goals, with
recommendations provided to assist with future policy analyses. Additionally, zero-waste
policies reviewed in this research centered on how policies can maximize the quantity
and quality of materials available for recycling and minimize the need for residual waste
treatment capacity.
Waste policies at two benchmark and two top-level universities were reviewed in
this study in an effort to explore recycling programs, waste reduction initiatives, and
education efforts taking place at these universities via their websites and other online
archival data (e.g., booklets, sustainability reports, brochures). Appalachian State
University and James Madison University were selected as the benchmark universities
due to their high overall sustainable waste management efficiencies. Among top-level
universities, Arizona State University and Michigan State University were randomly
selected from a list of American large universities that received ‘A’ scores for their
recycling and food activities from the College Sustainability Report Card (see Table 4.4).
Sustainable waste policies and practices, recycling programs, waste reduction initiatives,
waste-related education efforts, and purchasing policies implemented at these universities
were reviewed at each university. Accordingly, WKU recycling programs, education and
waste reduction initiatives at various sectors, and purchasing policies were also reviewed.

4.3.2 Recycling and Sustainability Coordinators Survey
As previously discussed, WKU and its benchmark universities played an
important role in this study since goals and organizational objectives of a higher
education institution are normally created on the basis of a comparison with benchmark
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universities (Wade, 2011). The use of benchmark universities also allows researchers to
identify and narrow down a list of study sites. Table 4.2 lists the WKU benchmark
universities that were contacted for participation in this study via a survey about waste
management operations. For the purpose of this work, Pacific Lutheran University (PLU)
was substituted for University of South Alabama, since PLU had only 3,142
undergraduate and 320 graduate students in fall 2013, which was not comparable to the
other institutions being assessed (Pacific Lutheran University, undated). Morehead State
University in eastern Kentucky, with 10,076 undergraduate and 1,282 graduate students
in the fall 2013 semester (Morehead State University Office of Institutional Research and
Analysis, 2013), was also included in this study, for a total of 19 universities.

Table 4.2. WKU Benchmark Universities.
Institutions

Fall 2013 Enrollment
No. of
Undergraduate Graduate Full-time
Faculty

Appalachian State University, NC
Ball State University, IN
Bowling Green State University, OH
Central Michigan University, MI
East Carolina University, NC
East Tennessee State University, TN
Florida Atlantic University, FL
Illinois State University, IL
Indiana State University, IN
James Madison University, VA
Middle Tennessee State University, TN
Northern Illinois University, IL
Ohio University, OH
Towson University, MD
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, NC
University of North Carolina at Greensboro, NC
*University of South Alabama, AL
University of Southern Mississippi, MS
Source: Western Kentucky University Fact Book (2014).
*University of South Alabama was not reviewed in this study.
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16,025
16,300
14,477
20,534
21,508
11,820
25,523
17,749
10,268
18,431
21,162
15,814
23,505
18,779
21,503
14,348
11,307
12,475

1,813
4,203
2,481
6,368
5,379
2,260
5,280
2,523
2,180
1,750
2,719
5,324
5,281
3,720
5,068
3,359
3,758
2,774

901
961
750
747
1,250
870
724
886
470
940
931
891
889
870
1,066
764
541
694

In this research, a survey was designed to examine declared reduction, reuse, and
recycling strategies at the identified benchmark universities (see Appendix A for a
complete list of survey questions). The survey method allowed more data about waste
management strategies at these institutes to be collected since internet surveys are
inexpensive to administer and allow researchers to collect input from geographically
dispersed populations (McLafferty, 2010). An online survey software, Qualtrics, was
used to create the survey tool. An anonymous link of the survey was emailed to recycling
coordinators/sustainability coordinators/zero-waste managers at selected universities. The
survey instrument was also distributed to similar staff at American top-level universities.
Through email, the potential participants were encouraged multiple times to participate in
the research. Survey data were collected from October 2014 to January 2015.
In this study, top-level universities were defined by being large and receiving
significant amounts of grants as endowments. For a better comparison among these toplevel institutions, information about annual endowment and number of enrolled students
is provided in the Table 4.3. The WKU Recycling Coordinator also shared her knowledge
about universities efficient sustainable waste management structures. Additionally, the
ranking scores from The College Sustainability Report, the Green Report Card, were used
as the basis to review tens of universities with excellent and very good scores (The
Sustainable Endowments Institute, 2011). The College Sustainability Report Card is an
initiative of the Sustainable Endowments Institute. The Institute collected more than
1,100 full school survey responses from over 300 American and Canadian institutions
and scored multiple sustainability indices at these colleges and universities. The
sustainability categories evaluated through surveys are administration, climate change
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and energy, food and recycling, green building, student involvement, transportation,
endowment transparency, involvement priorities, and shareholder engagement. Of these,
two indices, food and recycling and student involvement, were the primary factor used in
the identification of which top-level universities were asked to participate in the survey.

Table 4.3. Top-level Universities Enrollment and Endowment Data.
Institutions

Undergraduate

Graduate

Arizona State University1

67,507

15,794

Clark University2

2,205

1,063

Duke University3

6,471

8,379

Harvard University4

7,245

21,049

38,038

7,780

17,107

7,638

Purdue University7

29,440

8,407

The Ohio State
University8

44,741

10,389

27,126

10,455

26,693

4,254

26,240

5,760

University of Denver12

5,376

6,164

University of Florida13

32,776

17,137

University of Illinois,
Urbana Champaign14

32,281

12,239

University of Kentucky15

19,884

5,774

15,893

6,400

28,283

15,427

Michigan State
University5
Northeastern
University6

University of California
at Berkley9
University of California
at Davis10
University of Colorado
Boulder11

University of
Louisville16
University of
Michigan17
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Semeste
r
Fall
2014
Fall
2014
Fall
2014
Fall
2011
Fall
2014
Fall
2013
Fall
2013
Fall
2014
Fall
2014
Fall
2013
Fall
2013
Fall
2014
Fall
2012
Fall
2013
Fall
2013
Fall
2012
Fall
2013

Endowment
$441 million as of
June 2010
$268 million as of
March 31, 2010
$4,400 million as
of June 30, 2009
$26,035 million
as of June 2009
$1,047 million as
of June 30, 2009
$531 million as of
March 31, 2010
$2.182 billion as
of June 30, 2013*
$3.548 billion as
of June 30,
2014**
$137 million as of
June 30, 2009
$162 million as of
March 31, 2010
$948 million as of
March 31, 2010
$284 million as of
March 31, 2010
$1,129 million as
of March 31, 2010
$1,112 million as
of June 30, 2009
$806 million as of
March 31, 2010
$682 million as of
March 31, 2010
$6,115 million as
of June 30, 2009

$427 million as of
March 31, 2010
$16,327 million
Fall
5,379
6,501
as of June 30,
Yale University19
2012
2009
Sources for Endowment: The Sustainable Endowments Institute (2011); *Purdue University
(2013a); ** The Ohio State University (2014).
Sources for Number of Graduate and Undergraduate Students: 1Arizona State University (undated
b); 2Clark University (2015); 3Duke University (undated); 4Harvard University (2012); 5Michigan
State University (undated a); 6Northeastern University (2014); 7Purdue University (2013a); 8The
Ohio State University (2014); 9University of California at Berkeley (2015); 10University of
California at Davis (2014); 11University of Colorado Boulder (undated); 12University of Denver
(2015); 13University of Florida (undated); 14 University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign (2015);
15
University of Kentucky (2012); 16University of Louisville (undated); 17University of Michigan
(undated); 18University of Oregon (undated); 19Yale University (2014).
University of Oregon18

20,569

3,612

Fall
2014

Seventeen universities were randomly selected from the published list of the 2011
Green Report Card and two more universities were added to the selected list, for a total of
19 universities. The 17 selected universities received an acceptable overall grade of good
scores for the food, recycling, and student involvement categories. For instance, Ohio
State University is home to one of the most successful stadium recycling and composting
programs in the United States, with an 90%+ recycling diversion rate (Natural Resources
Defense Council, 2015). Purdue University has long-term zero-waste goals related to cost
reduction/sales growth, carbon footprint reduction, and health risk reduction (Purdue
University, 2013b). The only university that did not acquire an ‘A’ or ‘B’ grade on the
Green Report Card list was the University of Kentucky; however, considering the
University of Kentucky is a top-level university in WKU ‘s region and it plays an
influential role in Kentucky, it was included in this study. Collectively, the selected
universities represented a sample of the top-level universities in the nation with regard to
their sustainability and zero-waste strategies in campus operations. From the sample of
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top-level and sustainability and waste administers, 10 respondents completed the survey
compared to 11 representatives from the benchmark population.
Table 4.3. Sustainability Scores for Top-level Universities.
Institutions
Overall
Food and
Grade
Recycling
AA
Arizona State University – Tempe
B+
A
Clark University
B+
A
Duke University
AA
Harvard University
B+
A
Michigan State University
AA
Northeastern University
N/A
N/A
Purdue University
N/A
N/A
The Ohio State University
B+
A
University of California–Berkeley
AA
University of California – Davis
B+
A
University of Colorado at Boulder
AA
University of Denver
B+
A
University of Florida
B
A
University of Illinois – Urbana
Champaign
C+
C
University of Kentucky
B
A
University of Louisville
B
A
University of Michigan
B+
A
University of Oregon
A
A
Yale University

Student
Involvement
A
C
A
A
B
B
N/A
N/A
A
A
A
B
A
B
B
A
C
B
A

Source: The Sustainable Endowments Institute (2011).

4.3.3 Semi-structured Interviews with Waste Managers
Semi-structured interviews with staff from high-level and benchmark universities
were collected from September 2014 to February 2015 through in-depth, in-person,
phone, and online semi-structured interviews and a supplementary distributed
questionnaire (see Appendix B for a complete set of questions). Simultaneously,
interview requests were also distributed to seven waste management consulting
companies: Cascadia Consulting; Kessler Consulting, Inc.; Business Waste Management
Consulting; Civil and Environmental Consulting, Inc.; Reduction In Motion; Strategic
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Waste Consulting; and MSW Consultants. Of these, only three companies responded to
the request and one waste management consulting company participated in the interview.
Lastly, from September 2014 to February 2015, in-depth interviews were conducted with
the Recycling Coordinator, Campus Operations Manager, Student Technology
Coordinator, Purchasing and Accounts Payable Director, and a WKU Restaurant Group
staff member (see Appendix B for a complete set of questions).

4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Appalachian State University
Appalachian State University handles over 3,200 tons of waste through reuse,
recycling, composting, or landfilling, annually. In 2012, it committed to achieving a zerowaste campus with a goal of 90% diversion from landfill by 2022. For this goal, several
initiatives focusing on engaging faculty, staff, and students in sustainable practices,
implementing awareness raising programs, integrating sustainability into all dimensions
of university activities, and creating a new paradigm for food systems and waste
production, have been defined and proposed in the Waste Reduction Strategic Plan
(Appalachian State University Office of Sustainability, 2012). The University has divided
a decade (2010 – 2020) into three temporal periods for meeting its zero-waste
management goals: 1) 2012 – 2014: awareness, operation and organizational readiness; 2)
2015 – 2018: infrastructure upgrades, cultural and behavioral shift; and 3) 2019 – 2022:
paradigm shift and transformation. For implementing this effort, Appalachian State
University listed 23 persons as stakeholders who are anticipated to participate and play
roles in reaching established goals. These people include the University Chancellor; Vice
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Chancellor for Business Affairs; Director of Planning, Design, and Construction;
Landscape Services Superintendent; Building Services Manager; Recycling Operations
Manager; University Housing Director; Food Services Manager; and Physical Plant
Director. The University Sustainability Council and Purchasing and Waste Subcommittee
were also created to track the progress of the waste initiatives. Members of the
Purchasing and Waste Subcommittee include a faculty member from the Economics
Department, Student Government Association, Director of International and
Environmental Affairs, Director of Technology Support Services, Resource Conservation
Specialist, Director of Environmental Health Safety & Emergency Management, Director
of Materials Management, Director of Student Programs and the Plemmons Student
Union, and Director of Campus Services Division (Appalachian State University Office
of Sustainability, 2012). The Plemmons Student Union facilitates the mission of
Appalachian State University by providing opportunities for the community to participate
in various programs and serves as a central hub for student activities and houses many
departments and clubs relating to student life (Appalachian State University, undated).
In 2006, Appalachian State University aggressively expanded its recycling
program by allocating funds for hiring two graduate assistants, identifying new locations
for placing more bins, purchasing new bins, integrating logos and stickers on all campus
recycling containers, and developing an education and outreach plan. In 2008, a tailgate
recycling program, which consisted of installing recycling receptacles in and around the
stadium and distributing green recycling bags and black trash bags to all tailgaters, was
initiated at the University. By implementing this program, over 36 tons of waste was
diverted from landfills between 2006 and 2012. As part of another effort, Resource
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Management students were encouraged to engage in a composting program expansion as
a semester project. Currently, over 100 tons of food are collected and composted annually
by the university composting facility. Lastly, two other implemented programs to create
awareness, reduce consumption, and reuse goods are Don’t Throw It Away and Good
Exchange (Swap) Events. Don’t Throw It Away invites students to bring their goods
during the end-of-year move-out. The Good Exchange Events are designed to encourage
employees and students to drop-off their goods on Earth Day. No data were available
about the success of the program to reduce waste generation at Appalachian State
University (Appalachian State University Office of Sustainability, 2012).

Figure 4.2. Landfilling vs. Sustainable Approaches to Waste Management at Appalachian
State University.
Source: Appalachian State University Office of University Sustainability (2015a).

As outlined in Figure 4.2, by pursuing zero-waste goals, Appalachian State
University has been able to keep its landfilling level steady. In addition to this effort, the
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amount of waste captured for reuse, recycling, and compost has increased. The total
diversion rate at Appalachian State University has changed from 17% in 2007 to 40% in
2013 (Appalachian State University Office of University Sustainability, 2015b).
Through 2012, waste management at Appalachian State has imposed $1.2 million
of fees to manage and dispose of wastes. Of these, almost $1 million has been spent for
labor, roughly $51,000 for hauling, and $97,000 for tipping fees (~$49/ton) (Appalachian
State University Office of Sustainability, 2012). The remaining expenses include
equipment, maintenance, and fuel charges. Yet, recycling can help to reduce these
expenses or recoup expenses through revenue. For instance, by 2012, Appalachian State
University had made $7,000 by selling cardboard, printer cartridge, and scrap metals
(Appalachian State University Office of Sustainability, 2012). The Waste Reduction
Strategic Plan required a comprehensive waste audit to be implemented in order to
determine the amount and composition of waste Appalachian State produces, as well as
measure the effectiveness of campus waste management operations. The strategic plan
also required the university to expand reuse and recycling and composting efforts to
decrease solid waste generation as much as possible. In 2013, single stream scheme was
replaced with dual stream in order to provide convenience, raise participation, and reduce
sorting costs. Furthermore, in the same year, a minibin system was deployed in academic
and administrative offices to increase recycling by up to 30 percent. Minibins are landfill
waste receptacles that are attached on the side of a desk recycling bin (Appalachian State
University Office of University Sustainability, 2015c). A minibin pilot program
implemented for an academic building at Appalachian State University resulted in a
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weekly collection from 6 to 60 bags of recycling (Appalachian State University Office of
University Sustainability, 2015d).
Under the second temporal period of the strategic plan, the university is required
to conduct the Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Program (EPP), which is a critical
piece for any waste diversion objective. According to this program, the university is
committed to purchasing products that have a reduced effect on human health and the
environment when compared with competing products. For instance, styrofoam products,
which are not recyclable, should be replaced with compostable or recyclable products.
For this purpose, a working group has been created to conduct research on EPP programs
at other universities and identify specific needs of the University. Enforcing appropriate
policies and educating the campus community should also be pursued in line with the
EPP program (Appalachian State University Office of Sustainability, 2012).

4.4.2 James Madison University (JMU)
By legislation passed in 1990, the Commonwealth of Virginia mandated that all
state agencies establish programs for the collection of all recyclable materials (James
Madison University, 2014a). In 2007, the American College and University Presidents'
Climate Commitment (ACUPCC) was signed by the JMU President. In the same year,
the President’s Commission on Environmental Stewardship and Sustainability prepared a
report recommending possible environmental actions that the university should take. The
report supplied the university with a basis for making and implementing multiple
environmentally stewardship-centered policies (James Madison University, undated a).
According to the JMU Sustainable Procurement Policy, the Associate Vice President for
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Business Services is the primary person responsible for upholding the policy, but the
responsibility for managing this policy has actually been assigned to the Director of
Procurement. In accordance with the policy, JMU campus sustainability is supported and
guidelines and resources in procuring goods that minimize social and environmental
adverse impacts are explained. The policy requires all employees with buying
responsibilities to be familiar with the policy (James Madison University, 2014b). Yet,
the Sustainable Procurement Policy does not supply any information in association with
surplus and generating revenue from extra/additional goods. At JMU, Fixed Assets and
Surplus Property, under the Accounting and Reporting Department, is responsible for
managing the University's fixed assets such as buildings, lands, construction in progress,
and equipment (James Madison University, undated b).
At JMU, the Office of Recycling is required to create waste and recycling reports
and provide those to the state office. The recycling policy addresses that cooperation
between recycling department and building coordinators is fundamental in order to
educate departmental employees and procurement of recyclable supplies. By policy, the
university is required to procure recycled products whenever economically feasible and
the community is not permitted to bring any non-recyclable trash to the campus (James
Madison University, 2014a). In this policy, recycled products include any product that is
manufactured with waste material recovered, diverted from solid waste, derived from
post-consumer waste, industrial scrap, or other waste that would otherwise have been
discarded (James Madison University, 2014b).
The sustainable procurement policy is intended to align its procurement plans
with the environmental stewardship goals reflected in the Environmental Stewardship
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Action Plan (James Madison University, 2014b). In 2009, JMU added environmental
stewardship as a defining feature of the JMU community, meaning JMU policymakers
have decided to make the university community environmentally literate and to act as
model stewards of the natural world (James Madison University, undated a). Minimizing
emissions, solid waste and consumption, conservation of natural system, and
advancement of environmental literacy and engagement through research, education, and
community programs are the main goals that are reflected in the JMU Environmental
Stewardship Action Plan. In accordance with the main goals, eight areas (energy,
commuting, water, food, materials, land use, education and scholarship, and citizenship),
have been listed as institutional objectives. As it relates to waste reduction, recycling and
environmental awareness, food, materials, education and scholarship are directly centered
on these concerns. The materials section of the institutional objectives of the plan
requires a development strategy for landfill waste reduction and green procurement
guidelines, and a plan to increase the sustainability of food services is recommended
(James Madison University, undated a). In another document, developing a plan to
reduce landfilling and expand composting by dining services, procedures for recycling,
green building, and landscaping are addressed (James Madison University, 2014b).
In 2011, JMU waste destination profile was 35% of solid waste recycled, 22% to
the Material Recovery Facility (waste-to-energy), and 8% composted. These numbers can
be compared to 2008 JMU waste destinations when recycling was 33% and no waste was
composted (James Madison University Office of Environmental Stewardship and
Sustainability, undated a). Increased recycling is contributed to increasing the number of
recycling bins, relabeling of all existing bins, providing composting bins at dining halls,
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replacing dining take-away packaging with compostable packaging, and improving and
widely distributing recycling guidelines across the campus.
In the environmental strategic plan of the University, environmental education
with an emphasis on an interdisciplinary approach, developing more courses in
association with conservation of natural resources, assessment of students’ environmental
literacy, and providing support for pursuing environmentally-centered research is
required. Finally, best practices for environmentally-responsible behavior change and
innovation grants to foster behavior change and environmentally awareness-raising
campaigns are also included (James Madison University, undated a). In addition to the
Environmental Stewardship Action Plan, the Institute for Stewardship of the Natural
World is in operation at JMU with defined roles. The Institute is comprised of an
executive council and five supporting committees (James Madison University, undated
a). The Institute includes representatives from local government, faculty, staff and
students that serve on the five supporting environmental service committees in order to
make appropriate policies, practices, and programs. The Office of Environmental
Stewardship and Sustainability at JMU also support the executive council, which has the
leadership responsibility for the committees. Currently, JMU committees include the
Awareness and Programming Committee, Campus Accessibility Committee,
Conservation Committee, and Education and Scholarship Committee. Collectively, these
committees are responsible for facilitating sustainability by increasing awareness,
implementing pilot programs of potential environmental stewardship initiatives, and
challenging all members of the community to think critically about their role in attaining
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the long-term stewardship of environment (James Madison University Office of
Environmental Stewardship and Sustainability, undated b).

4.4.3 Arizona State University (ASU)
In the early 1990s, ASU’s recycling program was initiated under the Surplus
Property Program of the Business Service Division. The program primarily operated as a
dual stream collection for paper and aluminum. In 2008, the program was switched into a
single-stream collection system and the responsibility of the program was transferred to
the Grounds Services in the Facilities Development and Management. Surplus Property is
now only responsible for handling regular auctions for university properties, electronics,
and appliances. Since 2009, as part of the university’s CAD system, detailed mapping of
solid waste for collection, reflecting centralized collection points, public waste, and
recycling containers and recycling routes have been provided. The maps are used to
modify landfill and recycling routes as well as phase in new recycling receptacles. Many
challenges, however, still remain for the appropriate placement of indoor bins (Arizona
State University, 2014).
Over the past decade, a comprehensive policy toward sustainable waste
management, “Roadmap to Zero Waste” has been in development. First, in February
2012, Waste Management, Inc. conducted a waste audit study to detail the composition of
materials in the ASU waste stream. In January 2012, after forming a strategic partnership
between Waste Management, Inc. and ASU (Arizona State University, 2013; Arizona
State University, 2014), Waste Management, Inc. became a project manager with the
implementation of the zero-waste strategy and practices reflected within the Roadmap.
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Secondly, potential projects that could reduce waste generation at ASU have been
assessed and proposed based on outcomes from the waste stream assessment.
Furthermore, the Sustainability Projects Assessment Tool (SPAT) was developed and is
currently used to analyze various dimensions of the proposed projects. The tool was
developed by an ASU student in order to assess environmental, social, financial, and lifecycle aspects of the projects. Finally, detailed descriptions, the number of required
employees, tasks for various project roles, and required logistics for each project were
developed. As a result, the ASU/ Waste Management, Inc. zero-waste team has
developed fifty projects and programs into four areas of aversion, recycling, composting,
and reuse. The respective stakeholders for the implementation of the programs include
the University of Sustainability Practices; ASU Recycling; ARAMARK; Sodexo; Canon,
Inc.; Waste Management, Inc.; Purchasing; Athletics; Mail Services; Business and
Services; Grounds; Environmental Health and Safety; Surplus Property; and Memorial
Union (Arizona State University, 2014). The roadmap requires ASU to become a zero
solid waste university by 2015 (Arizona State University, 2014).
ASU and Waste Management, Inc. utilized the waste audit study to reach an
estimated diversion rate of 31% by implementing a comingle Blue Bin Recycling
Program. The ASU recycling program is funded by the Institution and staffed by a
campus Zero Waste Manager, a Recycling Program Manager, a team of recycling
technicians, and student interns (Arizona State University, 2014; Participant A, personal
communication, 2014). According to the roadmap, ASU Facilities Development and
Management, University of Sustainable Practices, campus custodians, Grounds Services,
Waste Management, Inc., ARAMARK Sustainability Coordinators, and ASU Building
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Managers are all implementers of the Blue Bin comingle recycling program. It was
estimated that $594,000 is required for the procurement of bins for full implementation of
the program at all four ASU campuses. The University also has recycling programs for
plastics, batteries, Styrofoam/expanded polystyrene, cardboard, lab glass, sports balls,
athletic shoes, construction and demolition debris, scrap metal, pallets and scrap wood,
mattresses, and used vegetable oil (Arizona State University, 2014).
According to the aforementioned Roadmap, Purchasing and Business Services
and Central Receiving are required to implement a policy of “sustainable procurement,”
which is currently fully in place university-wide. Paper and package reduction and
improvement of packaging material quality are the most substantial focus areas of this
policy. The policy requires any packaging material that is provided by ASU vendors to
meet at least one, preferably all, of the following criteria: a) made from 100% postconsumer recyclable material; b) biodegradable; c) recyclable; d) reusable; and e) nontoxic) (Arizona State University, 2014). Central Receiving staff evaluate sustainable
purchasing policy compliance, and student teams that perform audits support their efforts.
As a result of implementing this policy, packaging has been reduced by 50% below
previous levels, which is equivalent to 40-50 tons of packaging, annually. In another
program, Canon, Inc. won a contract to manage the Digital Document Services
Department and transformed ASU into a sustainable digital university through the
University’s Performance-Based Risk Management Program (Arizona State University,
2014; Arizona State University, undated d). The ultimate goal of the program is to reduce
the number of single-function devices to 600 and increase the multi-function devices to
1,000. Departmental Copying and Paper-Use Restrictions is another program, designed
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to implement print reduction schemes, maintain electronic catalogues for academic
departments, and maintain construction documents, blueprints, and contracts. The policy
requires the Purchasing and Business Services Office to have all of its correspondences
digitally. Cost-benefit analysis of this program has revealed a 32% reduction in paper
sold by ASU Stores from 2009 to 2012. Similarly, the Digital Commencement Program
provides graduates with digital commencement and convocation programs on USB flash
drives. Printing was reduced by an estimated 50% in academic year 2012-2013 with this
program (Arizona State University, 2014).
Programs that have been exclusively designed for ASU food and dining services
include Compostable Food Service Items, Food Donation, Food Management Process,
Trayless Dining, Reusable To-Go Containers, Reusable Bag and Mug Discount, and
Bottled Water Reduction (Arizona State University, 2014). In accordance with the
Compostable Food Service Items program, the ASU food service providers are required
to purchase and distribute compostable food service items without noticeably raising
prices of on-campus meals. This allows ASU to divert 475 tons of food-related material
from all ASU campuses. The Food Donation Program is a food waste aversion program,
which focuses on food for animal or human consumption. The Food Management
Process Program aims to minimize food waste generation with a computerized menu that
accurately tracks the amount of food required for specific menus. ARAMARK is the
program implementer that must ensure proper food-related purchasing, inventory, and
food management practices are in place (Arizona State University, 2014). Lastly, removal
of trays from dining locations at enterprise level was undertaken by ARAMARK for the
Trayless Dining Program. This program has imposed no cost. Through a study of
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186,000 meals served at over 25 higher education institutions, ARAMARK estimated
that this program could reduce 76 tons of food waste and over 652,000 gallons of water
in an academic year (Arizona State University, 2014).
The ASU ‘Roadmap to Zero Waste’ document suggests twelve steps to achieve
zero-waste: setting a date to achieve zero waste; developing and enforcing purchasing
policies; establishing a teamwork model that includes all stakeholders; ongoing training
for anybody who is involved with waste management and recycling operations;
developing simple and effective signs; maintaining excellence in customer service; postevent sorting; keeping a good baseline of performance of zero-waste programs;
monitoring the economics of zero-waste projects; celebrating success and rewarding best
project performers; encouraging regional synergies to make projects look similar on
campus and off; and fostering local capacity development by supporting local companies
that make recycling or compost goods (Arizona State University, 2014). The document
recommends that effective purchasing policies should encourage green purchasing
(products with minimum packaging and high durability), require single-use items for
substitution with multiple-use goods, and promote purchasing products with recyclable
content. The document also encourages using only those food items that are certified by
Biodegradable Products Institute (2015), which is an association comprised of a group of
government, industry, and academia stakeholders that promotes the use of recyclable and
compostable products.

4.4.4 Michigan State University (MSU)
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The recycling program at MSU is rooted in student community demand
(Michigan State University Recycling Center, undated a). From 1989 to 1991, the Office
of Recycling and Waste Reduction (ORWR) was established to identify solid waste
problems at MSU, develop a campus-wide waste management strategy, and distribute
receptacles for recycling paper at administrative offices. The ORWR was eventually
renamed the Office of Recycling and Waste Management (ORWM) and became part of
the University’s Physical Plant Division by expanding its duties to provide solid waste
collection and recycling services; along with this, the Surplus Store, was committed to
focusing on landfill diversion through reuse and generating revenue from selling reusable
goods (Michigan State University Recycling Center, undated a). Gradually, MSU
combined Recycling and Surplus Store facilities toward achieving independence from
solid waste disposal operations (Participant B, personal communication, 2014). In 2010,
MSU Surplus reached $3 million in gross sales. In 2013, the Surplus Store and Recycling
Center joined with the Office of Campus Sustainability to form a comprehensive waste
reduction and sustainability team (Michigan State University Recycling Center, undated
a) with approximately 120 active employees between various sectors of the facility
(Participant B, personal communication, 2014). Currently, MSU Bikes Operation and
Surplus Store and Recycling Facility (Figure 4.3) receives about $1 million in funding
from the university’s General Fund (Participant B, personal communication, 2014;
(Michigan State University Recycling Center, undated a), but they are striving to become
a self-funded unit (Participant B, personal communication, 2014).
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Figure 4.3. MSU Recycling Drop-off for Neighboring Community.
Source: Michigan State University Recycling Center (undated b).

By utilizing the Center’s fleet of approximately 41 vehicles, the Surplus and
Recycling Center is its own service provider and nothing is paid to a third-party
contractor for collecting recyclables. The MSU Recycling Center maintains a record of
the number of dumpsters, compactors, and recycling and trash bins distributed at the
Institution (Participant B, personal communication, 2014). Under certain circumstances,
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recycling commodities may be either separated or comingled. For instance, for events and
athletic venues single-stream and comingled recycling is available, while most other
recycling stations at MSU have separate recycling containers for different commodities.
There are containers used at locations, such as residence hall loading docks, for
comingling cardboard, plastic, and metal.
In fiscal year 2013, MSU Recycling collected 7,655,613 lbs. of recyclable
materials (this number does not include composted organic waste), which averages to
147,224 pounds each week (Participant B, personal communication, 2014). Additionally,
MSU generated revenue from increased plastics recycling by putting a considerable
amount of time into hand-sorting plastics. The price per pound of plastics has, however,
decreased considerably although more pounds of plastics have been recycled (Figure 4.4)
(Michigan State University Recycling Center, 2014).

Figure 4.4. MSU Plastic Recycling and Revenue.
Source: Michigan State University Recycling Center (2014).
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Four compost/organics collection options are provided on the MSU campus: MSU
Digester (anaerobic digestion), Landscape Services/Nursery (compost), MSU Student
Organic Farm (vermicomposting and hot composting), and University Farms (compost).
Almost 122,350 lbs. is diverted from the landfill through these organics waste collection
options, monthly (Participant B, personal communication, 2014). Since MSU has
demonstrated a significant capacity in food related waste reduction, among several
universities and municipalities, it was selected to host a regional workshop on organic
waste management in higher education (Michigan State University Sustainability Report,
2014). Expanding organic waste collection and continually seeking opportunities for
organic waste diversion will remain the main focus of MSU; it plans to reach a 70%
waste diversion goal by 2017 (Participant B, personal communication, 2014).
Surplus, recycling, and sustainability programs on campus, along with
participation in national programs such as RecycleMania and Game Day Challenge, are
various ways that MSU promotes waste reduction and increase awareness. The Green
Steward/Spartan EcoReps Program is also being developed to involve faculty and staff in
the sustainability initiatives on campus (Participant B, personal communication, 2014).
As a Spartan EcoRep (formerly MSU Environmental Steward), individuals can assist in
reviewing buildings’ Environmental Stewardship Report and brainstorming ways to
improve performance in waste reduction (Michigan State University, undated b). In 2013,
MSU reduced waste by 10%, while revenue increased by 10%. Progress was made in
2014 by diverting 57% of waste from the landfill and returning $2.7 million back to the
University for credit on surplus commodities sold (Figure 4.5) (Michigan State
University Sustainability Report, 2014).
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Figure 4.5. MSU Surplus Store Return to Departments and Administration.
Source: Michigan State University Sustainability Report (2014).

MSU Concessions have undertaken considerable efforts to ensure its products are
packaged in recyclable or compostable packaging. MSU Residential and Hospitality
Services also implemented a program which conducts food audits at the 15 dining hall on
campus to measure student consumption, assess waste habits, and ultimately make
changes in waste generation in these areas (Participant B, personal communication, 2014;
Michigan State University Residential and Hospitality Services, 2015). Newsletters,
email, phone, online service requests, posters, and information tables are some of the
many options that are applied to communicate with the MSU community about waste
reduction and sustainability initiatives (Participant B, personal communication, 2014).
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Many different applications and web services are supplied on the MSU campus
geographic information system (GIS) website (Michigan State University Geographic
Information System, undated). Waste reduction and energy consumption data are
retrievable from the Environmental Stewardship application. All refuse and recycling
commodities collected from campus buildings data are accessible. By changing the
reporting period, a map based on the weight of refuse/recycling generated in a selected
fiscal year, by building, can be produced. Buildings are also selectable on the map and
building characteristics, such as number of rooms and square footage, are displayed in the
table (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6. MSU Building-Level Campus Waste Refuse GIS.
Source: Michigan State University Geographic Information System (undated).

4.4.5 Western Kentucky University (WKU)
Two decades ago, the recycling program at WKU was limited to recycling only
paper, cardboard, and metal (Western Kentucky University, 2012). In addition to this
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small recycling effort, the Department of Facilities Management and Environment,
Health, and Safety was required to recycle hazardous commodities such as bulbs, paints,
batteries, and oil (Western Kentucky University Recycling and Surplus Department,
2015a). In 2007, a student recycling coordinator officially formed a primitive recycling
program. A year later, the recycling program started expanding its umbrella to cover
multiple buildings on campus and began sorting plastic bottles, cans, and small cardboard
(Western Kentucky University Recycling and Surplus Department, 2015a). In 2008, a
full-time Sustainability Coordinator was hired and the WKU Sustainability Committee
was created (Western Kentucky University, 2012); in the same year, $30,000 was
allocated for the procurement of recycling bins to continue supplying infrastructural
facilities. In 2011, recycling operations were placed under the Office of Sustainability
and single-stream scheme was announced in order to facilitate program expansion. A few
months later, surplus operations joined with recycling operations to create the Recycling
and Surplus Department, which was still operating under the Office of Sustainability. In
2012, the Recycling and Surplus Department was transferred to the Department of
Facilities Management (Western Kentucky University Recycling and Surplus
Department, 2015a). Today, the recycling program is staffed with a varying number of
students (Western Kentucky University Office of Sustainability, undated b), 1 recycling
and surplus coordinator, 1 surplus operations staff, and 1 full-time staff for recycling
pickup (Western Kentucky University Recycling and Surplus Department, 2015a).
As aforementioned, for several years, recycling and surplus have been the main
drivers of the WKU waste management system, which primarily utilizes a single-stream
approach (Western Kentucky University Recycling and Surplus Department, 2015a).
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Although this approach requires fewer human resources, lower costs for collection, and
leads higher diversion rates, opponents of this approach indicate disadvantages in the
processing and marketing materials (see chapter 2). These opponents argue that, although
the single-stream scheme helps increase speed of collection compared to the split-stream
scheme (Hopewell et al., 2009), it still requires post-collection separation, which requires
a human or mechanized workforce. For instance, the Michigan State University
Recycling Center and Surplus Store has 41 vehicles and 120 employees (Participant B,
personal communication, 2014) to execute its different recycling programs and hand-sort
plastics after accumulation in a single recycling container. In most successful cases
studied in this research through in-depth interviews and digital structured surveys, it has
been found that surplus is handled by the accounting and assets management departments
at these universities rather than recycling, except that, at Michigan State University, staff
are logistically very well-equipped to handle sustainability, recycling, and surplus efforts
all under one roof.
WKU produces approximately 3 million pounds of solid waste annually (Western
Kentucky University Office of Sustainability, undated b). According to the 2007
dumpster audit conducted by Ryan-Downing (2007), nearly 34% of each dumpster
included recyclable commodities. Similarly, inventories of campus dumpsters undertaken
by Dr. Darlene Applegate’s archeology class in 2008 and 2009 revealed that 36% and
43% of the refuse, respectively, was recyclable (see Figure 4.7 showing the same class in
2014). Based on visual waste audits conducted by her class and Scott Waste Inc., the
single-stream is made up of the: 40% plastic containers #1-7, 35% mixed paper, 20%
small cardboard, and 1% metal cans (Participant C, personal communication, 2014;
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Participant D, personal communication, 2014). The audits revealed potential
opportunities for increased revenue and efficiency through modest investment in waste
management facilities (cardboard collection, compartmentalized dumpster, etc.).

Figure 4.7. Photo of WKU
Archaeology Class Dumpster Audit.
Dr. Darlene Applegate’s class found
a swimming fin on April 11, 2014,
while auditing WKU Preston Health
and Activities Center waste
dumpster. Photos by author.

In 2007, WKU only recycled 4% of its total waste; this number increased to 9% in
2008. Much of this growth is attributed to an increase in recycling bin availability.
Currently, however, the Department of Recycling and Surplus is almost unable to
purchase new bins since it suffers from insufficient funding. This lack of an operating
budget puts the Department in a situation where supplying more human resources is not
feasible either (Western Kentucky University Recycling and Surplus Department, 2015a).
The Department can, however, seek funding through recruiting volunteers who have
grant-writing experience and time since there are a variety of grants available for
recycling, composting, and sustainability. These grants can help fund collection
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equipment and ongoing education programs (Participant E, personal communication,
2014). In fact, the Commonwealth of Kentucky Energy and Environment Cabinet (2015),
Division of Waste Management, regularly provides such grants. The Coca-Cola and Keep
America Beautiful (2011) Bin Grant program, which is offered for both 2-year
community colleges and 4-year universities, are two addition examples of this potential
funding resource (Bin Grant, 2015). Alternatively, if top-level management and policy
support exists, students paying more in their tuition can assist the recycling program. The
Recycling and Surplus Department can also recruit volunteers for assisting with the
execution of programs by connecting with students in environmental sciences,
mathematics, accounting, and fine arts programs. Waste characterization studies,
calculation on savings, and signage design can all be assigned to these recruited volunteer
students (Participant E, personal communication, 2015).
Currently, paper, plastic, aluminum, and small cardboard can all be comingled
into one recycling container at WKU. Larger cardboard and e-scrap are also recycled,
while plastic bags, Styrofoam, and glass are not accepted on the WKU main campus
(Western Kentucky University Recycling and Surplus Department, 2015b). The recycling
diversion rate in 2013 was 11.08% and increased to 12.65% in 2014. Thus, the growing
diversion rate indicates progress in reducing refuse and increasing eco-friendly behavior.
Yet, in spite of some progress, there is still more work and research needed in other
university operational areas that ultimately can influence the refuse stream, such as
procurement and purchasing practices. Additionally, new methods for calculating waste
diversion are needed at the University, since precise data are of utmost importance when
making waste management decisions; the current methods used to calculate percentage of
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waste diversion can be misleading. For example, waste diversion is commonly calculated
by comparing the weight of solid waste dumpsters to the weight of dumpsters used to
collect recyclable goods. The weight of wet, solid waste, however, is often far heavier
than the weight of empty, mostly dry recyclable goods regardless of the actual quantity of
goods collected in each category. Thus, at WKU, this calculation could lead to the
recycling diversion rate appearing lower than the real diversion value (Participants C,
personal communication, 2014; Participant D, personal communication, 2014).
The Department of Recycling and Surplus currently has two main goals: updating
campus bins and signage, and training and education (Western Kentucky University
Recycling and Surplus Department, 2015a); yet several gaps in waste management are
currently not closely considered while working towards the two aforementioned goals.
Some of these gaps will be considered in the future actions of the Recycling and Surplus
Department (i.e., conveying the message of the department through marketing and
increasing staffing) (Western Kentucky University Recycling and Surplus Department,
2015a); however, more focus on the environmental awareness and recycling behavior of
campus individuals, existence of adequate waste minimization policies at the campuswide and departmental levels, efficiency of operational instruments to implement those
policies, waste generation stream analysis, and the need for supplying more facilities and
tools to handle waste, are largely ignored on a holistic, campus-wide scale. For example,
waste reduction through the development of thoughtful purchasing strategies, increasing
reuse opportunities, and conducting comprehensive outreach and education services has
been defined in the mission statement of the Recycling and Surplus Department (Western
Kentucky University Recycling and Surplus Department, 2015c). Yet, although there are
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many ongoing efforts to promote waste reduction awareness by the Department, such as
holding an annual campaign on campus during the University’s Earth Day celebration
(Western Kentucky University, 2012), a formal university-wide recycling or waste
reduction policy has not implemented at WKU. Recently, the Recycling Coordinator
began drafting a comprehensive plan. Several stakeholders will be required to come
together under a common directive to create this plan and ultimately enforce the policy
efficiently (Participant C, personal communication, 2014), but, at this time, it is unclear
when the plan will be fully developed or how enforcement will or can be handled
(Participant E, personal communication, 2014).
In current WKU planning, a waste management system has not received as much
attention in the campus management process as other sectors such as building and
landscape design and maintenance. These are clearly reflected in the Association for the
Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE) 2015 rating. Overall,
WKU received a silver rating (51.83 out of 100) from the AASHE STARS program in
2015 (Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education, 2015).
However, WKU acquired only 4.19 out of 10 in the waste category compared to 3.49 (out
of 4) possible points for the grounds category and 4.24 out of 8 in the building category.
The same year, WKU earned 2.67 out of 11 for air and climate, 4.24 out of 8 for
buildings, 0.08 out of 7 for dining services, 3.98 out of 10 for energy, 3.49 out of 4 for
grounds, 2.88 out of 6 for purchasing, 2.85 out of 7 for transportation, 4.19 out of 10 for
waste, and 2.00 out of 6 for water. Waste points were earned for waste reduction (2.61
out of 5), waste diversion (0.58 out of 3), and hazardous waste management (1 out of 1),
and no points have been earned for construction and demolition waste diversion. Points
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were earned for electronics purchasing (0.25 out of 1), cleaning products purchasing
(0.86 out of 1), office paper purchasing (0.52 out of 1), inclusive and local purchasing
(0.25 out of 1), life cycle cost analysis (0.5 out of 1), and guidelines for business partners
(0.5 out of 1) (Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education,
2015).
Since the WKU waste management sector is currently reviewing its operations in
order to increase the efficiency of the entire system, the University can utilize ASU’s
experience in dividing its waste-centered sustainability aspirations into three temporal
and practical periods: 1) awareness and readiness, 2) behavioral change and
infrastructural upgrades, and 3) gearing up for a paradigm shift (Appalachian State
University Office of Sustainability, 2012). For success in zero-waste achievement, a
deadline for when the institution should reach its zero-waste goals must be set (Arizona
State University, 2014). All direct and indirect stakeholders should be identified and
invited to take part in the sustainability movement. Furthermore, action that must be
conducted during the readiness phase includes writing clear and holistic sustainable and
integrated waste management policies with explicit responsibilities for all stakeholders
and departments. The policies should cover sustainable procurement, recycling, waste
minimization, dining services, and waste management during construction. Also, JMU’s
experience in making four specific committees with defined roles in awareness
expansion, conservation, accessibility, and education that are staffed from faculty, staff,
students and local government staff representatives (James Madison University Office of
Environmental Stewardship and Sustainability, undated b) should be considered at WKU.
Additionally, if the American College and University Presidents' Climate Commitment is
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signed by the WKU University President, as occurred at JMU, WKU will be required to
take more influential steps toward sustainability in a clearly defined time period.
To a great extent, sustainable waste management can be supported by the
academic sector of universities. In particular, the existing twenty-two sustainabilityrelated graduated courses and fifty-eight undergraduate sustainability courses offered at
the University (Western Kentucky University Office of Sustainability, undated c) can be
seen as avenues for conveying sustainability message throughout campus. Students in
these courses can be encouraged to participate in dumpster audit sessions, which should
be conducted each semester, as part of their coursework requirements to reduce the need
for investment in full- or part-time employees. Additionally, with extra manpower from
the student body population available to conduct dumpster audits on a regular basis, more
robust datasets about the University’s waste profile and recycling diversion rate can be
created. Students in all sustainability-related classes can be encouraged to brainstorm
how education and environmental awareness-raising programs at WKU should be created
and how they will individually contribute to those programs through class projects.
Students also can contribute to the success of tailgate recycling programs as volunteers,
and professors can allocate credit as rewards for their eco-friendly efforts and
participation. Lastly, the WKU GIS program can be invited to take part as a stakeholder
in making interactive, building-level waste generation maps to visually convey which
buildings are most influential in the carbon and waste footprints of the Institution.
WKU, and similar campuses, can utilize MSU’s experiences to create and expand
environmental stewards from various groups of students to be the ‘police’ of their
buildings and review each building’s environmental report (Michigan State University,
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undated b); these reports should consist of waste generation and energy and water
consumption in the buildings. There are also several waste management consulting
companies that offer free of charge comprehensive waste audit services (e.g., Business
Waste Management and Sustainability Consulting, Sunshine Disposal and Recycling,
Earth Circle Waste Audit). These companies guarantee that institutes should profit from
money either saved or generated after the waste audit is complete and their recommended
corrective programs are implemented. With time, the institution may be committed to
paying for these services with a portion of the profits saved/earned.
In three out of four reviewed universities, specifically ASU, JMU, and ASU, the
surplus sector operates separately from the recycling sector. Surplus store and recycling
departments are only working under a single roof at MSU. However, all roles, tasks, and
logistics for these two sectors are fully supported at MSU, allowing the entire store to sell
surplus products without hindering the efficiency of the recycling sector. In other words,
these two sectors are working hand-in-hand under a centralized management, but with
clear tasks and ample well-trained employees for each sector. Forty-one vehicles and 120
employees in this Department allow them to focus on different recycling and surplus
programs with desirable success (Participant B, personal communication, 2014). The
same could not be said at a university where these resources are not available.
In higher education institutions, administrators can be encouraged to implement
environmental policy and take environmentally friendly actions (Earl et al., 2003; Chen et
al., 2011), particularly when saving money may be the expected outcome of pursuing said
policy. For instance, waste reduction can lead to decreasing a university’s tipping fee,
which is a charge for waste disposal in landfills or incinerators. Yet, not all policy is good
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despite its intent. A good policy document should be written with a simple, clear,
accurate, and concise language (University of California at Davis, 2011); a good policy is
also regularly reviewed. When the WKU Purchasing Policy, which is enterprise-wide and
applicable to all types of procurements was written (Participant F, personal
communication, 2014), the University did not directly clarify the Institution’s strategies
for sustainable procurement of goods (see policy exert below). Furthermore, the
Purchasing Policy was last reviewed in July 2011 (Western Kentucky University, 2011).
“Socially Responsible Purchasing - In the process of conducting
business, the University will incorporate socially responsible
purchasing. To the extent permitted by applicable law the University
will be supportive of programs and activities that promote the ability of
minority, woman and disabled business owners to compete equally for
the opportunity to provide goods and services to the University. The
University will also actively pursue products, services and activities that
promote sustainability of our planet. The University will consider and
pursue the safety of individuals and of our environment while
conducting all purchasing activities.”- WKU Purchasing Policy,
Updated 2011, pg 2.
In order of importance and preference, waste prevention techniques are
commonly summarized as the 4R’s of sustainability: reduction, reuse, recycling, and
energy recovery (International Institute for Sustainable Development, 2013). Thus,
considering waste reduction at the source, the Department of Purchasing and Accounts
Payable, which operates under the Division of Finance and Administration, could
noticeably influence the WKU waste stream. For instance, if a specific set of green
purchasing policies for procurement of products with minimum packaging and high
durability was implemented, purchasing of non-recyclable/non-compostable materials
could be prevented. An environmental stewardship policy could require the entire campus
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community to check with surplus department before any furniture or computers are
bought (Participant C, personal communication, 2014).
Dining services is responsible for providing healthy food, instructing students to
adopt good eating habits, and educating students about how to become good
environmental stewards (Chen et al., 2011). Providing reusable cups, promoting recycling
programs, and implementing trayless dining are some sustainable examples that are
pursued by dining services at higher education institutions (Chen et al., 2011). Over the
past three years, dining services providers have begun playing more important roles in
eco-friendly efforts ongoing at WKU (Participant C, personal communication, 2014). For
example, ARAMARK has implemented a zero-waste reduction system called PRIMA,
which is designed to produce only the number of meals that will be consumed. The
company also has an internal Quality Assurance system to maintain checks and balances
of PRIMA. Furthermore, it attempted to purchase menu items on an as-needed basis
(Participant G, personal communication, 2014). Dining facilities also now offer
customers who use reusable mugs a 10% discount on coffee refills at coffee shops on
campus. Reusable bags, dishware, and to-go containers, however, are still not offered at
WKU Restaurant Group locations. In spring 2014, roughly 17,600 lbs. of post-consumer
organic waste was transferred from Downing Student Union (DSU) Fresh Foods to Baker
Arboretum (Participant G, personal communication, 2014). The Baker Arboretum is a
place where trees, shrubs, grasses, etc. are cultivated for scientific and educational
purposes (Western Kentucky University Baker Arboretum, 2015). Finally, trayless
dining, cooking oil recycled for biodiesel production, and excess food donation to
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Salvation Army are other examples undertaken at WKU (Participant G, personal
communication, 2014).
According to audits and the implemented usage tracking system at technology
centers, mixed paper is a large portion of the WKU recycling stream. These data were
supported by observations of the author during his tenure as a student worker with the
Department of Recycling and Surplus in 2014. At WKU, the Mass Media Technology
Hall (MMTH), which provides services 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, houses the largest
number of computer and printing machines; therefore, this building has an important role
in solid and recycling waste generation on the campus (see Figures 4.8 and 4.9). All
WKU individuals receive a lab print allocation that allows them to print in any Student
Technology Center. Print allocation for full-time undergraduate students, faculty, and
staff was set at $75 in August 2014; this number was doubled for graduate students.
Every few years, the Student Technology Center re-analyzes paper consumption habits of
the community and attempts to make changes to print allocations in response to need and
community behavior. As a result, several years ago the Center switched from unlimited
print allocation to the current limited printing practice. The paper consumption tracking
system, however, suggests that the current allocation is still too large. Thus, there is
ongoing debate about reducing the current, per student paper allocation (Participant H,
personal communication, 2015).
The WKU print labs do not have authority to control what is or should be printed.
As Figures 4.8 and 4.9 illustrate, paper consumption increasingly grows at the beginning
of each semester. This is likely the result of students being required to print course
materials. For example, some instructors in the Departments of Education, Nursing, and
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Biology require students to print digital textbooks (Participant H, personal
communication, 2015). The Student Technology Center has attempted to contact faculty
and department heads regarding this concern without much success, but, regardless of the
actions of a few faculty members, this example certainly justifies the need for awareness
and enterprise-wide collaboration about printing and paper disposal; staff at a university
should not be exempt from participating in this conversation. Figure 4.10 displays one
WKU staff member disposing of all recyclable papers into a solid waste dumpster in
February 2015. This photograph further demonstrates that the actions of the staff member
are not purely due to laziness, as is frequently suggested in similar situations, since
recycling containers are located steps away from the dumpster. Thus, this picture clearly
highlights the importance of ongoing education and training for staff to familiarize them
with the sustainability-related objectives of the university.
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Figure 4.8. Black and White Printing at MMTH and Helm Library in 2012.
Source: Western Kentucky University (2015c).
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Figure 4.9. Black and White Printing at Other WKU Labs in 2012.
Source: Western Kentucky University (2015c).

Figure 4.10. Photograph of WKU Operations Staff Throwing Recyclable Paper into Solid
Waste Dumpster. Source: Photographer anonymous, February 2015.
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4.4.6 Top-level vs. WKU Benchmark University Waste Management Survey
With the aim of understanding where top-level universities stand compared to
benchmark universities in terms of zero-waste strategies, waste management plans, and
waste reduction policies, samples from both populations were asked questions about
whether they have any of these management strategies. All 11 participants from the toplevel universities responded that they have zero-waste strategies, while 8 (out of 13)
participants from the benchmark population indicated the same response. Recently, one
of top-level universities created the Zero Waste Campus Toolkit and established a zerowaste building on their campus. The zero-waste system is now part of the campus
construction standards. Zero-waste commencement, convocation, welcome weekend
events, and campus wide lectures and dinners with zero-waste initiatives are other
examples that are taking place at top-level universities according to survey responses.
In addition to various waste reduction initiatives provided in participants’ detailed
explanations, the important role of athletic events towards adopting zero-waste strategies
was highlighted by both survey populations:
Our new football stadium has been set up to be zero-waste, currently we are
right at about 90% and the stadium just finished its second season. Visitors
to the stadium are aloud (allowed) to bring a sealed water or empty
refillable bottle into the stadium and we have water bottle filling stations
for that use. The items sold in the concession stands are either recyclable
or compostable. Basically we control what comes into the stadium. There
are a few things we didn't really plan well enough for....for instance
giveaways like pom poms and koozies....a lot of this ends up in the waste
and we were not prepared to deal with them.
Or in another response:
We do bin pairing, bin guards, and have a marketing campaign. We have
also done a survey to see what motivates students to participate in zero
waste. Zero waste athletic events was (were) a major kickoff to many other
zero waste initiatives.
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A waste management plan is in place at 7 (out of 11) top-level universities included in
this portion of the study, while 8 respondents (out of 13) from the benchmark universities
indicated that their institutions have an implemented waste management plan. There were
few explanations from the participants at top-level universities provided, but they did
indicate that their waste management policy is voluntarily, or, if the policy is mandatory,
there is no penalty for not following the policy. Other respondents indicated that their
sustainability initiatives, or a draft of zero-waste plan, are prepared but they are not
adopted campus-wide. The number of universities that answered ‘Yes’ when asked, “Do
you have a particularly recycling or waste reduction policy,” was 6 (out of 11) for both
benchmark and top-level universities. This might be related to various perceptions people
may have about the term ‘policy’.
Participants from both populations believed “Increasing Reputation by Taking
Environmental Actions” and “Economic Incentives (i.e., cost savings and higher landfill
costs)” have the greatest influence on universities adopting waste minimization strategies
(Figure 4.11). Among respondents’ answers from both populations, AASHE STARS
Rating, presidential initiative, compliance with the President’s Climate Commitment
obligations, and becoming a notable college focusing on sustainability were implicated as
the main influencer on adopting waste minimization strategies. In contrast, Rules and
Regulation (i.e., State mandatory – regulations) and Economic Incentives were identified
as the main influencers in adopting waste reduction strategies at WKU when the
recycling coordinator and campus operations manager were questioned.
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Figure 4.11. Influential Factors in Adopting Zero-Waste Strategies at Universities.

To identify specific waste management approaches implemented at top-level and
WKU benchmark universities, participants were asked which waste management
methods are applied at their universities using a 5-point likert scale, wherein 0 indicated a
method not applied at the institution and 5 indicated an approach most frequently used
compared to others (Figure 4.12). Among participants from benchmark universities
(n=12), recycling obtained an average value of 4.17, while reuse and surplus received an
average score of 3.50, and composting obtained the lowest average value of 1.90.
Similarly, participants from top-level universities (n=11) chose recycling as the most
utilized approach with an average value of 4.36. The results also revealed that food waste
diversion from the landfill is taken more serious at top-level universities. The average
value of 2.73 was reported from composting at top-level universities.
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Figure 4.12. Sustainable Waste Management Methods at Universities.

Both populations were asked about communication and education/outreach
efforts from the recycling, waste management, housing, and/or sustainability departments
at their university. Using a 5-point Likert scale, participants were asked to choose 5 for
the sector with the greatest amount of efforts and 0 for sectors with the least amount of
communication and education/outreach efforts being pursued. Overall, education and
communication efforts are pursued more at top-level universities (Figures 4.13 and 4.14).
For both populations, efforts are centered on the operations sector. Collected data also
reveal that surplus and marketing departments follow the operations sector at benchmark
universities and highlight that communication between academic and sustainability/
recycling sectors of campuses are not desirable, which is contrary to the pursuit of
education/outreach at WKU (Participant H, personal communication, 2015). As it relates
to education/outreach efforts, eco-friendly education efforts are needed in purchasing
departments at benchmark universities.
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Figure 4.13. Communication Efforts between Waste Management Departments and Other
Departments, Top-level vs. Benchmark.
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Figure 4.14. Education/Outreach Efforts by Department, Top-level vs. Benchmark.

Participants were asked to provide their ideas about the potential capability of
recyclable commodities in revenue making/cost saving at their institutions. Attendees
from top-level universities believe glass has the lowest potential in revenue-making,
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while scrap metal and cardboard were selected as the best way to generate revenue from
recyclables at benchmark universities (see Figure 4.15). One participant explained that
cardboard is a good revenue generator and it is collected singularly on their campus, but,
other recycling commodities is commingled, so tracking revenue generation of these
commodities is not as easy of a task (Participant E, personal communication, 2014). If
cardboard is transported to a Facility Department it may be stored for later sale to earn a
higher rebate. In contrast, some schools may immediately recycle collected cardboard,
regardless of the quantity collected, and loose money after paying a haul fee (Participant
E, personal communication, 2014). Overall, some universities may argue that since they
do not pay a considerable amount of money for disposing their wastes, it is not
economically worth pursuing recycling programs. However, these Universities are
neglecting the potential for increased landfilling costs in the long-run and carelessly
reinforcing a culture of waste production. In a decade or more they will be left with huge
landfilling expenditures and undeveloped recycling and waste minimization programs.
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Figure 4.15. Comparison of Revenue from Recyclable Commodities. (Note: participants
were asked to choose 1 for the greatest profit-maker/cost-saver and 8 for the least)
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Participants from benchmark universities selected plastic and organics waste as
potentially revenue maker/cost saver recycling commodities. Although, organics have
less profit generating potential, one participant from a top-level university did indicate
yard waste as profitable. Additionally, organics can be a money-saver by providing
compost for the grounds and gardens and reducing trash collection service fees, but there
are challenges with contamination and storage due to bad odors (Participant E, personal
communication, 2014).
A participant from a benchmark university indicated electronics provides the
greatest profit, while another person mentioned they cannot make any money through
recycling; they recycle because they see recycling as a moral responsibility. Similarly,
another participant indicated that their aluminum is donated to the “Cans for Habitat”
program. A participant indicated that he/she is located in a bottle bill state; therefore,
deposit bottles and cans generate a large revenue stream for their recycling program.
Through “bottle bill” or “container deposit law” a minimum deposit on beer, soft drink,
and other beverage containers is refundable. The purpose of the law is to ensure a high
rate of recycling or reuse is achieved (Bottle Bill Resource Guide, 2013). An expert from
a waste consulting company believes that aluminum can bring money to a school, but it is
often collected along with plastics by clubs and organizations as a fundraising activity.
Overall, metal has the highest capability to make money per ton, but in reality there is not
a lot of scrap metal generated throughout the year. Thus, universities must ensure that
reuse is pursued before recycling, otherwise a dumpster can get full of recycling
commodities that have no market (Participant E, personal communication, 2014).
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Both top-level and benchmark universities were asked to identify and rate the
most influential barrier against increasing efficiency in the recycling program at their
institution. Different perspectives were reported, including a wide range of issues from
contractors/agencies/vendors who are unfamiliar with the universities recycling programs
and do not want to take part in them, to a lack of a full-time recycling coordinator and
more staff dedicated to sustainable waste management (see Figure 4.16). A participant
from a top-level university indicated that the largest barrier is convincing students, staff,
and athletic fans that recycling is essential and worth the extra time. Another participant
from a benchmark university highlighted a similar issue by suggesting that after 6 years
of pursing a recycling program, people still have no idea what should be in each bin and
do not want to learn. Finally, one participant described a lack of faculty/staff engagement
in the recycling process since faculty/staff are frequently removed from the process.
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Figure 4.16. Barriers against Efficiency in Adopting Sustainable Waste Management
Operations at Higher Education Institutions. (Note: 1 indicates least influential and 10
indicates most influential barrier)
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4.5 Conclusions and Recommendations
By reviewing best practices at four higher education institutions that have
successfully implemented plans towards reaching zero-waste goals, and from a survey of
waste managers at benchmark and top-level universities, the researcher recommends that
any university that has not institutionalized sustainable waste management should take
the following steps. Firstly, three temporal periods for working toward a zero-waste
campus should be established. The time periods should include providing readiness
programs (awareness-raising programs and behavioral change) and infrastructural needs
(e.g., sufficient availability of the bins throughout the campus) as the first and second
steps, respectively. All direct and indirect stakeholders should be identified and invited to
take part in the sustainability movement. Furthermore, writing clear and holistic
sustainable and integrated waste management policies with clarified responsibilities for
all stakeholders and departments is essential. The sustainability-related stakeholders at
these institutes should attempt to expand their education/outreach and communication
efforts with all sectors, particularly with purchasing departments.
JMU’s experience reveals one of the crucial steps in the first time period will be
signing a commitment to take environmental stewardship actions. The commitment will
act as the principal driver for making and implementing multiple environmental
stewardship-centered policies, particularly sustainable procurement policies. Also, as the
ASU’s experience successfully revealed, under the second temporal period, a university
should implement an Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Program (EPP). According
to this program, a university should be committed to purchase products that have a
reduced impact on human health and the environment when compared with competing
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products. For this purpose, a working group can be created to conduct research on EPP
programs at other universities and identify specific needs of the university. Enforcing
appropriate policies and educating campus community should also be pursued in line
with the EPP program.
Higher education institutions must also develop a comprehensive sustainability
policy. This policy should be holistic enough to cover sustainable procurement, green
purchasing, food management, waste minimization, and recycling programs. This policy
should require any packaging material that is provided by university vendors to meet
durability, recyclability, biodegradability, compostability, and non-toxicity criteria.
Creating multiple committees with clear tasks that include faculty, staff, students, and
local government representatives can assist campuses to make operational policies and
provide policy review recommendations.
For the purpose of behavioral change, expanding sustainability-related courses as
much as possible, and engaging students in said classes is also highly recommended.
Student participation can occur in waste audit sessions, tailgate recycling programs, and
move-in and move-out events that will help to expand environmental awareness
throughout the campuses with regards to sustainable waste management at both
individual and enterprise levels. GIS departments should be called upon to assist in
providing visualized representations of waste generation for campus communities to
easily track and monitor which buildings across the campus generate the most waste.
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CHAPTER FIVE: INVESTIGATING THE ROLE OF RECYCLING BEHAVIOR
AT HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS: AN EXAMPLE FROM WKU

5.1 Introduction
In developed countries, universities, as influential organizations, are increasingly
developing their own zero-waste programs in order to take action against environmental
deterioration. Predominantly, aversion (waste prevention) and diversion (recycling) of
wastes are the two main strategies that are pursued by universities (Arizona State
University, undated a). There are still many universities, however, that have not adopted
zero-waste plans or that have the efficiencies of their waste management systems
questioned. Because of the significance of a universities’ role in global sustainable
development and their ethical obligation to act responsibly towards the environment
(Armijo de Vega et al., 2008), all types of educational institutions, particularly
universities, are anticipated to play an important leadership role in the environmental
protection movement. Yet, in many instances, these institutions are unaware of how to
effectively and efficiently participate in the environmental movement, particularly as it
pertains to waste management, due in large part to a lack of comprehensive published
research on this subject. Additionally, the efficiency of any waste reduction and recycling
program is highly reliant on all individuals in the community. The content presented in
this thesis chapter focuses on challenges of sustainable waste management systems at
higher education institutions, particularly those challenges related to behaviors and
attitudes of campus individuals, and endeavors to find solutions for these barriers from
the campuses community perspective. WKU, as a mid-sized institution with an influential
role in its surrounding community, was selected as a case study for this research.
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Recycling awareness and behavior of the WKU community was assessed in order to
examine declared reduction, reuse, and recycling behavior as well as respondent
willingness to undertake these actions.

5.2 Awareness, Sociodemographic Features, and Recycling Behavior
Waste recycling behavior and a detailed understanding of the variables
influencing pro-environmental behavior provide a basis for the implementation of
policies that aim to increase participation in recycling activities (Best and Kneip, 2011).
Meneses (2005) studied various consumers’ roles in the household in terms of each
household member’s role in recycling. After reviewing previous research on recycling
behaviors and the correlation of these behaviors with various sociodemographic
characteristics, the author developed and tested six hypotheses about influences on
recycling: gender, age, education level, ecological motivation, recycling motivation, and
ecological attitudes. Through surveys, Meneses (2005) revealed women bare a greater
burden of the recycling role than men and family members with an age close to the
working population’s average bare more burden than people whose age is far from the
working population’s average. Similarly, Tang et al. (2011) reviewed existing literature
on determinants of household behavior and conclusively found that recycling behavior is
positively influenced by attitude toward recycling. These studies demonstrate that
recycling behavior is a multidimensional activity and, therefore, waste management
requires a multi-faceted approach, which focuses on different sociodemographic features.
Studying recycling behavior at American higher education institutions is vital for
promoting waste minimization. A study implemented in two college departments at a
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large southeastern university showed that recycling increased from 51% to 84% when
signs were placed over trash and recycling containers (Austin et al., 1993; Ludwig et al.,
1998). Another study revealed that the amount of paper recycled increased by 28% when
recycling bins were placed in a central location of an office building, and 88% of all
paper used was recycled when recycling containers were placed closer to employees
(Brothers et al., 1994). Ludwig et al. (1998) found that the number of aluminum cans
recycled increased when recycling containers were removed from hallways and relocated
in classrooms, since most soft drinks consumed by students in academic buildings are
drunk in classrooms. This study suggested that institutions can double the amount of cans
recycled and change recycling behavior by providing recycling receptacles at the point of
consumption. Similar research was undertaken at a public university is southeast Texas
by O’Connor et al. (2010) to further examine effects of container placement without the
use of signs. Their findings validated the Ludwig el al. (1998) study, revealing that the
proximity of consumption to the recycling receptacles influences the level of recycling
stream. Baseline levels of recycling, however, did not change when additional recycling
receptacles were provided in common areas.

5.3 Methods
Currently, WKU has a small-scale recycling program with minimal student
participation (Participant C, personal communication, 2014; Participant D, personal
communication, 2014). Participation of faculty, students, and staff is, however, necessary
for the success of any recycling or waste reduction program implemented at a university.
To assess WKU individuals’ environmental awareness and willingness to participate in
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recycling programs, a survey was designed and distributed to all students, faculty, and
staff at all WKU campuses. The digital survey was created and reviewed by the
researcher, graduate researcher advisor, a research committee member, two fellow
Geoscience graduate students, and the WKU Recycling Coordinator. Additionally, in
April 2014, to valid the survey instrument, the survey was distributed in a Global
Sustainability class to gather feedback about the survey and estimate the amount of time
needed to fully complete the survey. In October 2014 and February 2015, the final
version of the survey was emailed to all WKU individuals. Five $20 gift cards were
offered by random drawing to encourage participation in the survey.

5.4 Results
Between October 2014 and February 2015, 815 people participated in the survey.
Among these, 311 (38%) attendees completed the full survey. The highest rate of
participation, +90%, was recorded for the first five questions of the survey, while the
lowest rate, 12% and 3%, was recorded for demographic questions (which state are you
from, nationality, etc.) at the conclusion of the survey (see Appendix C). Nearly 50%
percent of the study’s participants were between18 to 24 years old (see Table 5.1). Sixtyeight percent of respondents were females, and 68% of the survey participants were
students, 22% staff, and 18% faculty. Of the students, 20% were freshman, 12%
sophomore, 22% junior, 26% senior, and 20% graduate students. The highest percentage
of students, 79%, was from Kentucky, 15% out-of-state, and 6% international.
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Table 5.1. Age Groups of Participants in the Survey.
Age Group
Percentage of Respondents
1%
under 18 years old
49.7%
18 to 24 years old
17%
25 to 34 years old
12%
35 to 44 years old
10%
45 to 54 years old
9.3%
55 to 64 years old
1%
65 to 74 years old
0%
75 years or older

Survey participants were asked about their primary source of information about
recycling. Of these, over half of the participants (n=728) believed that their primary
information source is media. The WKU Office of Sustainability and Recycling and
Surplus Department were selected as recycling information sources by 41% of
respondents, indicating that these two departments play a significant role in recycling
education/outreach at WKU. 112 participants (15%) proclaimed that they had no
information about recycling (Figure 5.1).

Media

112

Municipal Agency

382
270

WKU Recycling and Surplus
Department
WKU Office of Sustainability
Friends or Neighbors

118

144

No Information at all

150

Figure 5.1. Reported Sources of Recycling Information at WKU. (Note: Numbers on the
circle show the number of recorded responses)
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In addition to the aforementioned sources of recycling information, a participant
mentioned that an option of ‘self-motivation’ for learning about recycling was missed in
the survey. He/she added “I do not count the WKU Recycling and Surplus as a reliable
source for information since they are responsible for filling NUMEROUS dumpster(s)
with material that could have been recycled. The self(-) report that they are doing good
(well) for the environment, but in reality they are just shipping things off to the landfill
that actually could be used or re-purposed. Just look at the dumpster next to the steel
building over by the track and field complex as an example.”
In two separate questions, participants’ recycling behavior, both on-campus and
off-campus, was evaluated. 729 and 730 responses were recorded for the on-campus
question and off-campus question, respectively. Participants were asked to choose their
level of agreement with the statement, “I describe myself as a frequent recycler on/offcampus”. Almost 60-70% of participants consider themselves as a frequent recycler both
in their on-campus and off-campus life (based on strongly agree and agree responses).
This high level of agreement could be due to the fact that more people with a greater
concern for environmental stewardship participated in the survey. 14% of the participants
announced that they disagree or strongly disagree with this statement for their on-campus
behavior, while 25% of participants disagreed or strongly disagreed to this statement
specific to their off-campus recycling behavior (see Figure 5.2). In a broader context,
almost half of the participants (n = 729) considered themselves personally responsible for
the condition of the environment, while 5% and 17% of the participants felt they have
‘no’ or ‘just a little responsibility’ for the condition of the environment, respectively.
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45%
40%

on-campus

35%

off-campus

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Figure 5.2. Reported On-campus vs. Off-campus Recycling Behavior at WKU.

A survey question was explicitly designed to evaluate what method of waste
diversion/minimization members of the WKU community frequently utilize. Four main
waste aversion and diversion strategies, along with non-participation, were provided as
possible answers; respondents were able to choose all methods they apply. Of the
responses to this question, 703 participants selected waste minimization, 394 selected
curbside recycling, and 265 chose take recyclable commodities to drop-off facilities.
Finally, 10% of participants indicated that they to not recycle (Figure 5.3).
Recycling behavior was also examined through a question focusing on possible
waste aversion/diversion methods at an individual level (Figure 5.4). According to the
survey data, people are more careless about the amount of packaging used with products
when they are buying disposable products, while repairing broken goods was selected as
a more desirable waste aversion method compared to other provided methods. A
considerable number of participants, 235 respondents, indicated that they never or rarely
used reusable containers or use their own bags when shopping.
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68%
54%
36%
18%

Non-participation

Take recyclables to community
collection facility

Reuse materials as much as
possible in my home

Curbside recycling

10%
Make Compost

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Figure 5.3. Reported Waste Aversion and Diversion Methods at WKU.

Reusing paper

Never

Avoiding buying disposable
items

Rarely

Trying to repair rather than
throw away

Sometimes

Looking for packaging that can
be re-used/recycled

Most of the
Time

Buying products based on least
amount of packaging

Always

Reusable containers or use your
own bag when shopping
0

100

No. of Responses

200

300

Figure 5.4. Frequency of Recycling or Waste Aversion Behavior at WKU.
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The largest number of participants, 289 out of 677 responses, equivalent to 42%,
reported that they do not recycle newspaper on campus. Similarly, a large of number of
participants, 36% and 31%, respectively, answered they do not recycle cardboard or
aluminum cans on campus; 36% of respondents, however, suggested that they recycle
office paper once a day. Also, 25% responded that they recycle office paper on campus
twice a week. 20% of respondents announced that they recycle plastic bottles on campus
at least once a day, and 37% responded that they recycle plastic bottles on campus twice
a week. Of 689 responses, 29% of surveyed participants, responded that they are unaware
of the ongoing recycling program at WKU, and 80% announced that they have never
visited the WKU recycling website. Approximately, half of the participants (55%) were
not aware that improving the recycling rate is a goal in the university strategic plan.
Participants were also asked to report their opinion and level of agreement with
the following statement, "When I find a recycling bin, I find the labeling…in regards to
recycling signage used on campus”. They were requested to rate items from 1 to 5, with 1
indicating the least agreement and 5 indicating the most agreement. Most participants
found the labeling used for recycling on campus useful and perfect in its current format
(Figure 5.5). The largest group of responses was recorded for the “Easy to Read” item
and the smallest group for the “Not Very Useful.” One participant shared his/her
experience from the University of Louisville signage system. S/he found the campus
recycling signage very clear and the waste signage also effective. Another participant
stated “When I see a recycling bin, my primary concern is what I can and cannot put in it.
As long as this is easily found, the labeling is fine. Graphics and other aesthetic
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components are welcome, especially when they also make it clear that it is a recycling
bin.”
5

Average Value - Rating
Range was from 1 to 5

4
3
2
1
0

Figure 5.5. Opinions about Signage on WKU Recycling Bins.

Participants also utilized the survey to report their feedback, comments,
complaints, and improvement suggestions. One participant sought information on where
ink cartridges should be placed on campus for recycling. Another student reported that
Minton Residential Hall does not allow cardboard recycling. Two participants questioned
the meaning of numbers on plastic items, and a few people sought more information to
understand what items are considered recyclable and what commodities are nonrecyclables. Similarly, a participant shared a common confusion, where to put recyclable
items with food on or in them. Also, there were multiple statements that the number of
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recycling bins is insufficient. Likewise, a participant believes, “There needs to be easier
access to cardboard recycling on move-in/out days. Also, there needs to be readily
available glass recycling due to products being sold in glass bottles.” An employee
reported, “There is no place to recycle plastic or aluminum in my building. I used to have
a paper recycling container in my office, but it's no longer there. I've seen recycled paper
end up in the regular garbage.” See Appendix D for all submitted comments.
Survey participants also emphasized the necessity of staff training and ongoing
education. For instance, an employee reported that the person who picks up the recycling
in his/her office dumps the trash and recycling into the same trash can and then into the
dumpster. Another employee reported s/he gave up recycling paper since it is regularly
observed that the collection staff ultimately co-mingle trash and recycling together as a
result of poor staff training. This finding highlights a significant infrastructural gap in
current recycling procedures. Most survey participants believe the availability of the
recycling bins throughout the campus, both inside and outside the buildings, and regular
training for building staff can increase the efficiency of the program. Thus, the Department of Facilities Management, Recycling and Surplus, and Office of Sustainability
should work closely to allocate financial sources for procurement of bins, pursue
education opportunities for staff working in all buildings, and ensure the enforcement of
recycling protocols by janitorial staff and supervisors.
Inconsistency of recycling bin labeling was discussed as another concern. A
participant reported that the labeling is helpful, but inconsistent, as some recycling bins
have no labeling, some trash bins are blue and look like recycling bins, and some
recycling bins are black with very little labeling so people use them as trash bins.
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Furthermore, because a large number of international students presently attend WKU,
one participant recommends that the university consider providing information in
different languages. A few participants complained that they have no easy access to
recycling bins, 49% of participants (n = 669) believed that there should be a greater
number of bins on campus, and 49% of participants were satisfied with the present
number of bins.
Complaints from other campuses were collected, addressing that there is no
recycle bins for paper or cardboard, only for cans and bottles in the halls and common
areas. Two participants explained a concern about the lack of recycling infrastructure
coverage in the Medical Center Health Complex; this educational space is a “joint
venture," and the Medical Center largely financed this structure:
“Both are in the "business" of the common good, as it relates to the provision
of healthcare services, education, and so on, thus I personally believe each
has some responsibility in the area of sustainable work practices and find it
somewhat comical that they seemingly can't get together on this matter as it
relates to this new building. In this same vein, there is big money and/or
substantial cost-savings these days in recyclable materials. On the surface,
a contract for $10,000 annually to recycle the disposables from the new
building may seem small change for an organization that has an annual
operating budget just shy of $400M (I acknowledge that I have no real idea
of how much such a contract may be worth). However, we are in an economic
climate where the powers that be in Frankfort are squeezing higher education
for all they can, and the insurance industry is squeezing healthcare providers
on every nickel they can, it does seem that these two organizations - the Med
Center and WKU - could get together in a way that better supports their
employees and the clients we serve (e.g. patients and students) more
effectively in this regard”.
Participants were also questioned about the location of recycling (if they do
recycle) on campus and to what extent they would be willing to hold a recyclable
commodity before reaching a recycling bin. Although, a large portion of the campus
community most often recycles inside academic buildings and administrative offices, a
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considerable number of participants declared they recycle in or near residence halls and
inside other non-academic buildings and even outside the buildings. These large numbers
highlight the importance of outdoor recycling bin availability, as well as indoor bins in
other buildings (i.e., residence halls and auxiliary buildings) (see Figure 5.6). Only 47%
(n=658) of participants were willing to keep possession of a recyclable item if the bin is
directly outside their class/office in the hallway (Figure 5.7). 130 respondents (equivalent
to 20%) reported that they will recycle only if the bins are located in their
office/classrooms, while 29% of respondents believe they are willing to keep their item
until they travel to another building where a recycling bin is available.

Inside other buildings (e.g., DUC, Diddle
Arena, baseball stadium, etc.)
Outside academic buildings/administrative
buildings
Inside academic buildings/administrative
buildings
In or near dining hall buildings
In or near residence halls
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Figure 5.6. Survey Responses about Common Recycling Location at WKU.
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I will hold onto a recyclable item until I find a
recycling bin, regardless of the distance I have to
travel on campus with the item.
I will hold onto a recyclable item until I travel to
another building where a recycling bin is
available.
I will hold onto a recyclable item ONLY if the
bin is outside my class/office in the hallway.

I will recycle ONLY if the bins are located in my
office/classroom.
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Figure 5.7. Survey Responses about Recyclable Waste Retention prior to Disposal.

WKU community participants were also requested to rate factors that may
influence their on-campus recycling behavior (0 = no influence, 5 = most influence). The
proposed factors were: design of the bins, layout of the bins, size of the bins, availability
of the bins, awareness-raising programs, and ease of understanding signage. Similar to
previous opinions recorded about availability of recycling bins, participants responded
that availability of the bins is the most influential factor that can help them recycle more
(Figure 5.8). For example, multiple comments addressed participants’ need for indoor
and outdoor recycling bins at WKU Apartments:
“Availability is (the) key…...If the recycle bin is closest or I know there is
one close by, I will put my items there. I will not actively seek one out.
However, if there was not a trash can so easily accessible, I would be forced
to use/seek recycling bins and make the act more of a habit” (see Appendix
D for additional comments).
Ease of understanding signage was selected as the next most influential factor
since participants believe this is comparable to marketing a product. As it relates to
marketing idea, a participant suggested that:
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“WKU recycling needs a character or mascot to encourage recycling. This
could be some character in addition to or separate from Big Red. Squirrels
are prevalent around campus in the so perhaps one of those animals. A
squirrel gathers nuts in preparation for the winter so maybe an image of
squirrel gathering all sorts of recyclables to dispose of into the recycling
bin”.

Mean
Value

2.92

Design of the bins

1.94

Layout of the bins

2.52

Size of the bins

2.54

Availability of the bins

2.64
Awareness-raising
programs

4.11

Figure 5.8. Reported Influences on Recycling Behavior at WKU. (Note: the largest group
of responses were recorded for the “Availability of the bins” item where n = 618 and the
smallest group were recorded for the “Design of the bins” where n = 506.)

The largest group of participants, 44% (n=644), responded that they want more
recycling information and cannot find it. Also, 33% of respondents believe that the level
of information available is perfect, and 23% do not care about how much recycling
information is available. Thus, the university should invest more to decrease the
environmental-careless population as much as possible. For possible future information
sources, half of the respondents (n = 563) selected better signage and labeling as a way to
convey recycling and sustainable waste management information. Better education
programs at move-in and move-out events came in second, which was very closely
followed by information through newsletter (Figure 5.9).
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Social Networks such as Facebook/Twitter
One-on-one training
Better education programs at move-in and
move-out events
Better signage or labeling
Regular information through email (e.g.,
Newsletter)
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Figure 5.9. Methods Used for Distributing Recycling Information at WKU.

Of the respondents, 71% and 46% (n = 584), respectively, selected a lack of
environmental awareness and access to recycling bins as the two chief challenges against
implementing a high efficiency recycling program at WKU. The smallest group of
participants, 15%, selected social pressure as the primary challenge. A student who lives
in the dorm reports that s/he does not have a recycling bin in his/her room and no
information regarding where recyclable goods should be taken has been provided. S/he is
certain that, if information for the correct place to dispose of recyclables existed, people
would recycle more often while living in the dorms. A participant suggests imposing
consequences and/or rewards, particularly for residence halls, for bad or good recycling
rates. Multiple comments regarding the need to address laziness of faculty, students, and
staff were mentioned as an imperative for increasing the efficiency of the recycling
program. As an example, a respondent commented “If WKU were smoke-free a culture of
responsibility would be more readily established.” There is, however, no doubt that the
culture of environmental stewardship should be rooted in childhood habits:
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“Make it not a green thing... Make it to where it becomes part of people's
standard of lifestyles. You see other campuses that make recycling the
lifestyle of student, faculty, and staff. It's been pushed so long to just go
green. That's like a diet. Everyone quits a diet after a while. You want to
make it a lifestyle change. Part of their standard of living because you
want only the best for you, your kids, and the environment. It's all about
how you come across. Kids these days are pretty much visual students. If
you create a visual office of displays of recycled item projects. Yours of
what happens to those products, etc. You have to catch their eyes”.
Another response directly described the importance and necessity of the need for
ongoing recycling information. Accordingly, a respondent recommends posting flyers for
reminding people to recycle because he/she believes people just forget to recycle. A
participant also suggests choosing a recycling day, with people willing to set up in front
of a main building on campus or mandatory seminars each semester to promote
awareness and remind people how and what items should be recycled (Appendix D).

5.5 Conclusion
The model environmental program should be easily accessible, convenient for
everyone, entertaining and attractive, understandable, secured by reliable funding, and
supported by students, faculty, staff and administration. Studies like the one presented
herein is crucial and should be conducted on a regular basis as a behavioral study
resource in the analytical decision-making process. Overall, the survey instrument created
for this case study research served as a great communication tool for all active or
potential participants in the recycling program at WKU. Respondents used the survey to
report where the infrastructural gaps of the recycling program are and how top-level
leaders should allocate funds. They also utilized this tool to report where and why the
recycling program does not have desirable coverage. Reviewing other universities,
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particularly ASU and JMU as discussed in chapter four, revealed that providing sufficient
infrastructure along with implementing readiness and awareness programs is one of the
required steps toward reaching zero-waste goals. Fortunately, for WKU, an
overwhelming number of participants expressed their hopes for the expansion of the
University recycling program.
Most survey participants believe the availability of recycling bins, both inside and
outside the buildings, and regular training for building staff can increase the efficiency of
the program. Respondents recommend supplying sufficient recycling bins inside
buildings, particularly inside classrooms; later on, when funding is available, more bins
should be supplied outside buildings that are used for athletic events. Simultaneously,
consistent labeling and innovative education programs should be pursued in order to
increase environmental awareness and recycling participation.
Some innovative suggestions with regards to encouraging students to participate
more in recycling programs were provided by survey participants. For instance, one
participant suggested using larger bins for recycling and smaller bins for trash to catch
students’ eyes and indirectly lead them to recycle. Another idea suggested giving the
recycling program a character or mascot. Posting flyers to remind people to recycle,
developing a recycle day, and holding seminars each semester each can help to efficiently
convey sustainability messages.
People want to learn what commodities are recyclable in the simplest form. For
these purposes, the Departments of Facilities Management, Recycling and Surplus, and
Office of Sustainability should work closely together to allocate financial resources for
the procurement of bins and education of staff working in all buildings. The results of this
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study should allow an institute’s top-level managers and policymakers to investigate the
recycling behavior on university campuses and use collected data as a great resource for
understanding how fiscal resources should be allocated. Universities benefit from such
studies because they are able to understand how their environmental programs should be
shaped and expanded. The solid waste-related cost reduction, which may result from
increased data-driven decision-making, can fund the expansion of a university’s recycling
program and offer new forms of environmental awareness and recycling programs in a
positive feedback loop.
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CHAPTER SIX: GIS APPLICATIONS IN DEVELOPING ZERO-WASTE
STRATEGIES AT UNIVERSITIES: A CASE STUDY OF WKU

6.1 Introduction
In today’s consumption-driven societies, large amounts of paper waste, food
waste, e-waste, plastics, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and excessive packaging are
causing socio-economic and environmental damage (Kumar et al., 2005). There are still
many universities, however, that have not adopted zero-waste plans or established
efficiencies in their waste management systems. Investing environmental infrastructure
fundamentals (e.g., spatial analysis of waste generation sources, location allocation of
trash and recycling bins) and waste management structures aid universities in promoting
their roles within surrounding communities and save on operation costs. Since location is
often considered one of the most important factors leading to the success of a system
(Esri, 2012), studies about the placement of waste management facilities, particularly
trash and recycling bins, can help to identify areas with limited or no coverage.
According to a 2014 recycling operations survey at WKU, over 73% (n=670) of WKU
individuals are satisfied with the accessibility of recycling bins; however, 50% of the
surveyed individuals still believe that there should be a greater number of recycling bins
on campus. Also, when asked about how likely their on-campus recycling behavior can
be influenced by design of the bins, layout of bins, size of bins, availability of bins,
awareness-raising programs, and ease of understanding signage, participants indicated
availability of bins as the largest factor contributing to behavior change. The survey also
revealed that WKU individuals tend to recycle more when recycling bins are provided.
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In addition to the importance of studying the availability of the bins, studies about
detecting waste generator hotspots over time are beneficial. The purpose of detecting and
visualizing waste generator hotspots on campuses include to simplify understanding of
waste generation streams on campuses, to strengthen the statistical analysis of the waste
collected at the dumpsters over time, and to enhance a sustainable waste management
structure with software amendments (new strategies, departmental policies, collaboration
with department heads, etc.) based on historical data. All these elements can provide a
basis to identify and visualize the campus waste management deficiencies, support and
analyze waste generation trends, provide tools to enhance the system, and assess what
type of zero-waste strategies should be adopted by an institution that lacks sustainable
waste management infrastructure.
The role of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in waste management is vast
due to its capability of detailed spatial analysis of the multiple factors that go into
planning integrated waste management systems (Ahmed, 2006). GIS plays a crucial role
in database management of collection operations, analyzing optimal transportation routes,
and reallocating waste collection bins. Also, GIS can allow data manipulation and spatial
analysis of land use, such as land use suitability studies for landfill site selection
(Malczewski, 2004; Sumathi et al., 2008). The spatial analysis power of GIS can help
planners solve complex problems. In addition to finding suitable locations, modeling
costs, risk management, and visualizing patterns are some of the other spatial analysis
capabilities of GIS (Esri, 2008). For instance, the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is
one of the most useful techniques in applied GIS analysis. Visualizing point patterns,
detecting hot spots, producing maps of estimates of the local intensity of spatial waste
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generation streams, and linking the streams fluctuations to other geographic data are
some of the advantages of applying KDE. In addition to KDE, the optimum number and
appropriate location of facilities (waste bins) can help to increase the efficiency of any
waste management system. GIS also can be applied in the field of waste management to
locate bins in a way that efficiently satisfies the demand and propose new candidate sites
to increase the bin coverage area and eliminate ‘bin deserts’. Therefore, applying GIS, as
an integration and advanced decision support tool within a university waste management
system, can achieve service optimization, both in terms of quality and quantity.
Accordingly, this chapter examines the ability of KDE as a spatial exploration method to
appraise waste generation streams on university campuses. Location-allocation and
service area analyses were also conducted to find out if the number and placements of
current outdoor recycling bins adequately serve the needs of the WKU main campus
community and encourage individuals to recycle.

6.1.1 Research Objectives and Questions
The objectives of this study were to encourage recycling through infrastructural
enhancements, specifically increasing the availability and accessibility of recycling bins
based on the demand of building occupants. Thus, WKU was selected as a case study to
investigate how GIS can assist in efficiently implementing zero-waste strategies. This
study aimed to recognize the source and amount of waste production and assess solutions,
needs, capabilities, challenges, and opportunities to modify the system’s infrastructure
deficiencies. In doing this, the following research questions were addressed:
1) How can GIS be used to represent waste generation changes over a specified
period of time?
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2) How can spatial analysis be utilized with waste management structures to
identify and document the existing system and aid in effective resource allocation?

6.2 GIS Applications in Waste Management Systems
In today’s world, generating enormous amounts of waste as a consequence of
rapid population growth in urban areas and unprecedented global levels of economic
activity puts massive pressure on city authorities to manage waste in an efficient and
environmental-friendly manner (Leao et al., 2001; Zaman and Lehmann, 2011).
Municipal authorities must allocate capital resources for storage, transportation,
collection, and disposal of waste. These municipal authorities require detailed
information on waste collection zones to plan and manage the system efficiently (Vijay et
al., 2008; Minghua et al., 2009). GIS applications in waste management systems have
been pursued since the early commencement of the technology (Chalkias and Lasaridi,
2009). The role of GIS in waste management is vast due to its capability of conducting
detailed spatial analysis of multiple factors, including those that go into planning
integrated waste management systems (Ahmed, 2006; Sumathi et al., 2008). Generally,
GIS plays a crucial role in database management of collection operations, analyzing
optimal transportation routes, and reallocating waste collection bins. Thus, GIS is an
important tool that allows for time and costs of waste management systems to be reduced
(Sumathi et al., 2008; Vijay et al., 2008; Chalkias and Lasaridi, 2009).
Chalkias and Lasaridi (2009) applied GIS to a case study of the waste collection
schemes in the municipality of Nikea, Greece, in order to optimize the temporary storage
system as well as the transportation distance and time during waste collection. In another
study, the Institute of Information Technology collaborated with Waste Management,
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Inc. in order to provide a comprehensive route management system across the nation. The
planners took advantage of GIS as the key component of the optimization engine, by
taking time, distance, speed limits, directional attributes of streets, and accurate segment
distances into consideration. The results of this collaboration helped Waste Management,
Inc. eliminate 984 routes and save $18 million in operating costs (Sahoo et al., 2005).
A multi-criteria decision and overlay analyses can also be accomplished by GIS.
Accordingly, Sumathi et al. (2008) studied the application of GIS in an optimized siting
selection for new landfills that impose minimum damage to the environment and the
residents in the vicinity of the new sites. Landfill site suitability is a complex procedure
since various factors in diverse fields of environmental and social areas are required.
Several factors, including porosity of soil, land use, and distance to roads and species
habitats, are some important factors that should be considered during the evaluation
process (Lukasheh et al., 2001; Sumathi et al., 2008).
GIS can provide for data manipulation and spatial analysis of land use. These
capabilities of GIS enable policymakers to visualize spatial relationship, perform
sophisticated analysis, and define long-term planning goals (Malczewski, 2004; Sumathi
et al., 2008). As it relates to long-term planning and land use suitability for landfill site
selection, Leao et al. (2001) demonstrated the role of GIS in supply and demand of land
for landfill development in Porto Alegre, Brazil. Within the GIS environment, the
researchers were able to provide a system to measure the relationship between the supply
and demand of land for waste disposal in urban areas over 50 years by simulating urban
sprawl, evaluating disposable land, and estimating waste generation. Additionally, GIS
provided a digital database for future site monitoring (Sumathi et al., 2008).
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The effectiveness of a solid waste management system principally relies on three
factors: 1) the proper location of bins, 2) assessment of the waste generation, and 3) onsite storage capacity (Vijay et al., 2008). In other words, more travel may be required if
bins are not properly located, or more bins may be necessary for a densely populated
neighborhood. In Greece, over 70% of the total MSW costs are associated with waste
collection and transportation of commingled MSW (Chalkias and Lasaridi, 2009).
Accordingly, Vijay et al. (2008) suggested the best waste collection efficiency is
achieved by determining the optimized locations and the number of the bins. Therefore,
GIS, as a decision-making support tool, can help municipal authorities model the various
components of an integrated waste management system and optimize their services both
in terms of quality and cost reduction (Chalkias and Lasaridi, 2009). In order to increase
the efficiency of the system’s management with GIS, detailed information about the
collection area is required. For example, road networks of a study area, road elevation
(digital elevation models), and road classification data (main roads, sidewalks usable by a
vehicle, lane size, single lane or double lane, etc.) are necessary to compute optimized
placement and the number of storage bins (Vijay et al., 2008).
The spatial analysis power of GIS can help planners solve complex problems. In
addition to finding suitable locations, risk management, visualizing patterns, and
modeling costs are some of the spatial analysis capabilities of GIS. Historical data, along
with location data, normally provide the best predictor of where and at what level perils
exist. Accordingly, by revealing and visualizing patterns in space and time city planners
can analyze both physical and societal dynamics to enforce new laws or take appropriate
actions (Esri, 2008). City authorities are frequently dealing with limited resources;
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however, they can utilize GIS as a decision-making support tool to match service
demands for services with efficient and effective service delivery.
KDE is useful in applied GIS analysis due to its ability to generalize and smooth
the data and display improvements (Crosbie and Corliss, 2012). Because of these
advantages, KDE is one of the most prevalent methods for analyzing the first order
properties of a point event distribution (Xie and Yan, 2008). KDE calculates a magnitude
per unit area from point or polyline features using a kernel function to fit a smoothly
tapered surface to each point or polyline (Esri, 2014). Visualizing a point pattern,
detecting hot spots, producing a map of estimates of the local intensity of any spatial
processes, and linking objects to other geographic data are some of the advantages of
applying KDE (O’Sullivan and Unwin, 2003). When applying KDE, choosing an
appropriate number for kernel bandwidth (search radius r) is essential. KDE will become
under-smoothed if a very small bandwidth is chosen (Duong, 2001). On the other hand, if
the selected bandwidth is too large, the estimated density can be over-smoothed (Duong,
2001; O’Sullivan and Unwin, 2003).
Because KDE allows events in the pattern to be counts associated to points, it has
multiple different applications from employment and disease density (O’Sullivan and
Unwin, 2003) to traffic accidents (Xie and Yan, 2008). Esri (2014) also suggests other
applications for KDE that include density of houses, utility lines influencing a town, and
wildlife habitat. Xie and Yan (2008) studied the spatial distribution of traffic accidents in
Bowling Green, KY, with KDE. The outcomes of their study reveal that the KDE is
capable of providing an informative pattern of accident likelihood in the future.
Furthermore, different types of crimes can be categorized and some crimes might be
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weighted more heavily than others when representing overall crime levels by KDE
application (Esri, 2014).
Two case studies were conducted in this study to explore the applicability of GIS
and spatial analytical techniques in waste management. First, a novel GIS and KDE
approach is presented by estimating the intensity of waste generation streams over a
specified period of time for the WKU main campus. Second, since appropriate placement
of bins and the number of available bins can help to increase accessibility to waste
receptacles, this study also appraised the suitability of bin locations on the campus as an
important factor that can promote student and employee recycling behavior. In short, this
study attempted to reveal how the spatial analysis capability of GIS can assist facilities
management staff at universities to identify what zones and how many people are poorly
covered by bin services. Identifying and highlighting waste generation hotspots and
understanding potential failures in the coverages (bin deserts) were also assessed and
discussed in this research. When GIS analysis is included in a holistic and integrated
study of waste management from an institution infrastructure point-of-view, it aids
facilities management staff and recycling and sustainability coordinators by enhancing
the implementation of policies to reduce waste generation, reallocate resources, and
educate about environmental concerns.

6.3 Methods
6.3.1 Kernel Density
GIS provides an effective means to import, maintain, manage, and analyze
spatially-based waste generation data. The methodology used for spatial analysis of waste
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collected at dumpsters consisted of two phases: Phase 1 established the spatial database
of the dumpsters within the study area, while Phase 2 was dedicated to spatially
analyzing the waste generation streams from January 2013 to November 2014 with KDE.
Analysis of waste generation streams was conducted in ArcGIS 10.2 software.
In this study, the researcher assumed that every location around the study area has
a potential to generate waste and the waste at each dumpster are collected from nearby
buildings and outdoor garbage bins. Hence KDE was used to visualize the density or
intensity of waste generation based on the amount of waste (in pounds) collected at
dumpsters across WKU main campus. This intensity was termed as Waste Generation
Potential since it is measured in pounds per acre and indicates the likely yield of waste
generation per area unit (in acres) across the study area.
Firstly, the study area was defined on the main campus (see Figure 6.3). To
produce a map of waste generation potential surface for each month, the amount (in
pounds) of solid waste collected at each dumpster each month and semester (see Section
6.3.2 for the details how dumpster data were collected) was used as the population field.
The search radius and output cell size were set on 400 and 5 feet, respectively. Area units
were set on acres, and, as a result, the density of waste generation potential is measured
in pounds per acre. In order to calculate total waste generation for each semester, the
amount of monthly solid waste in respective semesters were added up and used as the
input of KDE. For instance, the result for the total waste collected at each dumpster for
the spring 2013 semester was calculated by adding waste invoice values from January
2013 through May 2013, while values from August through December were tallied and
input for the fall semester of the same year.
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Among all dumpsters in the 20 months studied, the largest amount of waste,
42,860 pounds, was produced at the Downing Student Union (DSU) in February 2013.
This value was used as a baseline for classifying waste generation ranges, which were
categorized into 9 classes by applying the equal interval classification method. Classes
used in this study are shown in the Figure 6.1. A double-ended color ramp was used in
order to show both hot and cold spots of waste generation potential in the study area.

Figure 6.1. Symbology and Classification Method for Kernel Density Maps.

6.3.2 Dumpster Data Collection
In order to efficiently manage the solid waste system and understand how
strategies should be designed to minimize waste generation, detailed spatial information
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and analysis were required. The following data are needed to study waste generation
potential at different spots within the study area (Table 6.1). Through a contract between
WKU and Scott Waste, Inc., Scott Waste Services manages all of WKU’s wastes,
providing garbage collection and transfer services on a regular basis. For this study,
WKU Department of Facilities Management and Department of Recycling/Surplus
provided data from Scott Waste, Inc. invoices with regard to all wastes collected at
dumpsters across the WKU main campus over a 23 consecutive month period from
January 2013 to November 2014. At the time of data collection, the December 2014
invoice was not available. Dumpsters could be emptied multiple times over the course of
a month. The sum of disposal fee-pounds, exactly as reflected in an invoice of each
specific month, was used. The invoices contained all numbers for both recycling and
solid waste handled by Scott Waste, Inc.

Table 6.1. Spatial Database for Analysis – Data Type and Geometry.
Spatial Data
Type
Geometry
Vector
Line
Sidewalk Network
Vector
Polygon
Building Footprint
Vector
Point
Dumpsters
Tabular
Dumpsters Disposal Fee
Units (From Invoices)

The values for Food Center were not included in the invoice since they only
became available from August 2014 (when DSU was reopened). Accordingly, since the
invoices are mixed with recycling and solid waste numbers, the numbers related to
recycling were deducted from the sums (see Figure 6.2). Also, weights of wastes
collected at Soccer Field/Softball Field were not considered in the analysis because their
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location is out of the boundaries of the study area. Topper Café was removed from
campus in June 2014 so no invoices for June 2014 until August 2014 were provided for
Topper Café. The WKU apartments were also included in this research since fall 2014
when the apartments became operational.

Figure 6.2. Scott Waste Inc. April 2014 Invoice, DSU. (Note: DSU was formerly named
as Downing Union Center (DUC)). Source: Scott Waste Inc. (2014).

Google Earth software was applied to determine coordinates for dumpster
locations on the WKU main campus. After consultation with the Recycling/Surplus
Department Coordinator, all coordinates for all dumpsters on main campus were
recorded. Regarding the assigned dumpster names (see Figure 6.3), the waste stream
belongs to the entire University and the dumpster names do not mean that all waste was
generated from that specifically named building, but it is safe to assume a larger portion
of waste included in the dumpster is from the named building. No dumpster is located
around the visiting scholar housing complex. Scott Waste Inc., however, collects its
waste regularly and its respective values were reflected in the invoices. A point feature
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was thus added near the complex, representing the visiting scholars dumpster. Point
features, representing the locations of all dumpsters were digitized and additional
attributes, such as dates of hauling, weight of pull-off, and name of dumpsters, were
added (see Figure 6.3). Generally, approximate locations were determined within the
surrounding area of each building for the location of each dumpster (see Figure 6.4).
Other data required for better map representation, including sidewalks and building
footprints, were collected from the WKU Department of Planning, Design, and
Construction (PDC).
For cost saving purposes, trash compactors are installed for use by residential hall
buildings and regular dumpsters are provided for other buildings (Figures 6.5 and 6.6
respectively). The researcher assumed the dumpster content was zero for any month
when the name of a specific dumpster was not listed on the invoice. For instance, in the
April 2014 invoice, Garrett Conference Center (GCC) values for waste weights and costs
were not listed. Accordingly, it was assumed that the dumpster content was zero for GCC
in April 2014, and a ‘zero’ value was input for that month into the respective table. It
should be noted, however, that almost no dumpster was found to have zero content at the
end of each month. In some cases, Facilities staff members decided to postpone the
discharge of some dumpsters one month due to the insignificant amount of waste in a
particular dumpster.
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Figure 6.3. Locations of Solid Waste Dumpsters/Compactors, WKU Main Campus. (Created by author).
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Figure 6.4. Attribute Table for Dumpster Values. (Retrieved from Scott Waste Inc.).
(Created, Transferred into ArcGIS, and Compiled by author).

Figure 6.5. Trash Compactor at Barnes Campbell Hall (Photo taken by author
in 2014).

Figure 6.6. Trash Dumpster at Parking Structure 2 (Photo taken by the author in 2014).

WKU requires the use of supplementary dumpsters during special events (i.e.,
athletic events). As a result, on occasion, two different names were noted for the Nick
Dense Field Baseball stadium in the waste invoices. When this occurred, although two
separate dumpsters were utilized during the invoice time period, the waste collected still
represented waste generation for a specific area and event(s). Thus, these invoice data
were handled as if there was a single dumpster. Both invoice values (the fixed dumpster
and the supplementary one) were collected, added, imported into GIS, and labeled as a
single Nick Denes Field dumpster. In addition to all aforementioned assumptions made in
this study, the primary functionality of each building was used as the determining factor
when classifying buildings based on their use even though the building may ultimately
have multiple purposes. For instance, Gary A. Ransdell Hall is primarily used for
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academic and education purposes. However, it also can be used for conferences and
presentations. Similarly, Academic Complex dumpsters are mostly fed by MMTH
wastes. Therefore, they were categorized under other activity in the analysis and
discussion section.

6.3.3 Location Allocation Analysis for Waste Bins
Critical places on the campus, in terms of pedestrian traffic and high waste
generation (based on findings from KDE analysis), were first determined for both service
area and location allocation analyses. Accordingly, Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the
importance of three locations with regards to waste generation on the campus. The red
zone indicated represents the location where the greater likelihood of waste generation
potential is to be expected, while very light-colored zones represent less likelihood of
waste generation. These important high-waste generating locations included: Garret
Conference Center and Cherry Hall area, DSU and Mass Media area, and PFT and Tower
Food. These three locations were focused on when discussing the findings from the
location and allocation analysis.
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Figure 6.7. KDE in Waste Generation Surface Potential Study at WKU, Spring 2013.
(Created by author).
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Figure 6.8. KDE in Waste Generation Potential Surface Study at WKU, Spring 2013.
(Created by author).

The fourth and fifth areas assessed in the location allocation analysis are areas
surrounding the Environmental Science and Technology (EST) and Thompson Complex,
respectively. As shown in Figure 6.9, these two places have high indoor building
occupation. In this study, building occupation was used as a proxy of potential pedestrian
traffic in and around each building. Building occupation was estimated by adding student
and employee population together for each academic building. Student population was
first calculated by adding the current number of students in each building based on the
spring semester 2014 class schedule acquired from the Academic Affairs Department.
For the purpose of this preliminary study, which provides a framework for future studies
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based on more realistic data, some overestimations or underestimations are acceptable.
For instance, some students may have multiple classes in the same day but it was
assumed that all classes have a distinct set of students. As a result, the amount of traffic
in and around each building may be overestimated. Additionally, since each class may
meet multiple times per week, in order to reduce the overestimation error as much as
possible, the total number per week (5 class days) in each class was calculated and
divided by 5. Thus, the average may have been skewed slightly since some classes may
only meet once a week. The employee population per building was obtained from the
WKU Academic Affairs Department. The occupation for a residence hall was simply
represented by its capacity, obtained from the WKU Housing and Residence Life
website. For this study, residence halls were assumed to be occupied, at capacity, by
student residents.
Trash bins (not just recycling bins) were included in this study since the effectiveness of any waste management program is very dependent on the availability of all waste
facilities. On the WKU main campus, most of the recycling bins are set up next to trash
bins. In general, high bin load can result in waste (either recycling or non-recycling
garbage) buildup in another bin. Additionally, both trash and recycling bins can be seen
as elements to carry educational messages about sustainability, waste reduction, and
recycling. Figure 6.11 shows how various buildings with different functionality are
distributed across the WKU main campus. The building colors on all figures in this
section were mapped based on the functionality of the buildings. In this study, only
selected academic buildings, residential halls, and food courts were assessed closely. The
biggest barrier in conducting the location-allocation analysis was estimating the
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pedestrian traffic across campus, particularly for those buildings that are exclusively used

Figure 6.9. Population of Buildings at WKU Main Campus, Spring 2014. (Created by author).

for special events (i.e., Diddle Arena, Smith Stadium, etc.).
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Figure 6.10. Location Allocation Analysis of Trash Bin Demand. (Created by author).
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Figure 6.11. Buildings with Different Functionalities at WKU Main Campus.

There was discrepancy between the timing of bin location data collection
(conducted in June 2014, before the DSU Grand Opening) and the collection of data
about existing traffic at DSU (conducted in November 2014). As a result, more recycling
and trash bins may have become available in November 2014, particularly on the southeastern side of the building (between DSU and Minton Hall). Network Analyst Extension
for ArcGIS Desktop 10.2 was used for analyzing the trash and recycling bin demand at
various buildings’ entrances. The amount of time (in minutes) normally required for
traversing each sidewalk by a regular adult at a pace of 3 mph was added to the sidewalk
dataset. A network dataset was then built using the sidewalks, and the amount of time
was used as travel cost in the network analysis. A location-allocation analysis was
performed and travel was set from demand (here building entrances) to facility (garbage
bins). Also, U-turns were allowed at junctions. A line connecting each demand point (a
building entrance) to a facility (a recycling or trash bin) was outputted to show the likely
amount of demand weight from a building entrance assigned to a bin.
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Figure 6.12. Location Allocation Analysis Settings.
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Figure 6.13. Location Allocation Analysis Maximize Market Share.

Maximize Market Share option was used to predict which bins were being used
most frequently by nearby building occupants. The market share problem type simply
uses Huff Model, also known as a gravity model, to predict both the facilities that serve
each demand point and the amount of demand likely assigned to each facility (Esri,
2012). “The model is based on the premise that when a person is confronted with a set of
alternatives, the probability that a particular item will be selected is directly proportional
to the perceived utility of that alternative. It is unlikely that any given alternative will be
selected exclusively unless no other alternatives exist” (Huff and McCallum, 2008, p. 2).
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As a result, each bin was allocated a demand weight proportionally (determined
by Huff Model, hence distances among building entrances and nearby bins) based on the
demand from nearby building entrances. The Impedance Cutoff value was set at 1 minute
since data collected in the behavior survey (see Chapter 5) suggested that a person would
unlikely use a bin more than one minute of walking distance away. Again, a demand
point inside the cutoff (one minute) of two or more facilities had its demand weight
divided among the various facilities based on the Huff Model. The demand weight was
split among the facilities based on the distance, and closer facilities received more of the
demand weight than those further from the demand point. Impedance Transformation was
set from Linear (default) to Power, with an Impedance Parameter of 2. Total market share
is the sum of the weight of all demand points assigned to each facility (bin), and the
unallocated demand points do not contribute to the total market share.
Proportional symbols were drawn with original demand weight at each entrance
and with allocated demand weight at each bin. Therefore, bins and entrances with high
demands could be easily identified. Weighted demand lines were drawn to show the
allocation of demand from an entrance to the corresponding nearby facilities inside the
one-minute cutoff with straight lines. A zoomed view of various parts of campus
permitted a detailed view of bin usage and bin distribution from various entrances. If any
entrance that has no line connected, it means that there is no garbage bin within a minute
of walking, thereby suggesting that the entrance is not properly served.
Since the study focused on bins outside of the buildings rather than inside, faculty
versus student contribution to waste was assumed as equal. Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show
the attribute tables related to the locations of trash and recycling bins and their allocated
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demand weights. Facility Type indicated whether or not the facilities (trash or recycling
bins) were “Chosen”, indicating those facilities are within one-minute cutoff of any
building entrance. Demand Weight indicated the number of people that would use a
respective bin and Demand Count indicated the number of demand points (building
entrances) served by each bin.
All waste bin data were collected in June 2014. Overall, 100 outdoor trash bins
and 83 outdoor recycling bins were recorded with a GPS Trimble Unit equipped with an
antenna. The Planning Design and Construction Department at WKU provided all
sidewalk and entrances data. The buildings with negligible traffic (e.g., Greenhouses,
Chandler Memorial Chapel, etc.) or at distances close to the edges of the campus (e.g.,
Augenstein Alumni Center) and outside of main activities at the campus were removed.
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Figure 6.14. Trash Bin Facilities Attribute Table.
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Figure 6.15. Recycling Bin Demand Points Attribute Table.

The demand weight at each building entrance was calculated by multiplying the
building population by the demand percent of a particular entrance. As previously
discussed, for academic buildings, a building’s population was calculated from the
number of enrolled students for each course scheduled in that building plus the number of
employees per academic building. For buildings with a food court, namely GCC and
DSU, the average daily transactions were used. For this preliminary study, the daily
observations and daily life experience of the researcher were used as the basis for
allocating the demand percentages to the entrances. Hence, the entrance demand
percentage was determined subjectively (in the future study, more realistic percentages
could be used based on the real pedestrian traffic). For the entrances that were not
observed, the demand percentages were split evenly among multiple entrances. The
entrance demand weight was calculated using the building population multiplied by the
demand percentage for an entrance. Figure 6.16 displays the summary of all steps
conducted for the location allocation analysis.
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Figure 6.16. Location Allocation Analysis Flowchart.

6.3.4 Service Area Analysis for Waste Bins
Network Analyst Extension for ArcGIS Desktop 10.2 was used to allocate facility
(trash and recycling bins) demand from various buildings’ entrances. Like the locationallocation analysis, 3 mph pace was used to estimate traversal times along all sidewalks.
A service area analysis was performed using these traversal times and the location type
was set to facilities. U-turns were allowed at junctions. The breaks of time impedance
were set on 15 seconds, 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2 minutes, and 2 minutes (see Figure 6.17).
The facilities were set on two distinctive sets of recycling bins and trash bins. Resulting
polygons from each bin with the same break were merged (e.g. 15 seconds, 30 seconds, 1
minute, 2 minutes, or 2 minutes). Trim polygons were kept unchecked and polygon type
was set on generalized (see Figure 6.18).

Figure 6.17. Service Area Analysis Settings for WKU Main Campus Outdoor Bins.
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Figure 6.18. Service Area Analysis Polygon Generation for WKU Outdoor Bins.

6.4 Results and Discussion
The visualized waste generation trends on the following maps were used to
understand how waste generation trends have changed over time across main campus. In
this section, the waste generation streams in January 2013 and 2014 are presented. Those
in February 2013 and 2014 are also explained here since a high growth was observed in
the stream trend. In addition, those in June 2013 and 2014 are discussed to show how
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waste generation trend may change once the campus enters summer breaks. Lastly those
in March 2013, March 2014, November 2013, and November 2014 are discussed to
highlight waste management when the campus was closed for short periods of time.

6.4.1 Waste Generation in January 2013 and January 2014
Figure 6.19 shows the application of KDE for solid waste collected at WKU
dumpsters in January 2013. In January 2013, the Academic Complex, with 12,340 lbs.,
and Smith Stadium, with 9,590 lbs., had the highest amount of waste generation. The
Academic Complex dumpsters are adjacent of MMTH, which is a building with 24/7 labs
and study activities.

Figure 6.19. Waste Generation Surface Potential at WKU, January 2013
(Map created by the author).
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The Heat Plant produces larger amounts of waste during the fall and winter
seasons compared to the spring and summer seasons (Figure 6.20). However, it should be
noted that the Heat Plant dumpster is known to be used for sidewalk and campus cleanup. After the installation of a natural gas boiler in 2011, WKU used only 300 tons of coal
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in winter 2011 compared to the 1,700 tons used the previous winter (Newton, 2011).
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Figure 6.20.Waste Collected at WKU Heat Plant Dumpster in 2013 and 2014.

Among residence halls, PFT, with 8,560 lbs., generated the highest amount of
waste in December/January 2013. At the end of the semester the students living in these
halls generated more waste as they emptied their rooms in preparation for vacating the
facilities during the winter break. Another campus residential hall that had large
contributions to the waste generation stream on main campus was Bates Runner Hall,
with 7,790 lbs., which is partially related to the waste generated at the Subway in the
Bates Runner Hall ground floor. Waste was also heavily produced in EST, with 8,240
lbs., and Thompson Complex, with 6,470 lbs. (see Figures 6.21, 6.22, and 6.23).
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Figure 6.21. Waste Generation at WKU Residential Halls, January 2013 and 2014.
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Figure 6.22. Waste Generation at WKU Academic Buildings, January 2013 and 2014.
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Figure 6.23. Waste Generation at WKU Venue Buildings, January 2013 and 2014.

In January 2014, similar to January 2013, the Academic Complex dumpsters, with
20,590 lbs., had the largest waste totals (Figure 6.24). A 66% increase in waste collection
at these dumpsters is observed when compared to January 2013. Diddle Arena, with
17,140 lbs., DSU, with 15,530 lbs. (+53% increase compared to January 2013), and
Smith Stadium, with 15,050 lbs. (+57% increase), were next largest contributors to the
waste generation stream in January 2014. Thompson Complex, with 13,850 lbs. (+114%
increase), and Cherry Hall, with 10,790 lbs. (+96% increase), were among academic
buildings with the highest waste generation (see Figures 6.21, 6.22, and 6.23). The high
volume of waste in the Diddle Arena dumpster was related to special events, particularly
basketball events, held at the end of December and/or the beginning of January (see
Tables 6.2 and 6.3). Diddle Arena produced 18,480 lbs. of waste in January 2013 and a
similar amount of 17,140 lbs. in January 2014. Knowing the number of tickets sold for
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each event and the characteristics of each event (e.g., whether it was an important match
or a simple ceremony for children, etc.) can help to have a better understanding of the
dynamics of waste generation at Diddle Arena. Effective communication between
Facilities Management and Athletic Department and reporting how waste generation
trends are changing based on each specific event can assist the Athletic Department in
contributing to better waste management at the departmental level.

Figure 6.24. Waste Generation Surface Potential at WKU, January 2014
(Map created by author).
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Table 6.2. Events held at Diddle Arena, December 27, 2012 – January 30, 2013.
Date
Event
th
Thursday, December 27 2012
Hilltopper basketball vs. FIU
Saturday, December 29th 2012
Lady Topper basketball vs. North Texas
th
Saturday, December 29 2012
Hilltopper basketball vs. North Texas
Saturday, January 12th 2013
Lady Topper basketball vs. Florida Atlantic
Saturday, January 12th 2013
Hilltopper basketball vs. Florida Atlantic
th
Monday, January 14 2013
Harlem Globetrotters
Thursday, January 17th 2013
Lady Topper basketball vs. LouisianaLafayette
Saturday, January 19th 2013
Lady Topper basketball vs. UALR
th
Saturday, January 19 2013
Hilltopper basketball vs. UALR
Wednesday, January 30th 2013
Lady Topper basketball vs. Troy
Source: Western Kentucky University Events (2015).

Table 6.3. Events held at Diddle Arena, December 28, 2013 – January 30, 2014.
Date
Event
Saturday, December 28th 2013
Hilltopper basketball vs. Brescia
Monday, December 30th 2013
Hilltopper basketball vs. Ole Miss
Wednesday, January 8th 2014
Lady Topper basketball vs. Georgia State
th
Thursday, January 9 2014
Hilltopper basketball vs. Georgia State
Wednesday, January 15th 2014
Lady Topper basketball vs. UALR
th
Thursday, January 16 2014
Hilltopper basketball vs. UALR
Saturday, January 18th 2014
Lady Topper basketball vs. Arkansas State
th
Saturday, January 18 2014
Hilltopper basketball vs. Arkansas State
Saturday, January 25th 2014
First Lego League
Saturday, January 25th 2014
First Lego League
th
Saturday, January 25 2014
First Lego League
Saturday, January 25th 2014
First Lego League
th
Saturday, January 25 2014
First Lego League
Saturday, January 25th 2014
First Lego League
th
Saturday, January 25 2014
First Lego League
Saturday, January 25th 2014
First Lego League
th
Saturday, January 25 2014
First Lego League
Sunday, January 26th 2014
Softball Clinic
th
Wednesday, January 29 2014
Lady Topper basketball vs. Texas-Arlington
Thursday, January 30th 2014
Hilltopper basketball vs. Texas-Arlington
Source: Western Kentucky University Events (2015).

By visualizing waste generation potential using KDE, a waste manager would be
able to determine the necessity for occupant training at buildings with more contribution
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to waste generation stream of the campus. In January 2014, at WKU, more waste was
generated at Diddle Arena and MMTH than in January 2013. KDE maps provide visual
tools and allow waste managers at universities to readily identify and highlight suspicious
incidents and events that may be contributing excess waste to the waste stream and
ultimately require further investigation and consideration. By using visual products such
as KDE maps, managers would also be able to take appropriate corrective steps to alter
the ongoing waste generation patterns, such as training sessions for the operational staff
working at particular buildings with abnormal waste generations. Educating the campus
community with visual information and more effective labeling to clarify rules for
students, faculty, and staff who are still unaware of sustainable waste management
strategies is another advantage of campus waste managers using KDE maps.

6.4.2 Waste Generation in February 2013 and February 2014
In February 2013, the largest volume of waste production came from DSU
(42,860 lbs.), while the second largest volume of waste production in February 2013
sourced from the Topper Café (22,760 lbs.), and the third largest was generated at PFT
residence hall (19,200 lbs.) (Figure 6.25). During the time of data collection, DSU was
under remodeling construction. Waste generation from DSU was reduced by
approximately 57% in February 2014. Even though construction managers attempted to
separate construction-related solid waste from the dumpsters under study, heavy
demolition waste most likely was added to the waste stream at DSU, particularly when
construction-specific dumpsters were full. This experience highlights the importance of
the role of a specific term for sustainable construction and demolition (C&D) waste
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management on the contracts. For instance, ASU requires its third-party construction
contractors to be committed to a specific term in the general conditions of the contracts,
describing what the contractor will do with recyclable construction waste. The policy
requires at least 90% diversion for every C&D project and helps divert a considerable
amount of waste from the landfill (Arizona State University, 2014). Visualizing WKU
data using KDE in profoundly highlighted the importance of this policy for universities
that lack stringent sustainable waste management. In this example, it was shown that by
incorporating traditional policy enforcement data with infrastructure data, visualized
products can be used to transform data into actionable intelligence for waste and top-level
managers at higher education institutes.

Figure 6.25. Waste Generation Surface Potential at WKU, February 2013
(Map created by author).
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Waste generation at Topper Café can be attributed to the facility being one of the
primary food sources on main campus during the study period. In fact, Topper Café and
other large food court facilities on the main campus (such as the GCC Food Court shown
as a yellow zone at the top of the hill in the Figure 6.25 and in red zone in Figure 6.26)
were found to produce large volumes of waste throughout the period of study, thus
highlighting the relationship of food production to waste generation.

Figure 6.26. Waste Generation Surface Potential at WKU, February 2014
(Map created by author).

Generally speaking, both February 2013 and February 2014 waste generation
maps revealed a hotspot zone near DSU and MMTH. The area of the hotspot zone on
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February 2013 is, however, greater, which means more waste was produced in that zone
compared to the following year. In contrary, the hotspot zone in the vicinity of GCC and
Cherry Hall buildings on the February 2014 map represents waste generation increase in
this zone. The amount of waste collected from GCC dumpsters in February 2014 shows a
+45% increase compared to February 2013 from the same dumpster. Additionally, waste
generation at Cherry Hall shows +88% increase compared to February 2013, when it
reached 15,390 lbs. (see Figures 6.27, 6.28, and 6.29).
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Figure 6.27. Waste Generation at WKU Residential Halls, February 2013 and 2014.
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Figure 6.28. Waste Generation at WKU Academic Buildings, Feb. 2013 and 2014.
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Figure 6.29. Waste Generation at WKU Venue buildings, February 2013 and 2014.
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6.4.3 Waste Generation in June 2013 and June 2014
Generally speaking, waste generation slows in summer terms. Academic
Complex, with 8,050 lbs., due to the vicinity to MMTH, and Smith Stadium, with 6,960
lbs., along with of buildings that can be used for extracurricular activities during summer
terms had the highest contribution to the waste stream. Waste generation at Smith
Stadium is likely attributed to athletic events, which are normally held at the end of May
and throughout June. Rodes Harlin, with 2,210 lbs., had more waste than other residential
halls’ dumpsters (Figure 6.30). Among academic buildings, Gordon Ford, with 4,290 lbs.,
had the highest rate of waste generation in June 2013 (Figure 6.31). Waste production at
the Heat Plant is very low in the summer since the Plant consumes less coal and
consequently produces less ash waste during this time. No waste was collected at Diddle
Arena in June 2013 or June 2014. Similarly, no waste was collected at the Topper Café
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dumpster in June 2013; this dumpster was removed in June 2014 (Figure 6.32).
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Figure 6.30. Waste Generation at WKU Residential Halls, June 2013 and 2014.
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Figure 6.31. Waste Generation at WKU Academic Buildings, June 2013 and 2014.
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Figure 6.32. Waste Generation at WKU Venue Buildings, June 2013 and 2014.
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In June 2014, GCC had 11,680 lbs. of waste collected at its dumpster, while no
value was recorded in June 2013 for the GCC dumpster. This can happen during summer
breaks when GCC is less used. As a result, the facilities management staff may decide to
postpone their request from Scott Waste, Inc. to empty the dumpsters until the next
month to save collection costs. In this case, the staff waited until the GCC dumpster
reached 12,320 lbs. of waste in August 2013 (see Figure 6.32). Also, Smith Stadium, with
83,330 lbs., and Academic Complex, with 8,200 lbs., had the highest amount of waste
generation in June 2014. The same year, the Heat Plant had a 28% reduction in waste
generation compared to June 2013. Waste generation from this building is, however, still
considerably large during summer months, further supporting the removal of coal burning
from the University. Thus, using GIS and KDE visualized products, waste managers
should improve critical decision-making in rapidly changing environments and have a
direct influence on the waste production on campuses. For instance, the KDE maps
shown here (Figures 6.33 and 6.34) reveal that even during summer breaks, buildings
associated with food still have the highest production of waste, which suggests waste
management programs should strongly focus on food policies when developing waste
management strategies.
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Figure 6.33. Waste Generation Surface Potential at WKU, June 2013
(Map created by author).
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Figure 6.34. Waste Generation Surface Potential at WKU, June 2014
(Map created by author).

6.4.4 Ceasing Waste Generation
Each academic year, WKU students have 5 days off for the spring break holiday
in March and a few days off in November for Thanksgiving break. Figures 6.35 and 6.36
show that waste generation slows when compared to previous months (see Figures 6.25
and 6.26 for waste generation maps for February 2013 and February 2014). Figures 6.37
and 6.38 display the same trend when compared to the maps of waste generation in
October 2013 and 2014 (see Appendix D for a full series of waste generation surface
potential at WKU from January 2013 through November 2014). Waste generation
decreases in November 2013 compared to October 2013 (Figure 6.39), showing the
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downward slope after a constant rising trend beginning in June. In other words, a few-day
break in campus activities in November causes waste generation to lessen. Figure 6.38,
however, shows a large hotspot area related to DSU waste generation, and 71,660 lbs.
were only collected from this building’s dumpster in November 2014. Waste generation
trend has changed since DSU, which houses a food court, Starbucks, WKU shopping
store, post office, printing office, auditorium, study area, etc., became fully operational in
August 2014. As mentioned above, using KDE revealed the importance of more enforced
waste minimization and recycling policies for those buildings associated with food courts
since they have greater contribution to waste generation on campuses.

Figure 6.35. Waste Generation Surface Potential at WKU, March 2013
(Map created by author).
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Figure 6.36. Waste Generation Surface Potential at WKU, March 2014
(Map created by author).
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Figure 6.37. Waste Generation Surface Potential at WKU, November 2013
(Map created by author).
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Figure 6.38. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, November 2014
(Map created by author).
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Figure 6.39. Total Waste Generation on WKU Main Campus, 2013 vs. 2014.
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The advantage of visualizing waste generation can be seen when Figures 6.35 and
6.36 are compared. For instance, waste generation analysis based on the March 2014 map
displays that Thompson Complex area generated more waste. Highlighting different parts
of campus with more or less waste generation can assist facilities staff to understand
where, how, and why these changes are happening. Only +88% increase is observed in
Thompson Complex waste generation compared to March 2013. Similarly, EST, which is
located in the vicinity of Thompson Complex, had 44% positive increase in March 2014
(see Figure 6.40). In March 2014, DSU, with 16,710 lbs., changed by -70%, Topper Café,
with 28,770 lbs., changed by +110%, and Academic Complex, with 24,550 lbs., changed
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by +75% compared to March 2013 (Figures 6.41 and 6.42).
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Figure 6.40. Waste Generation at WKU Academic Buildings, March 2013 and 2014.
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Figure 6.41. Waste Generation at WKU Residential Halls, March 2013 and 2014.
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Figure 6.42. Waste Generation at WKU Venue Buildings, March 2013 and 2014.

In November 2014, and many other months during the year, among the category
of auxiliary buildings, DSU had more contribution in waste generation (Figure 6.43).
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Fine Arts generated more waste compared to other academic buildings (Figure 6.44). In
addition to this type of knowledge for waste managers at campuses, mapping over a
period of months can help managers investigate and understand underlying waste
generation patterns and movements. For example, they can try to provide an answer for
questions such as: “Can certain types of waste generation at any particular building be
correlated to the time of day/month?” Waste managers can also support operational staff
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at various buildings in developing more effective training and deployment strategies.
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Figure 6.43. Waste Generation at WKU Venue Buildings, November 2013 and 2014.
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Figure 6.44. Waste Generation at WKU Academic Buildings, Nov. 2013 and 2014.

6.4.5 Long-term Waste Generation Analysis
Figures 6.45 and 6.46 show the aggregated waste generation potential of the
WKU main campus during two academic semesters. In spring semester 2013, DSU
(126,480 lbs.), Academic Complex (88,990 lbs.), GCC (87,380 lbs.), Topper Café
(73,580 lbs.), PFT (67,050 lbs.), and Smith Stadium (62,870 lbs.) generated the largest
amount of solid waste. The Heat Plant also generated a considerable amount of waste,
61,300 lbs., in this time period. Among academic buildings, Cherry Hall generated
41,197 lbs. and EST generated 40,700 lbs. of waste, which makes them the highest waste
generators among academic buildings.
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Figure 6.45. Waste Generation Surface Potential at WKU, Spring 2013
(Map created by author).

In fall semester 2013, however, Topper Café, which produced 112,680 lbs., had
the highest amount of waste generation. GCC (86,000 lbs.) and Smith Stadium (69,920
lbs.) are ranked second and third in terms of waste generation. Although DSU was under
construction, the building generated 68,960 lbs. of waste in this period, which puts this
building as the fourth highest waste generator in this semester. PFT residence hall,
generating 67,380 lbs., and Cherry Hall, 55,020 lbs., had the greatest contribution to the
waste generation stream at WKU among residential halls and academic buildings,
respectively. The Heat Plant generated 64,080 lbs., which is 2,780 lbs. more than what
was generated in the 2013 spring semester. In 2013, there was a notable difference
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between waste collected at the DSU dumpster between the spring semester (126,480 lbs.)
and fall semester (68,960 lbs.), which is likely attributed to different stages of the
building remodel.

Figure 6.46. Waste Generation Surface Potential at WKU, Fall 2013
(Map created by author).

Generally speaking, the least amount of waste was generated in June 2013
(79,380 lbs.), while October 2013 generated the greatest (367,900 lbs.) (Figure 6.47). In
the fall semester, the largest quantity of waste was generated in February. Comparatively,
the waste stream in the spring semester was 63,697 lbs. higher than the amount of waste
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generated in the fall semester (Figure 6.48), predominantly due to a +83% increase in
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DSU, +68% increase in Diddle Arena, and +24% increase in Bates Runner Hall.
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Figure 6.47. WKU Waste Generation Comparison between Two Semesters.
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Figure 6.48. WKU Waste Generation in 2013.
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When comparing all eleven months in 2013 and 2014, WKU main campus had a
waste generation increase for 8 out of 11 months. Also, a +6% average increase was
observed when comparing the total of waste generated from January 2014 to November
2014 (3,095,847 lbs.) with the waste collected from January 2013 to November 2013
(2,904,087 lbs.). Thus, the waste data reveal an increasing trend that cannot be related to
the number of WKU individuals, since the number of people at WKU decreased during
this time period (see Table 6.4). This increasing trend, however, highlights the
significance of awareness-raising programs that expand multiple years.

Table 6.4. Total Waste Generation Growth Comparison, 2013 and 2014.
2013
2014
Growth
182,740
221,500
January
+21%
344,730
396,945
February
+15%
289,340
283,650
March
-2%
352,790
239,752
April
-33%
339,527
339,670
May
0%
79,380
92,060
June
15%
105,320
131,840
July
+25%
191,520
226,360
August
+18%
299,840
358,510
September
+19%
367,900
398,030
October
+8%
351,000
407,530
November
+16%
235,170
N/A
N/A
December

In summary, using GIS as a supporting tool in the decision-making process and
KDE to create waste generation maps that can assist waste managers with readily
identifying where abnormal waste generation is occurring and clarifying what buildings
are contributing most to the waste stream. This can allow top-level administrators,
campus operations, and waste managers to target their efforts and correlate limited
human and monetary resources to patrol and respond to locations through data-driven
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decision making. KDE maps help waste managers gain an accurate view of their campus
community to recognize careless/untrained staff in various buildings and the ideal
locations for more surveillance. Finally, locations with more waste generation can be
captured to apply additional help, thereby enhancing the implementation of various
departmental policies, resources, or environmental-education sessions.

6.4.6 Location Allocation Analysis of Trash and Recycling Bins
Location is often considered the most important factor leading to the success of
any system. At WKU, garbage disposal facilities are mostly placed next to recycling bins.
This layout helps facilities management staff consume less energy and transportation
when emptying bins. As a result, availability of trash bins is as important as recycling
bins. Figure 6.49 clearly illustrates that when a recycling bin becomes full, people tend to
throw their recyclable materials into garbage bins, and vice versa. Therefore, this study
was not just focused on the availability of recycling bins at the campus as an important
factor in encouraging people to recycle, but it also appraised the availability of trash bins.
Studies similar to location allocation and service area analyses on waste management
facilities allow campus waste managers to understand if all recycling and garbage
demands are covered across campuses or if additional bins are required. Additionally,
determining where to place more bins can be a challenge for policymakers and waste
management teams. Location-allocation models provide a potential solution for finding
optimal locations of facilities from a set of ‘candidate’ locations.
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Figure 6.49. Recycling and Trash Bins at Fine Arts Building
(Photo taken by the author in 2014).

A location-allocation analysis was conducted on the entire study area. To
illustrate the applicability of GIS and location-allocation analysis in waste management,
this thesis mainly reported the findings from selected zones of WKU main campus that
have more potential for waste generation, identified via KDE waste generation potential
surfaces. This study found that both garbage and recycling bins were adequately
distributed near the Ransdell Hall area. This study also found that more bins are required
near the Complex for Engineering and Biological Sciences, Fine Arts Building,
Southwest Hall, and PFT. In fact, there were no recycling bins provided near Tower Food
Court and PFT at the time of data collection.
The size of the beige circles shown in Figures 6.50 and 6.51 represents the weight
of population occupying each building. In other words, the larger beige circles of a
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building entrance, the more people are assigned to that entrance and hence more people
entering and exiting the building. Figures 6.50 and 6.51 show areas with adequate bin
coverage; however, additional trash and recycling bins should be placed in the dark blue
zone shown on the maps to reduce the demand weight on the Snell Hall trash bin.
Additionally, a trash bin should be added near the third entrance of the Complex for
Engineering & Biological Science building. The relatively small demand weights at
Complex for Engineering and Biological Sciences building (Figures 6.50 and 6.51)
indicated that high volume of waste generation was not expected from this building;
however, because this building is surrounded by several buildings with high occupations,
high pedestrian volume is expected to pass by this zone. This finding suggests that
location-allocation analysis can help identify and prioritize various zone needs more
accurately. Furthermore, the size of orange circles on these two maps displays the weight
of wastes that were allocated to garbage bins by location-allocation analysis. The larger
the orange circles, the more waste is estimated in the bins. Finally, the portion of
population in each entrance assigned to a specific bin was symbolized with the purple
lines on the maps. The darker a line, the more population and waste allocated to bins near
that building.
As Figures 6.52 and 6.53 illustrate, some of the Academic Complex entrances, as
well as one Northeast Hall entrance, did not have any connections to any bins, which
means there were no bins within a one-minute walk. The dark blue rectangles are the
potential areas for placing additional recycling and trash bins. Providing more recycling
bins in these areas could possibly help to accommodate the recycling stream and hence
reduce the solid waste generation stream from surrounding buildings.
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Figure 6.50. Potential Garbage Receivable at Outdoor Trash Bins, Snell Hall
(Map created by author).
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Figure 6.51. Potential Recycling Receivable at Outdoor Recycling Bins, Snell Hall
(Map created by author).
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Figure 6.52. Potential Garbage Receivable at Outdoor Trash Bins, DSU
(Map created by author).
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Figure 6.53. Potential Recycling Receivable at Outdoor Recycling Bins, DSU
(Map created by author).

Figures 6.54 and 6.55 show recycling and trash bin access in the GCC area;
however, since retrieving exclusive data in the surrounding Colonnade Seating area was
not possible, no population demand for this location was marked on the map. Also, some
of the Cravens Library entrances did not show any connection lines, meaning no trash or
recycling bins are within the one-minute cutoff in these areas. As mentioned earlier,
College High Hall required more bins around the building to meet the demand within the
impedance of one minute. Additionally, it is recommended to provide more bins for the
Gordon Wilson Hall area.
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Figure 6.54. Potential Garbage Receivable at Outdoor Trash Bins, GCC
(Map created by author).
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Figure 6.55. Potential Recycling Receivable at Outdoor Recycling Bins, GCC
(Map created by author).

Except for one of the entrances at Douglas Keen Hall, which had no line
connection to it, all trash bins in the PFT area have been allocated adequately (Figure
6.56). In contrast, the recycling map showed that insufficient recycling bins may be
needed near the entrances of PFT, Tower Food Court, and one entrance of BarnesCampbell Hall (Figure 6.57). The dark blue zones are the possible areas for adding new
recycling bins. Another suggestion would be to change one or two trash bins into
recycling bins, which would allow students living at the residential halls to have access to
nearby recycling bins. With GIS and location-allocation analysis, this type of analysis in
bin placement is possible. Managers using location allocation analysis with waste bin
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location data would be able to quickly visualize bin placement and uncover the
importance of recycling bins in resident halls, and, more specifically, which residence
halls need increased bin access. In short, bin deserts can be comprehensively visualized
in minutes using GIS.

Figure 6.56. Potential Garbage Receivable at Outdoor Trash Bins, PFT
(Map created by author).
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Figure 6.57. Potential Recycling Receivable at Outdoor Recycling Bins, PFT (Map
created by author).

Ninety-six of the 100 trash bins available on campus were within the impedance
cutoff of one minute from a building entrance. The three areas that were not part of the
analysis due to distance were near intersections, bus stops, or parking lots far from any
building entrances. Majority of these entrances faced away from the interior of campus.
In short, only 46 of 214 entrances were not covered by any trash bin. One area of major
concern was the lack of sufficient coverage near College High Hall by recycling bins
(Figure 6.62). The demand for either trash or recycling, however, is not being adequately
met for Jones – Jagger Hall and Douglas Keen Hall on the side facing Avenue of
Champions (Figures 6.56 and 6.57).
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In short, trash bin demand is generally met for majority of campus. Recycling
demand was not being met in front of the PFT Food Court, while trash demands were
met. Seventy-nine of the 83 recycling bins available on campus were within the
impedance cutoff of 1 minute from a building. The four facilities that were not part of the
analysis due to distance were near intersections, bus stops, or parking lots far from any
building entrance. In contrast, most recycling bins do not fall within the one-minute
cutoff. Recycling bins did not cover 55 of the 214 entrances and the majority of these
entrances were facing away from the interior of campus. One of the major concerns for
lack of coverage was near College High Hall as well as the PFT/Keen/Food Court area.
Also, there were no bins observed near Jones Jagger Hall, but considering Jones Jagger
Hall stands alone in the southwest portion of main campus, the bin demand is expected to
be lower than average in this area.
Generally speaking, the total weight of the campus population is 32,285. Of this
population, 6,674 people are not being reached by recycling bins within a one-minute
cutoff. Trash bins within a one-minute cutoff are not reaching 2,861 members of the
WKU community. In summary, the application of location allocation analysis can help
universities’ top-level administrators and campus waste managers in decision-making by
identifying areas lacking coverage and hence providing more services and coverage and
meeting recycling/trash demands as quickly as possible.

6.4.7 Service Area Analysis of Waste and Recycling Bins at WKU
Availability of bins can also be examined by service area analysis. Basically, a
network service area is a region that encompasses all accessible sidewalks within a
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specified impedance. Service area analysis for trash and recycling bins was conducted in
order to examine and compare findings by application of this tool with location allocation
analysis findings. The difference between this analysis and the location allocation
analysis is that no demand weight is assigned to the entrances of each building, which
makes understanding visualized service areas easier. Similar to location allocation
analysis, the biggest constraint for this study was data related to traffic of pedestrians in
different campus zones.
In Figure 6.58, zone 1 illustrated that trash bins are adequately located in most
areas, particularly in areas close to building entrances. However, considering the high
traffic around the colonnade (in front of the Fine Arts Building), more bins are required
in this area. More trash bins are also required around the International Center, IEB, and
Cravens Library. Although, less crowded buildings were condensed at the northern areas
of the campus, more bins are also recommended for those areas. On the same map, zone
2 highlighted the need for having more trash bins in the area between the Heat Plant,
Gilbert Hall, and the Carol Martin Gatton Academy buildings. More bins are also
recommended for the Southwest Hall building. This area is shown with the red color in
zone 2 (Figure 6.59). In Figure 6.60, the need for more trash bins at the Southwest Hall
and Academic Complex buildings is highlighted in zone 3. Large areas on the residential
side of the campus require more trash bins, specifically near Barnes-Campbell and Keen
Halls (see Figure 6.61).
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Figure 6.58. Service Area Analysis of Outdoor Trash Bins for Zones 1 and 2. (Created by author).

Figure 6.59. Service Area Analysis of the Outdoor Trash Bins, GCC Area
(Map created by author).
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Figure 6.60. Service Area Analysis of Outdoor Trash Bins, Zones 3 and 4. (Created by author).

Figure 6.61. Service Area Analysis of Outdoor Trash Bins, DSU Area
(Map created by author).

Figures 6.62 and 6.63 illustrate that most of the College High Hall entrances are
not well covered by recycling bins in a reasonable time for pedestrians. Additionally, the
International Center, IEB, and Cravens Library require more recycling bins. In
accordance with the recommendation for the layout of the trash bins around Colonnade,
more recycling bins should be provided around this building. Zone 2 highlights the need
for having more recycling bins in areas around the Heath Plant, Parking Structure 1,
Gilbert Hall, and the Carol Martin Gatton Academy buildings. More bins are also needed
near the Southwest Hall building.
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Figure 6.62. Service Area Analysis of Outdoor Recycling Bins, Zones 1 and 2
(Map created by author).
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Figure 6.63. Service Area Analysis of Outdoor Recycling Bins, GCC Area
(Map created by author).

Figure 6.64 (zone 4) shows that large areas on the residential side of the campus
require more recycling bins. More recycling bins must also be provided for the Tower
Food Court, PFT, Keen Hall, and Barnes-Campbell Hall areas.
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Figure 6.64. Service Area Analysis of Outdoor Recycling Bins, Zones 3 and 4. (Created by author).

6.5 Conclusions and Recommendations
Since location is often considered the most important factor leading to the success
of managing any system, studies about the layout of trash and recycling bins helped
identify areas with weak or no coverage. Generally, an effective sustainable waste
management system is dependent on availability of both solid waste and recycling bins.
In this study, WKU main campus was used as a case study to investigate if the existing
recycling and garbage infrastructure incorporates an ideal spatial environment for the
population of all individuals on campus. Also, by using GIS and spatial analysis in
decision-making, solutions for increasing the campus recycling stream and reducing solid
waste stream were evaluated. This case study demonstrated the capability of GIS in
recognizing a waste management system at universities from a larger scale, finding the
deficiencies of the system and providing a realistic roadmap for a sustainable waste
management structure. In this study, the number and the placement of current outdoor
bins were investigated by the application of location-allocation and service area analysis.
In addition to recycling bins, trash bins were also evaluated since trash and recycling bins
are frequently placed side-by-side; therefore, an overflow from one can contribute to the
waste stream of the other.
In addition to the importance of studying the availability of the bins, detecting
waste generator hotspots over time across campuses is beneficial to waste mangers. The
main purposes for visualizing waste generator hotspots on campuses is to simplify the
understanding of waste generation streams, strengthen the statistical analysis of the waste
collected at dumpsters over a specified time period, and enhance sustainable waste
management systems by identifying areas where policies should be enforced at the
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departmental or building levels. In this study, KDE was used to visualize the intensity
level of waste collected at the dumpsters from their surrounding areas between January
2013 and November 2014. The advantage of visualizing waste generation was
highlighted when different months were compared. Identifying different parts of campus
with more or less waste generation over time can assist waste managers in understanding
where, how, and why these changes are happening. For instance, this study showed that
the waste generation stream at DSU has changed considerably since this building
reopened in August 2014.
This study uncovered a +6% average increase in waste generation from 2013 to
2014. At WKU, Mass Media, Topper Café, GCC, and DSU had the largest contribution
to the waste stream, suggesting close review of policies related to food practices
(purchasing, recycling, composting, etc.) is essential for increasing efficiency in waste
management schemes. Waste generation trends in the 2013 fall and spring academic
semesters show that waste generation was greater in the spring, thus highlighting the need
for active waste education campaigns and other resource allocation in spring semesters.
Comparing all months in 2013, June 2013 generated the least amount of waste
(79,380 lbs.) and October 2013 generated the greatest (367,900 lbs.). The waste stream in
spring semesters was 63,697 lbs. higher than waste generation in fall semesters
predominantly due to a +83% waste generation increase in DSU, +68% increase in
Diddle Arena, and +24% increase in Bates Runner Hall. Thus, using GIS as a support
tool in the decision-making process can help identify where abnormal waste generations
are occurring and clarify what buildings are contributing more to waste streams both
historically and currently. This can allow top-level administrators, campus operations,
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and waste managers to target their efforts and align limited monetary and human
resources available for waste management with areas of greatest need. As demonstrated,
KDE waste generation potential surface maps can provide visual tools and help waste
managers readily gain a reasonable view of the campus community and recognize
careless/untrained staff in various buildings and the ideal locations for more surveillance.
Multiple zones, based on building occupation and potential waste generation at
the campus, were analyzed and discussed in this study. The location allocation and
service area analyses for most zones indicated that facilities are adequately provided in
most parts of the campus. The location allocation analysis allowed for predicting and
evaluating the demand weights at different buildings with different functionalities. For
instance, high volume of waste generation was not expected from the Complex for
Engineering and Biological Sciences building, but, due to the high occupation in
surrounding buildings, this area actually needs more bins. Additionally, location
allocation and service area analyses of waste management facilities allow campus waste
managers to understand if all recycling and garbage demands are covered throughout
campuses or if additional bins are required, but determining where to place more bins and
how many of those bins might be needed can be challenging for waste managers.
Location-allocation analysis can provide a potential solution for finding optimal locations
of facilities from a set of candidate locations in the most efficient manner.
Generally speaking, this study demonstrates that GIS maps can allow zero-waste
planners to visualize campus waste stream trends and waste collection facilities on
holistic scales, which gives campus sustainability and waste management coordinators
the information needed to make informed decisions about waste management efforts
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related to education and awareness, policy and procedure, and man-power resource
allocation, amongst others. Findings from this study can provide a basis to identify and
visualize campus-wide waste management deficiencies, support and analyze waste
generation trends, and assess which zero-waste strategies the institution should adopt.

6.5.1 Recommendations for Future Research
This study only focused on monthly solid waste generation. Focusing on
departmental-level waste generation and also examining changes to waste generation
trends throughout all days of specific months (for instance MMTH or DSU or any other
student hubs) are recommended for future studies. Also, recyclable commodities
collected at food courts and computer labs can be extracted from invoices and imported
into a GIS to specifically detect which places on campus require more surveillance. The
most important constraint of location allocation analysis in this research was the
population inside and outside buildings and overall pedestrian traffic pattern. Collecting
more traffic data and identifying the solid and recycling waste generation per capita of
the WKU individuals could possibly provide additional information on the analysis of
placement of bins. Traffic data at bus stops and other crowded areas on campuses can
allow waste managers to prioritize needs and decide where signage should go for
educational purposes or targeted behavioral change activities. In addition, since the
location of outdoor bins may change over time, it is recommended to run the service area
analysis study based on the placement of entrances rather than bins.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In today’s consumption-driven societies, large amounts of paper waste, food
waste, e-waste, cardboard, plastics, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and excessive
packaging are causing socio-economic and environmental adverse impacts (Kumar et al.,
2005). Educational institutions, particularly universities, play a significant role in
continually creating new knowledgeable generations of people. Moral and ethical
obligations typically make educational institutions perform responsibly towards the
environment. Therefore, they are anticipated to be the leaders in the environmental
movement. Proper operation of integrated and sustainable waste management programs
within educational institutions is also expected. Appropriate waste management strategies
and functions can help the reputation and overall efficiency of educational institutions.
Thus, the establishment of zero-waste philosophy within educational organizations can
bring benefits to the institution such as minimization of fiscal resources intended for
waste management operations (Armijo de Vega et al., 2008).
In developed countries, universities, as influential organizations, are increasingly
developing their own zero-waste programs in order to take action against environmental
devastation; however, there are still many universities that have not adopted zero-waste
plans or have the efficiencies of their waste management systems questioned. This study
attempted to investigate the concept of sustainable waste management and establishment
of zero-waste philosophy at higher education institutions with a holistic perspective. The
study sought to provide an implementable framework for sustainable waste management,
which is applicable for other institutions that lack sustainable waste management in order
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to have successful waste aversion and diversions programs at these institutions and
develop waste management targets towards the establishment of zero-waste philosophy.
First, the actions of waste management departments, offices of sustainability,
dining services, and athletics departments should be carefully evaluated and regularly
reviewed. For this purpose, benchmarking can provide a broad understanding of provided
services, materials, volumes, generation points, and costs. Additionally, if a waste system
design embraces both surplus and recycling together under one umbrella, the staffing and
marketing of the system must be great. For instance, waste management operations
sectors at MSU and WKU are similar in many ways; however, understaffing is easily
observable at WKU, while almost 120 staff work for MSU Recycling and Surplus Store.
Copies of the last 24-months of garbage bills and recycling statements are
required for spatially analyzing and visualizing changes in waste generation trends over
time. This study utilized GIS as a decision-supporting tool to conduct spatial analysis of
WKU waste generation from January 2013 to November 2014. This type of review can
help re-evaluate existing hauling systems at education institutions. For instance, some
universities have dumpsters and roll-offs at each building picked up by a local waste
hauler, while others may have an internal pick up system wherein waste is brought back
to a central location for sorting, potential compaction, and recycling by university staff,
then ultimately reused, or landfilled as needed. Comparing dumpster sizes and frequency
of pickups through trash bills with GIS allows for discrepancies to be identified.
Right-sizing waste equipment is also important for waste management systems
and can be aided with GIS. Often times, there are more frequent pickups than needed,
dumpsters are larger than necessary, or roll-off containers and compactors are serviced
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before they are full. Waste disposal schedules should be aligned with the academic
calendar, with service reduced service during holiday breaks. Reviewing waste hauling
invoices also has the added benefit of uncovering mistakes that may have occurred. In
fact, the author contributed to such an experience at WKU; the WKU hauler had to
refund the University $800 after the author discovered WKU was wrongly charged twice
on at least two items.
One of the essential requirements for any waste management operation is
performing a comprehensive waste characterization study from key generation points, if
not enterprise-wide. This involves intercepting bags of trash from the dining halls,
offices, classrooms, dorm rooms, and maintenance areas, and then sorting and weighing
the waste to measure the volumes and types of materials from each generation point.
Volunteer students selected from sustainability-related courses offered at a university can
implement waste audit studies or third party contractors can be employed for this task. In
the policy review section of this research, two successful institutions (Arizona State
University and Appalachian State University) developed their sustainable waste
management programs on the basis of waste composition and characterization study
results. Waste audits can help uncover savings from over-paying disposal services to
increasing recycling income where applicable. There are many waste management
consulting companies who offer waste audit services with no upfront fees. These
companies charge their clients by taking a percentage of savings earned after the audit
data are implemented into actionable practices and savings emerge.
Recycling policy, waste management plan, roadmap to zero-waste, sustainable
procurement, and/or environmental stewardship strategic plan are all names that
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universities may choose for their comprehensive aversion and diversion approach to
reduce their wastes sent to landfills. For instance, ASU utilizes a comprehensive roadmap
to zero-waste, which has an important principle called sustainable procurement. Paper
and package reduction and improvement of packaging material quality are the most
important focus areas of the sustainable procurement policy at ASU. The policy requires
any packaging material that is provided by ASU vendors to meet at least one, preferably
all, of the following criteria: made from 100% post-consumer recyclable material,
biodegradable, recyclable, reusable, and/or non-toxic. Effective purchasing policies
should encourage purchasing products with minimum packaging and high durability.
These policies also should require substitution of single-use items for multiple-use goods
and purchasing products with recyclable content.
Similarly, JMU has developed a wide range of policies for sustainable
procurement and recycling. Through the JMU sustainable procurement policy, JMU
campus sustainability is well-supported and guidelines and resources in procuring goods
that minimize social and environmental adverse impacts are explained. The policy
requires all employees with buying responsibilities to be familiar with the policy, and the
responsibility of the policy is assigned to the Director of Procurement. In accordance with
policy definitions, recycled products include any product that is manufactured with waste
material recovered, diverted from solid waste, derived from post-consumer waste,
industrial scrap, or other waste that would otherwise have been discarded. In the policy,
reuse is defined as repairing broken products, and reuse means using less or reducing less
amount of trash which can be finally discarded (James Madison University, 2014b).
These definitions suggest that the terminology used in the policy should be clear,
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understandable, simple, and accurate and that all responsibilities, tasks, and stakeholders
who must be directly and indirectly involved with the policy should be described clearly.
Like any research project, this study has some strengths and weaknesses.
Providing a comprehensive and cohesive framework for zero-waste implementation at
higher education institutions was the biggest strength of this thesis research. This study
tried to review several influential factors in guiding a university toward zero-waste
implementation under one primary research objective. The biggest weakness of this
research, however, is related to a lack of in-depth policy analysis. Therefore, the author
recommends that in-depth sustainable purchasing and zero-waste policies be investigated
by future researches. Future research can focus on how, and at what point, successful
sustainable universities have changed their recycling, waste minimization, and
purchasing strategies toward more responsible environmentally-friendly purchasing.
In conclusion, through its multiple facets and data collection procedures, this
study revealed a data-driven framework for developing and implementing zero-waste
management strategies at higher education institutions. Developing waste-management
should begin with the execution of comprehensive waste audits. All possible
stakeholders, with defined responsibilities, should be included in decision-making.
Existing purchasing policies should be developed and enforced. Ongoing training for
anybody, including all staff, students, faculty, and administration must be in place.
Educating the janitorial staff that handle trash and recycling is also essential to the
implementation of zero-waste management strategies. Staff training procedures and
success should be regularly revisited and feedback on what waste management
techniques are working should be gathered. Marketing material and simple and effective
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signs with lots of images of recyclable items and minimal text that is consistent across
campus is the key to successfully educating about waste management. A clear waste
management plan, with a date to achieve zero-waste, should be implemented. Monitoring
and keeping a good baseline of performance of zero-waste programs and sound
economics of zero-waste projects is also vital to the success of these programs. Lastly,
any success should be celebrated and best project performers should be rewarded!
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APPENDIX A
Digital Survey Design
1. How and when was your recycling program started?
2. Do you have any zero-waste Strategies? If so, please explain when zero-waste
strategies were initiated and to what extent they have been applicable and expanded
(i.e., education efforts, initiatives and activities).
 Yes
 No
Please explain.
3. Please rate the influence of the following factors on adopting waste minimization
strategies at your university. (least contribution is 0, most contribution is 5)
______ Economic Incentives (i.e., Cost savings and higher landfill costs)
______ Rules and Regulation (i.e., State mandatory regulations)
______ Increasing reputation by taking environmental actions
______ Student demand
______ Local community demand
______ Other
Other: Please describe the role of other factors in the development of waste
minimization programs at your university.
4. How do you rate the following approaches to waste management? (0 represents the
method which is not applied currently and 5 should be selected if that approach is
followed most predominantly compared to others listed below)
______ Waste Minimization
______ Re-Use or Surplus
______ Composting
______ Recycling
5. How do you rate the communication efforts from the recycling, waste
management, housing and residence and/or sustainability departments at your
university with the following department/sector? (0 represents the least effort and 5
shows highest).
______ Academic fields (i.e., class lectures, campus tours, research collaboration)
______ Operations sector
______ Dinning and Food Services
______ Purchasing Department
______ Surplus and Marketing Department
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6. How do you rate the education outreach efforts from the recycling, waste
management, housing and residence and/or sustainability departments at your
university with the following department/sector? (0 represents the least effort and 5
shows highest).
______ Academic fields (i.e., class lectures, campus tours, research collaboration)
______ Operations sector
______ Dinning and Food Services
______ Purchasing Department
______ Surplus and Marketing Department

7. Does your institution have a developed waste management plan?
 Yes
 No
8. Do you have a particular recycling or waste reduction policy?
 Yes
 No
Please explain how efficient either your waste management plan and/or waste
reduction policy is. (For example you may want to explain if the policy is
followed at departmental level or it is campus-wide applicable, mandatory
or voluntarily, etc.)
9. How would you rank the following recyclable materials on the basis of revenue
generated/cost savings provided? (1 represents the greatest profit-maker/cost-saver and
8 represents the least)
______ Scrap Metal
______ Aluminum
______ Cardboard
______ Paper
______ Glass
______ Plastic
______ Organics
______ Other, please explain
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10. Your university waste stream has the highest percentage of which of the following
recyclable materials?
 Metal
 Aluminum
 Cardboard
 Paper
 Glass
 Plastic
 Organics
 Other, please explain
11. What was your recycling diversion rate in 2013?
12. Do you use Geographic Information System (GIS) for your waste management?
 Yes, please describe how
 No
13. Do you apply any particular software for managing wastes more efficiently at your
university?
14. Would you please provide some examples of any waste reduction programs that have
been conducted at your university? Which one would you consider as the most
influential in terms of capability to motivate waste reduction?
15. How would you rate the following factors as barriers against increasing efficiency of
the recycling program at your university? (1 represents the least influence and 10 for
the most influential barrier).
______ Gap and noncompliance between university's vendors and recycling
strategies
______ Lack of/ weak sustainable University Purchasing Policies
______ Social pressure (e.g. academic pressure, daily life troubles, etc.)
______ Lack of access to sufficient number of indoor and outdoor recycling bins
in the campus
______ Lack of environmental awareness from university's all individuals
______ Other. Please explain
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16. How many employees (including part-time & full-time) work for your Recycling
Department?
______ Full-time employees
______ Part-time employees
______ Student Employees
17. The factors listed below are crucial elements for holding a zero-waste tailgating or
other zero-waste athletic event. As the recycling/sustainability coordinator of your
university how do you rank the level of your satisfaction with the existence of each of the
following factors before, during and after the event? (Very much indicates the highest
level of your satisfaction, and not at all shows the lowest satisfaction level).
Not at all

Just
a
little

Somewhat

Moderately

Quite
a lot

Very
much

Cooperation and
collaboration between
Recycling department
and Athletic
Department, and
stadium’s management













Event Promotion (The
branding of the
program, its name,
motto, marketing along
with it, all banners,
brochures, etc.)













Upfront cost of program













Logistics of the event













Training program for
volunteers, concessions
and workers involved
with whole process













Sustainable materials
management













Compliance between
vendors before and
during the event with
recycling instructions
and sustainable waste
management strategies













Educational messages
through proper
application of signage
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Recycling at Western Kentucky University Survey
What is (or has been) your primary source of information about recycling? (Please check
all that apply.)
 Media
 Municipal Agency
 WKU Recycling and Surplus Department
 WKU Office of Sustainability
 Friends or Neighbors
 No Information at all
Do you feel personally responsible for the condition of the environment?
 Not at all
 Just a Little
 Moderately
 Quite a lot
 Very much
Choose your level of agreement with the following statement: "I describe myself as a
frequent recycler on-campus".
 Strongly Agree
 Agree
 Neither
 Disagree
 Strongly Disagree
Choose your level of agreement with the following statement: "I consider myself a
frequent recycler in my off-campus life"
 Strongly Agree
 Agree
 Neither
 Disagree
 Strongly Disagree
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Which method of recycling do you normally use? (Please check all that apply.)
 Make Compost
 Reuse materials as much as possible in my home
 Curbside recycling
 Take recyclables to community collection facility
 Non-participation
Other:
Using the scale shown, please let us know about your recycling frequency and behaviors.
Always

Most of
the Time

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

How often do you look for reusable containers or use your
own bag when shopping?











How often do you buy
products based on least
amount of packaging?































How often do you avoid
buying disposable items?











How often do you reuse
paper?











How often do you look for
packaging that can be reused/recycled
How often do you try to
repair rather than throw
away?
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Using the scale shown, please let us know about your on-campus recycling behavior.
At least
once a
day

Once or
twice a
week

once or
twice a
month

Once or
twice a
semester

Not
at
all

How often did you recycle
aluminum cans on campus?











How often did you recycle
plastic bottles on campus?











How often did you recycle
newspaper on campus?











How often did you recycle office
paper on campus?











How often did you recycle
cardboard on campus?











Are you aware of the ongoing recycling program at WKU?
 Yes
 No
Have you ever visited the WKU recycling website?
 Yes
 No
Are you aware that that improving the recycling rate is included as a goal in the
university strategic plan?
 Yes
 No
"When I find a recycling bin, I find the labeling…" (Please rate each of the following
items from 1 to 5, with 1 indicating the least agreement and 5 indicating the most
agreement.)
______ Easy to Read
______ Understandable
______ Too Wordy
______ Too Graphic
______ Useful
______ Not Very Useful
______ Confusing
______ Perfect in current form
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To what degree do you agree with the following statement: “When I need to recycle an
item on campus, I find the recycling bin easily accessible”
 Strongly Agree
 Agree
 Neither
 Disagree
 Strongly Disagree
 No Opinion
To what degree do you agree with the following statement: "I am satisfied with the
signage and design of recycling and general waste bins on campus"
 Strongly Agree
 Agree
 Neither
 Disagree
 Disagree
 No Opinion
How do you feel about the number of recycling bins on campus?
 There should be a fewer number of bins on campus
 There is an adequate number of bins
 There should be a greater number of bins where some already exist
Please comment or provide any additional details about number of bins on campus.
How long are you willing to keep possession of a recyclable item until you have found a
recycling bin?
 I will recycle ONLY if the bins are located in my office/classroom.
 I will hold onto a recyclable item ONLY if the bin is outside my class/office in the
hallway.
 I will hold onto a recyclable item until I travel to another building where a recycling
bin is available.
 I will hold onto a recyclable item until I find a recycling bin, regardless of the
distance I have to travel on campus with the item.
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If you do recycle on campus, where do you recycle most often? (Check all that apply).
 In or near residence halls
 In or near dining hall buildings
 Inside academic buildings/administrative buildings
 Outside academic buildings/administrative buildings
 Inside other buildings (e.g., DUC, Diddle Arena, baseball stadium, etc.)
Please indicate how likely your on-campus recycling behavior will be influenced by each
of the following items. (0 = no influence and 5 = most influence).
______ Design of the bins
______ Layout of the bins
______ Size of the bins
______ Availability of the bins
______ Awareness-raising programs
______ Ease of understanding signage
Please add other factors:
Do you feel there should be access to more information regarding on-campus recycling
programs?
 Yes, I want more recycling information and can’t find it.
 No, the level of information available is perfect.
 I don’t care about how much recycling information is available.
What type of information would you need to encourage you to recycle more? (Please
check all that apply.)
 Regular information through email (e.g., Newsletter)
 Better signage or labeling
 Better education programs at move-in and move-out events
 One-on-one training
 Social Networks such as Facebook/Twitter
Do you think the recycling program at WKU could have had higher efficiency with its
current conditions? If yes, please indicate which of the following items are the biggest
challenges to the recycling program at WKU. (Please check all that apply.)
 Social pressure against recycling
 Lack of environmental awareness
 Lack of access to recycling bins
 Other
Please explain if you think there are other challenges to the recycling program at WKU.
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To what degree do you agree with the following statement: "If WKU implements more
recycling awareness initiatives, recycling on-campus will increase"
 Strongly Agree
 Agree
 Neither
 Disagree
 Strongly Disagree
 No Opinion
Do you feel WKU can enhance/improve its recycling program? If so, how?
What is your age?
 under 18 years old
 18 to 24 years old
 25 to 34 years old
 35 to 44 years old
 45 to 54 years old
 55 to 64 years old
 65 to 74 years old
 75 years or older
How do you identify your gender?
 Male
 Female
 Prefer not to answer
Are you a …. ? (Please check all that apply.)
 Faculty
 Staff
 Student
If you are a FACULTY or STAFF member, in what department are you employed?
 Department ____________________
 I am NOT a faculty or staff member
If you are a student, what program are you in?
 Program ____________________
 I am NOT a student
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What level student are you?
 Freshman
 Sophomore
 Junior
 Senior
 Graduate Student
Are you an...?
 Out-of-state student
 In-state-student
 International student
Which state are you from?
What is your nationality?
Please leave any additional comments or feedback with regard to recycling and waste
management at WKU.
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APPENDIX B
Semi-structured Interview Questions
Appendix B – Part 1 (Semi-structured and Structured Interviews with Waste
Management Staff at Arizona State University and Michigan State University)
1) Provide a timeline of the current recycling program.
2) How many people currently exist in your system or working for waste
management facilities? (e.g. all individuals, staff, faculty, student workers, etc.)
3) Do you feel you have enough human resources to complete all waste-related
tasks?
4) How many vehicles are operating for your waste management system? Also, what
kind (dump trucks, pickup trucks, box trucks, etc.)
5) Do you have any statistics for the number of dumpsters, recycling bins, and solid
waste bins available at your Institution?
6) On average, how much recycling is collected each week?
7) How much would you (or do you) pay per month for a recycle service provider?
How much money do you pay for disposing each pound of waste?
8) Do you compost? And how much per month?
9) How much waste do you think should be diverted from the landfill by your
Institution? What is your current situation and what are your future targets?
10) Have you ever pursued awareness programs regarding waste reduction? How did
you conduct your programs? Would you consider them a success?
11) What is the best way to communicate to your campus individuals about waste
reduction programs?
12) Do you have a standard signage for your bins?
13) Do you comingle or separate your recycling commodities?
14) How do you communicate with students and professors?
15) Do you apply GIS for your waste management system?
16) Do you get financial support from university management? Do you see any
deficiencies in your funding amount or structure?
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17) Has your university ever changed its purchasing policies towards Zero-Waste
strategies? If so, what steps have been taken?
18) Is surplus handled by Recycling Department based on your waste management
structure? Yes/No
19) Do you receive any support from local municipality?
20) Problems encountered in your waste management services.
Problem

Very
Serious
Serious

Inadequate service coverage from your
contractor (some people not given service)
Lack service qualities from your contractor
(not frequent enough, spill, etc.)
Lack of authority to make financial and
administrative decision
Lack of financial resources
Lack of trained personnel
Lack of vehicles
Lack of equipment
Old vehicle/equipment frequent breakdown
Difficult to obtain spare parts
Lack of capability to maintain/repair
vehicle/equipment
No standardization of vehicle/equipment
Lack of legislation
Lack of enforcement measure and
capability
Lack of planning (short, medium and long
term plan)
Difficult to locate and acquire landfill site
Poor social cooperation
Uncontrolled use of packaging material
Lack of qualified private contractors
Difficult to control contractual service
Lack of control on hazardous waste
Poor response to waste minimization
(reuse/recycling)
Difficult to obtain cover material
Poor cooperation by Government agencies
Others
Comment:
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Not so
Serious

No
Problem

Appendix B – Part 2 (Semi-structured and Structured Interviews with Professionals
from Waste Management Consulting Companies)
1) How would you approach a higher education institute which asks you to help
them in reorganizing their waste management system and transform it into a
sustainable one (i.e., what factors would you consider about the university as a
whole system or its waste management system in particular when you want to
plan a zero waste program for them)
2) Based on your experience, can you name and describe some of the education
efforts you have applied either at a higher education institute or anywhere else to
encourage people reducing their waste generation? Which one has had effective
payoffs in terms of waste reduction?
3) What factors would you consider as main drivers for adopting sustainable waste
management approaches or zero-waste strategies at universities or any other type
of organizations?
4) In general which recyclable material would you think can bring more revenues to
universities? (e.g., scrap metal, aluminum, cardboard, organics, etc.)
5) Do you recommend organizations to apply the use of specific software for their
waste management system? If so, please name the software. Please provide some
explanations with regards to the importance and usage of technology and different
software in assisting sustainable waste management. Have you ever seen an
application of GIS for an organization’s waste management?
6) What are the main challenges against having efficient recycling programs at
universities? Also, please provide some other practical examples based on your
experience from working with other organizations.
7) Which approach for a recycling program between single-stream vs. multi-stream
should be chosen at universities? What factors would you consider when choosing
the preferable approach?
8) Briefly, would you please provide some examples of your consulting experience
that has benefitted universities (or any other organization) in creating cost savings
and ultimately revenues? Your answer may cover the amount of savings and the
recommended actions for such savings or revenues.
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Appendix B – Part 3 (Semi-structured and Structured Interviews with WKU Recycling
Coordinator)
1) How and when was the WKU recycling program started?
2) Will you please tell me about the various education efforts pursued at WKU since
2009 with regards to increasing recycling and waste minimization awareness?
3) How would you rate the influence of each of the following factors on adopting
waste minimization/recycling programs at WKU? (Least contribution is 0, most
contribution is 5).
 Economic Incentives (i.e., Cost savings and higher landfill costs)
[ ]
 Rules and Regulation (i.e., State mandatory regulations)
[ ]
 Increasing reputation by taking environmental actions
[ ]
 Student Demand
[ ]
 Local community demand
[ ]
 Other – please explain
4) How would you rate each of the following approaches to waste management
pursued at WKU? (0 represents the method which is not applied currently, 5
should be selected if that approach is followed most predominantly compared to
others listed below, 3 should be used for approaches of equal pursuit)
 Waste minimization
[ ]
 Re-use or surplus
[ ]
 Composting
[ ]
 Recycling
[ ]
5) Does WKU have a formal recycling or waste reduction policy? If so, will you
explain it to me? If not, has any reasons ever been offered as to why the
University doesn’t have such a policy? Has a policy ever even been in discussion?
6) What recyclable materials are accepted at WKU? What influences which
recyclable materials are accepted here?
7) Which recyclable in the WKU waste stream has the highest percentage compared
to others?
8) What is the current recycling diversion rate of WKU? How has this rate changed
over time? What do you feel is the most important factors that have influenced
these changes?
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9) How many employees (part-time & full-time) work for the Recycling and Surplus
Dept.? How has this number changed over time?
10) Please provide your opinion about the role and the influence of each of the
following departments/organizations on the efficiency of waste management at
WKU?
 Procurement and Purchasing department
 Office of Sustainability
 Facilities Management
 Residence and Housing
 Dining Services
 ARAMARK
 Sodexo
 Building Managers
 Others
11) In your opinion, what actions should be taken by each departments/organizations
listed above to have less campus waste produced?
 Procurement and Purchasing department
 Office of Sustainability
 Facilities Management
 Residence and Housing
 Dining Services
 ARAMARK
 Sodexo
 Building Managers
 Others
12) What are the state regulations for waste disposal? How much money
(approximately) does WKU spend for each pound of waste sent to landfill?
13) Based on your experience, how should purchasing policy change in the future to
have less waste produced at the source, and less packaging?
14) In your opinion, what are the greatest challenges and barriers against increasing
the efficiency of the recycling/waste minimization programs at WKU? With your
years of experience in the field, do you have any suggestions for how these
challenges/barriers could possibly be overcome?
15) Based on your previous statements, how would you assess each of the following
possible challenges/barriers against waste minimization at WKU? (Least
contribution is 0, most contribution is 5)
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Gaps and noncompliance between university’s vendors and recycling
strategies [ ]
Lack of/weak sustainable University Purchasing Policies [ ]
Social pressure to do other things (e.g., academic pressure, daily life troubles,
etc.) [ ]
Lack of access to sufficient number of indoor and outdoor recycling bins in
the campus [ ]
Other, please explain [ ]

16) How would you assess the following in the last tailgating event held at WKU?
How is each of the following factors evaluated before, during, and/or after the
event? (Very much indicates the highest level of your satisfaction, and not at
shows the lowest satisfaction level; Not at all; Just a little; Somewhat;
Moderately; Quite a lot; Very much) – Please explain
Cooperation and collaboration between
Recycling department, Athletic Department,
and stadium’s management
Event Promotion
Upfront (addition) cost of program with
regard to waste management and recycling
Logistics of the event with regard to waste
management and recycling
Training program for volunteers, concessions
and workers involved with whole process
Sustainable material management
Compliance between vendors with recycling
instructions and waste management strategies
Educational messages through signage
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Appendix B – Part 4 (Semi-structured and Structured Interviews with WKU Campus
Operations Manager)
1) How and when was the WKU waste management program started? (Your answer
could include how solid waste management and recycling managed from the
facilities management point of view, landscape waste minimization, using
environmentally preferable materials, so on and so forth).
2) Please describe the collaboration between Facilities Management with academic
units for various education efforts pursued at WKU with particular regards to
increasing recycling and waste minimization awareness?
3) On a scale of 0 to 5, how would you rate the influence of each of the following
factors on adopting waste minimization/recycling programs at WKU? (Least
contribution is 0, most contribution is 5).
 Economic Incentives (i.e., Cost savings and higher landfill costs)
[ ]
 Rules and Regulation (i.e., State mandatory regulations)
[ ]
 Increasing reputation by taking environmental actions
[ ]
 Student Demand
[ ]
 Local community demand
[ ]
 Other – please explain
4) On a scale of 0 to 5, how would you rate each of the following approaches to
waste management pursued at WKU? (0 represents the method which is not
applied currently, 5 should be selected if the approach is followed more
predominantly than the others listed below, 3 should be used for approaches of
equal pursuit)
 Waste minimization
[ ]
 Re-use or surplus
[ ]
 Composting
[ ]
 Recycling
[ ]
5) Does WKU have a formal recycling or waste reduction policy? If so, will you
explain it to me? If not, has any reasons ever been offered as to why the
University doesn’t have such a policy? Has a policy ever even been in discussion?
6) Please provide your opinion about the role and the influence of each of the
following departments/organizations on the efficiency of waste management at
WKU?
 Procurement and Purchasing department
 Office of Sustainability
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Facilities Management
Residence and Housing
Dining Services
ARAMARK
Sodexo
Building Managers
Others

7) In your opinion, what actions should be taken by each departments/organizations
listed above to have less campus waste produced?
 Procurement and Purchasing department
 Office of Sustainability
 Facilities Management
 Residence and Housing
 Dining Services
 ARAMARK
 Sodexo
 Building Managers
 Others
8) What are the state regulations for waste disposal? How much money
(approximately) does WKU spend for each pound of waste sent to landfill?
9) Based on your experience, how should purchasing policy change in the future to
have less waste produced at the source, and less packaging?
10) In your opinion, what are the greatest challenges and barriers against increasing
the efficiency of the recycling/waste minimization programs at WKU? With your
years of experience in the field, do you have any suggestions for how these
challenges/barriers could possibly be overcome?
11) Based on your previous statements, how would you assess each of the following
possible challenges/barriers against waste minimization at WKU? (Least
contribution is 0, most contribution is 5)
 Gaps and noncompliance between university’s vendors and recycling
strategies [ ]
 Lack of/weak sustainable University Purchasing Policies [ ]
 Social pressure to do other things (e.g., academic pressure, daily life troubles,
etc.) [ ]
 Lack of access to sufficient number of indoor and outdoor recycling bins in
the campus [ ]
 Other, please explain [ ]
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12) How would you assess the following in the last tailgating event held at WKU?
How is each of the following factors evaluated before, during, and/or after the
event? (Very much indicates the highest level of your satisfaction, and not at
shows the lowest satisfaction level; Not at all; Just a little; Somewhat;
Moderately; Quite a lot; Very much) – Please explain
Cooperation and collaboration between
Recycling department, Athletic Department,
and stadium’s management
Event Promotion
Upfront (addition) cost of program with
regard to waste management and recycling
Logistics of the event with regard to waste
management and recycling
Training program for volunteers, concessions
and workers involved with whole process
Sustainable material management
Compliance between vendors with recycling
instructions and waste management strategies
Educational messages through signage
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Appendix B – Part 5 (Semi-structured and Structured Interviews with WKU Student
Technology Coordinator)
1) Are you aware of any waste reduction/waste recycling policies (either mandatory
or voluntarily) at any WKU Computer Labs? If so, will you explain it to me? If
not, has a policy ever even been in discussion?
2) How would you conduct any waste minimization/recycling program at WKU,
particularly as it relates to paper, computers, and printers, if you were assigned as
the recycling manager of the university? You may also discuss broader topics.
3) How would you target the waste generation behavior of the students at WKU to
change their behavior in order to produce less amount of waste, particularly waste
related to paper, computers, and printers? You may also discuss broader topics.
4) Please explain what type of services the Recycling department provides for the
department you belong to, and how these services should be expanded.
5) How does WKU support sustainable computer purchasing?
6) When did this policy start and does the policy work?
7) Is the sustainable computer purchasing mandatory for all departments which are
going to buy new computers or is it voluntarily?

Appendix B – Part 6 (Semi-structured and Structured Interviews with Purchasing and
Accounts Payable Director)
1) Do we have a sustainable purchasing policy to encourage/mandate package
reduction, packaging material quality, and/or paper reduction, etc.? If so, please
explain?
2) If not as a university-wide policy, how about at departmental level such as for
electronics or food materials purchasing?
3) If not at all, has any reasons/barriers ever been offered as to why the University
doesn’t have such a policy? Has a policy ever even been in discussion? If so, can
you describe these discussions? Are there any plans for having a policy like this in
the near future?
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Appendix B – Part 7 (Semi-structured and Structured Interviews with WKU Restaurant
Group Representative)
1) If you offer any disposable dishware at your dining services locations, please
indicate materials used. Check all that apply.
 [ ] Plastic
 [ ] Polystyrene (Styrofoam)
 [ ] Post-consumer recycled content
 [ ] Biodegradable/compostable
 [ ] Other. Please describe.
 [ ] Not Offered
2) Does the department of dining services have a policy of Responsible Procurement
or Environmentally Preferable Purchasing to encourage or demand eco-conscious
purchasing such as buy locally, less packaging, purchasing cage-free eggs and
offering recycled materials and goods? If so, please explain what the policy.
3) Have any actions been taken by the department to help reduce waste at the
source? If so, please explain what these actions are? How long have they been
pursued?
4) Do any of the WKU dining facilities offer discounts or cash incentives to
individuals who use reusable dishware, bring a bag, or bring reusable containers?
If yes, please indicate items for which incentives are offered, and describe the
incentives below:
 [ ] Reusable bag
 [ ] Reusable dishware
 [ ] Reusable mug
 [ ] Reusable to-go container
 [ ] Other; Please Describe.
5) What is the capability of WKU composting facility? What percentage of food is
composted on an average?
6) Do your dining facilities compost pre-consumer food scraps? If yes, please
provide details below.
7) What would you estimate the percentage of meals for which pre-consumer food
scraps are composted to be? Can you provide any additional information about the
pre-consumer food scrap process/totals/etc.?
8) Do any of the WKU dining facilities compost post-consumer food scraps? If yes,
please provide details below?
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9) What would you estimate the percentage of meals for which post-consumer
composting is available to be? Can you provide any additional information about
the post-consumer food scrap process/totals/etc.?
10) Do any WKU dining facilities donate excess food to a food bank, soup kitchen, or
shelter? If yes, please describe below.
11) Do any WKU dining facilities have a trayless dining program? If no, do you have
a future plan for this program? Additional comments.
12) Please tell us about any other steps WKU dining facilities have taken to reduce
waste and mark all that apply and describe in the space provided.
 [ ] Food waste audit or study
 [ ] Recycling used cooking oil for biodiesel production WKU Farm utilizes
 [ ] Removal of bottled water from all facilities operated by dining services
 [ ] Other, please explain
13) Please indicate which traditional materials WKU dining facilities recycle. Check
all that apply. Please discuss only the materials recycled specifically in the dining
facilities.
 [ ] None
 [ ] Aluminum
 [ X] Cardboard
 [X ] Glass
 [ ] Paper
 [ ] Plastics (all)
 [ X] Plastics (some)
 [ ] Other; Please list.
14) If data is available, what is the dining services' current waste-diversion rate (the
percentage of recyclable/compostable waste diverted from traditional disposal)
15) What suggestions do you have for increasing recycling and waste minimization
through WKU dining services?
16) If your department was solely responsible to handle your waste management,
what actions you would like to take to reduce your roll-off hauling expenses?
What actions are currently being carried out for this purpose?
17) In your opinion, how should the purchasing policy of your department change in
the future to have less waste produced at the source and less packaging? Should it
change?
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APPENDIX C
Digital Survey Data
Question 1. Which method of recycling do you normally use? (Please check all that
apply.)
A1 n/a
A2 use recycle bins in WKU buildings and, when feasible, in town.
A3 Purchase used items instead of buying new whenever possible. Donate items I no
longer need/want to organizations who assist individuals with low-income.
A4 donations of useable goods to others
A5 You missed an option of I am self motivated to learn about recycling. I do not
count the WKU Recycling and Surplus as a reliable source for information since
they are responsible for filling NUMEROUS dumpster with material that could
have been recycled. The self report that they are doing good for the environment,
but in reality they are just shipping things off to the landfill that actually could be
used or re-purposed. Just look at the dumpster next to the steel building over by
the track and field complex as an example.
A6 donate items no longer needed
A7 I dont beleive in the global warming nonsense. I recycle because it makes sense
to keep reusing
use recyling for children's activiites and other projects, science, art etc.
A8 Drop items in recycle cans that are located all around campus.
A9 buy used over new products whenever possible
Question 2. "When I find a recycling bin, I find the labeling…" (Please rate each of
the following items from 1 to 5, with 1 indicating the least agreement and 5 indicating
the most agreement.)
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

A6

A7
A8

I didn't know WKU had a recycling website. I just learned an hour ago, there is
someplace on campus to recycle batteries. What about ink cartridges?
The numbers on plastic items do not make sense to me, but usually items are
labelled.
I would appreciate more signage at each recycling bin indicating what can and
cannot be recycled.
There is always room to improve and too many words can become a problem but
I believe not enough words is even worse
Maybe you should have an easier way to recycle cardboard. I don't know why
you guys don't already do it. I go through more boxes than any other recyclable
material.
I often see the recycling bins overfull of unrecyclable trash, or the stands with
the bags pulled off making it a hassle to try and recycle. I never know whether
it's plastic and cans, or plastic or cans, or what.
Recycling is easy on campus. Off campus it is a huge hassle.
n/a
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A9 We need more of bins
A10 I'm not on campus much, but I like having the recycling bins in the classrooms
A11 I am an online student so few of these questions apply to me. The question "When
I find a recycling bin, I find the labeling . . ." is a little confusing. Do you mean
on campus, off campus or in general? I responded about off campus recycling
bins.
A12 It would be preferable to have ALL recycling receptacles on campus labeled with
exactly what can and cannot be recycled on campus, especially the trash cans
reserved for recycling by all of the bus stops as well as just outside academic
buildings.
A13 Visuals work better than words in many cases. It is often the odd objects that are
difficult to determine where / how to recycle if possible at all.
A14 I don't know if you mean recycling bins on campus or in the real world.
A15 There needs to be easier access to cardboard recycling on move-in/out days.
Also, there needs to be readily available glass recycling due to products being
sold in glass bottles.
A16 Container could be larger in certain classes or picked up more often because its
full.
A17 I find the information provided on recycling bin labels sufficient for teaching
people how to recycle and what an be recycled. However, I don't think that the
labeling will convince people to recycle if they are not already doing so.
A18 There are not enough bins across campus to make an effective program
A19 I'm often thrown off by how some containers are for only certain types of
materials.
A20 That's mostly what I find difficult and I wasn't quite sure how to capture that
sentiment in the scaled responses above.
A21 there is no place to recycle plastic or aluminum in my building. I used to have a
paper recycling container in my office, but it's no longer there. I've seen recycled
paper end up in the regular garbage.
A22 Spelling is sometimes bad
A23 Recycling bins or just another trash container. I know the person who picks up
the recycling in my office just dumps the trash and "recycling" into the same
trash can and it goes out to the dumpster. Why do I have two cans in my office?
why are there recycling containers that meet the same fiat in the hallways of
buildings and around campus. Is it just for the image of the campus? is it just to
make people feel better?
A24 Containers need to be better labeled as to what is acceptable and what is not.
Need more prominent locations and signage. Need to recycle cigarette butts
also!!
A25 My office is in the Health Sciences/Med Center building and there are no recycle
bin available
A26 verh few read
A27 I am unclear about why, if there all recyclable items can be placed in the same
bin, there are separate receptacles for things like aluminum cans and plastic
bottles
A28 Depends upon which containers.
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A29 For the previous questions about the quantity of recycling on campus (daily, 12x a week, etc.) there should be more options for different amounts of recycling.
Also, I do not recycle cans or plastic bottles much on campus because I do not
use these items, I bring reuseable containers & only recycle these items when I
see them laying around on the ground. I'm not sure I understand each of these
questions about the recycling bin labeling (does this mean bins on campus? city
bins?)
A30 this process is very difficult to manage. Similar to understanding the recycling
instructions!
A31 I wish we could still recycle glass. Also battery and electronic bins could be in
each major building.
A32 I was at the U of L recently and found that campus' recycling signage very clear
and the waste signage also effective.
A33 Regarding my frequency of recycling: I am only on campus once a week.
A34 Have no assurance that even though you use the containers in the building, the
BSA doesn't just trash it.
A35 I think the bins are perfect what is lacking is training for the people who collects
the recycle bins in the office. I gave up recycling paper as the staff who collects
them I was throwing in the same bin as the trash.
A36 There should be receptacles in which we can recycle cardboard and plastic bags
on campus. I have an entire collection of plastic bags in my room
A37 I always think why they designed plastic bottle/aluminum can recycling bins
with such a narrow hole... How is a fat Gatorade bottle (for instance) able to fit
through it??!
A38 My previous responses indicate that I don't recycle on campus because I don't
attend classes on campus!
A39 I second guess where to put items when I have paper or plastic items that would
normally be recycled but have food on them or in them because the directions
say to throw food away. I also don't know if coated paper, like coffee cups, is
recycleable.
A40 I am not at the Main Campus. I work at the WKU Ft Knox campus and use the
available recycling dumpsters there.
A41 They are always easy to find around campus.
A42 never look
A43 you really need to include a "does not apply" response option and rethink the
response options for several questions. I don't, for example, come to campus
every day, and when I'm on campus, I rarely (if ever) have an aluminum can. On
the question directly before this one, I've never seen a recycling bin, so I cannot
comment on the labeling. I hate leaving items blank on surveys, but am forced
to.
A44 Global warming is a farce. If you beleive in global warming your following a
false trend. Recycling makes sense as not to be wasteful and not to litter.
A45 red bin, recycle items go in it. Not labeled.
A46 The recycling bins need to be emptied more often.
A47 special recycling is sometimes unclear and containers (boxes/pallets) not marked
very well.
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A48 Never seen one
A49 With a large international population on campus, WKU might want to consider
providing information in different languages.
A50 could try to make recycling more fun
A51 UNSURE ABOUT PAPERCUPS THAT HAVE CREAM RESIDUE SUCH AS
COFFEE WITH CREAM CUPS OR YOUGART CUPS WITH RESIDUE
MUST THEY BE RINSED CLEAN OR IF NOT TOSSED IN THE TRASH?
A52 The WKU apartments don't have recycling so I haven't been able to recycle aside
from when I'm on campus
A53 I assume this means on campus.
A54 I really like having a recycle container in my office as I put everything that can
be recycled in there
A55 Recycling and garbage containers in classrooms get mixed up by students all the
time. Instead of a garbage can looking container with a wide mouth and a small
sign with instructions, put a lid with smaller holes shaped like thw items and put
the instructions where the plastic bag won't cover them. Clearly label garbage
Cans.
A56 Print is small, don't know what plastics aren't allowed
A57 When I see a recycling bin, my primary concern is what I can and cannot put in
it. As long as this is easily found, the labeling is fine. Graphics and other aesthetic
components are welcome, especially when they also make it clear that it is a
recycling bin.
A58 The basic blue bins with the recycling symbol are easy to understand but the bins
with multiple slots can be confusing. It is also hard when you are looking to
recycle one thing and you can only find bins for something else!
A59 While it would add a substantial amount to the labels, one might consider adding
a list of "items WKU is not able to recycle." Another thought is to add a list of
plastics WKU is able to recycle. Most containers have a number within the
recycle symbol to indicate the type of plastics used. This is more work on the
user end of the program but could save time and money for the entire recycling
program.
A60 The recycling bins are not visible and accessible. The recycling cans throughout
campus are identical to the garbage cans so they serve no purpose at all.
A61 I hope our BSAs are recycling our office bins.
A62 We used to have them outside of our office. No more! Therefore, people don't
recycle as much.
A63 There needs to be clearer notice of what to do with cardboard.
A64 I think the labeling is very functional and easy to understand. I wouldn't suggest
any changes
A65 Locating indoor recycling next to trash would make it more likely for students
to recycle. Hunting down the recycling containers seems to be an issue for the
average student.
A66 The labeling is helpful but inconsistent- some recycling bins have no labeling at
all, some trash bins are blue and look like recycling bins, some recycling bins are
black with very little labeling so people use them as trash bins.
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Comments on Question 2. Please comment or provide any additional details about
number of bins on campus.
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

A6
A7

A8
A9

A10
A11
A12

A13
A14
A15
A16

A17
A18

I would like to see more for the dorms on campus I found it hard to recycle in
my dorm room when I lived on campus.
It does seem that bins are often overflowing, so there may be a need for more
recycling bins at each location
The parking lots could deal with a few to limit the waste being thrown on the
ground
...except cardboard. Although putting recycling and trash bins next to each other
is good.
Decorated/creative recycling bins would definitely increase awareness and use.
My high school had painted recycling bins (with eco-friendly sayings/picture)
that definitely drew attention.
The recycling bin seem to get filled quickly. They should be emptied more often.
Plenty of bins but often full of pizza boxes, half-drunk smoothies, and all kinds
of food trash. Signage stinks because obviously people don't know what they
should be putting in there. For every recycling bin should be a trash bin so that
people stop resorting to just throwing ALL of it into the recycling. Would like to
know where to recycle paper/cardboard too.
I like that they are in every classroom!
Some classrooms do not have recycling bins, so if I am done with my bottle soda,
I do have to hold it till I am pretty much outside (if there is not one in the hallway)
to recycle it. It should be mandatory to have at least a small recycling can in each
room.
Bins are often full, and many containers (looking at you papa johns pizza boxes)
don't fit in the bins. Also there are bees everywhere by some of them.
I am unaware as to what exactly is able to be recycled and what can not be. In
the vent that i am unsure, I tend to throw the item away.
The recycling bins in MInton Hall are very inconveniently placed. I would
suggest having one on each floor. Also, they don't take cardboard and no college
student has the time to go out of there way and find a building that recycles
cardboard, nor would I carry it to another building to recycle it.
There are no recycling bins near WKU Apartments.
n/a
I don't have problems identifying the bins but some bins are next trash cans and
people put anything in it.
In my office buliding, there are bins only sporadically. The last time I had a
plastic bottle to recycle, I could not find a bin anywhere in Tate Page Hall 4th
floor.
Don't like the blue color. Needs to be red.
I do not consume products on campus that are not recyclable. If they are, then I
recycle them because I am a firm believer in reusable resources and not littering.
At home, however, I live in an apartment complex and they do not offer recycling
services. It is a shame because every time I throw a recyclable item away, I think
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A19
A20
A21
A22
A23
A24

A25
A26
A27
A28

A29
A30
A31
A32

A33
A34
A35

to myself "I wish I could recycle this!"....Now pertaining to the number of bins
on campus, I rarely travel elsewhere other than GRH. There are plenty of
recycling bins and do not believe that, within this building at least, there is a need
for greater OR less bins. Throughout campus I have not noticed the number of
recycle bins.
Can't comment since I've never been on campus.
If I can recall correctly, there is not a recycle bin at every trashcan post. I think
this would help out a lot.
How do we keep people from putting garbage in the recycing bins. I often take
waste out of the bins.
Sometimes the trash/recycling bins over flow, especially around the coffee shop
in the library by FAC
Smith Stadium could use some more recycling bins
The number of bins is not much of an issue for me. However, I remember when
living on campus that only certain items could be recycled in certain halls. We
need all types of bins in all dorms and locations. For example, in one dorm I
lived, I would have to walk all the way to another dorm to recycle glass, and
another to recycle cardboard, while other had to come to my dorm to recycle
other items. This is inefficient and makes people less likely to recycle.
Colour - coding bins would be helpful
The number if bins is adequate. However, the contents are NOT recycled.
As I mentioned earlier, there are none that are convenient to my office.
The bins should be separated into different types of materials. This single stream
crap is a farce as glass (a material that has been reusable and recyclable infinite
times) is not even welcome in the bins. What are we doing here again?
There should be more bins in new locations
Plastic bins have plastic bags in them. WHY?
I don't get to main campus often and have not noticed any recycle bins, so I can't
answer these
I recycle in my office and the custodians empty my personal recycling bin. In
that way it's incredibly easy for me to recycle on campus. But when I have items
to recycle and I'm not in my office, it's more difficult to find a bin.
Why is there no recycling (or at least evident recycling) at the food places on
campus. Why are they using such horrible products?
Make it more aware
In addition to my previous comments, I think some of these items can be clarified
as well. I make a strong effort to recycle, reduce my consumption, and reuse.
This means I seek out the recycling bins, I know where they are in my building
and my classes. I do think that I see a lot of these bins because I am seeking them
in the areas I frequent. I have noticed that some bins are placed near common
areas but they don't get used (ex: plastic bottles left on the lawn near Preston
when there are recycle bins by TPH). I do think that rather than increasing the
bins "where some already exist" we should also put bins where are not any
existing. Recycling bins near ALL of the Topper Transit stops for example. And,
mandated recycling bins available for ALL events hosted at WKU (ex: there was
NO organized recycling during the Medical Center 10k which had tons of plastic
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A36
A37

A38
A39
A40

A41

A42

water bottles distributed to runners on campus during the event and no where to
deposit these bottles afterward). There also doesn't seem to be an awareness
about recycling from many of the WKU vendors, it would be good to advocate
among those places that have a lot of post consumer waste
I have suggested some places where more containers are needed so I don't have
to pick up other people's garbage in the morning.
I think the bins around campus are helpful but there are not bulk bins in many
locations. However, I think the bulk bins near recycling and supply are useful. I
bring my household recycled products there because I don't want to pay the city
to recycle. In my last city, recycling was a part of garbage pick up and wasn't a
separate company with an additional charge. I also only recycle off campus
once or twice a month because we save up our bottles and plastics and take them
once a month or so to campus. I would do it more regularly if we used more
items that needed to be recycled. I do get frustrated with styrofoam. No one
seems to recycle it and it seems like such a back addition to our garbage that I
hate getting my restaurant left overs in them.
A bin in each department for batteries would be quite handy.
I never paid much attention.
There are no recycling bins in the New Heath Sciences Complex. After multiple
student and faculty requests, still no response from WKU office of sustainability.
Please place recycle bins in building for student/faculty use. Thank you.
Placement of bins in classrooms in Cherry Hall is a problem; someone (I assume
the BSAs) frequently puts the bins under the wrong signs, resulting in students
mixing up the recycling and trash. This problem also happens in my office, but
obviously I can easily rearrange those bins myself before everything is a mess.
I teach in the new Medical Center Health Complex. In and of itself, this new
building falls into "grey" area because this educational space is a "joint venture"
and the Medical Center largely financed this structure. Still, there are problems
with recycling on this new campus, as there is essentially no infrastructure for
recycling on within this new building. I end up taking a lot of recycling materials
home, so that I can dispose of these materials through the municipal curbside
service. I have asked questions about this, and a lot of fingers have been pointed
at the Medical Center as the "problem" here, as apparently they do not have an
institutional program for recycling; I honestly don't know if they are the sole
problem here. One fact that has my attention on this "grey" area is the fact, that
on an individual basis, the Medical Center and WKU each represent some of the
largest employers in the region. Both are in the "business" of the common good,
as it relates to the provision of healthcare services, education, and so on, thus I
personally believe each has some responsibility in the area of sustainable work
practices and find it somewhat comical that they seemingly can't get together on
this matter as it relates to this new building. In this same vein, there is big money
and/or substantial cost-savings these days in recyclable materials. On the
surface, a contract for $10,000 annually to recycle the disposables from the new
building may seem small change for an organization that has an annual operating
budget just shy of $400M (I acknowledge that I have no real idea of how much
such a contract may be worth). However, we are in an economic climate where
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A43

A44
A45

A46
A47
A48

A49

A50
A51

A52

A53
A54

A55
A56

the powers that be in Frankfort are squeezing higher education for all they can,
and the insurance industry is squeezing healthcare providers on every nickel they
can, it does seem that these two organizations - the Med Center and WKU - could
get together in a way that better supports their employees and the clients we serve
(e.g. patients and students) more effectively in this regard. These comments are
shared in the spirit of helping to make us great.
I do not see recycle bins for paper or cardboard, only for cans and bottles in the
halls and common areas, which makes it more convenient to throw paper away
than to recycle paper and cardboard (Owensboro Campus).
There is a bin in the hallway next to my office, so I don't look for others.
Perhaps we need to be able to recycle more materials. I also find that a lot of the
students don't recycle and I strongly believe that steps need to be taken in order
to cultivate "recycling" awareness.
We used to have them right outside our offices in Cherry Hall. We no longer
have them. That's unfortunate. I see a lot of cans in garbage cans now.
perhaps more on the main sidewalks along roads, esp. Normal.
would like to see a different bin for each type of recyclable and then only have
it emptied weekly. This way the BSAs just have to pull it and place it in the
proper bin outside. If they have to dig through the recyclables, the BSAs usually
just throw out the recyclables.... :( It would be nice to have glass, metal, plastic,
aluminum and paper bins, as set per floor of each building....and then they could
be emptied as they filled.
Can we please combine the waste/bottle & can recycling/paper recycling bin
together like those in Germany? Most student in Elizabethtown campus would
just throw the recyclable items directly into trash cans since there aren't easy
sights of the recycling bins. I'm a recycling freak, I'll always take down to the
hall, where I know is a bottle/can recycling bin; or I rather take home any
recyclable items with me to recycle in our household. P.S. I am not a German
btw..
The Medical Center WKU Health Science Complex needs to be included in
Recycling!!
Honors Building does not have individual recycle bins in each office, which
reduces people's willingness and ability to recycle. We have 4 giant bins in the
kitchen room, from the pre co-mingling days, which is also confusing to people.
It is very inconvenient to not be able to recycle cardboard in the residence halls.
I am sure this greatly increases the amount of cardboard thrown away in the
garbage because students are unaware of the locations appropriate for cardboard
disposal or do not want to walk to them.
The bins should allow more types of materials.
The recycling bins in many of the buildings and around campus look a lot like
regular trashcans, other than some modest signage, it may be difficult to see that
they are for different purposes if you aren't paying attention to where you throw
your trash.
I never go to campus. I am an online student.
The outside ones need to be emptied more often. They are frequently
overflowing.
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A57 You need to provide better recycling options for some facilities on campus that
produce a lot of gar
A58 They are often full, not emptied often enough. Also we need the ability to recycle
personal electronics on a regular basis.
A59 I personally don't have any problems walking to the appropriate bins, but some
people have issues.
A60 I don't live on campus
A61 more bins in different locations
A62 There should be a great number of bins available especially in areas like Garrett
or the Food Court where there is a lot of traffic and a lot of plastic waste
produced.
A63 The lids that you have to push seem unsanitary
A64 there should be bins where NONE exist.
A65 In the Student Union there are a lot of recycling bins
A66 empty them more frequently or get more in high-traffic areas better distinguish
between trash cans and recycling cans
A67 empty them more frequently or get more in high-traffic areas better distinguish
between trash cans and recycling cans
A68 I have noticed that many times as I walk to the office in the morning, there are
several items on the ground that could have been placed in a bin if there had been
a bin in site.
A69 In EST and Snell/Thompson Complex I find adequate recycling facilities.
However those are the only buildings I find myself in so I cannot speak for
campus wide facilities.
A70 Possibly some nice wall signs as students need to become more aware. I don't
see them use the recycle as much
A71 In some places a recycling bin is right beside the trash and one has a blue top
with recycling language and symbols, and one has a black top, but in some places
there are blue tops with no writing. In places like Diddle Arena and Smith
Stadium, there are a lot of trash cans and very few recycling bins.
A72 Cans are fairly easy to find in most buildings, but it would be neat to have even
more outside. Sometimes I'm walking and have something I could recycle, but
just throw away since regular trash cans are the most accessible outdoors.
A73 I can never find battery recycle bins.
A74 Many more recycling bins are needed on campus. More than one should be
provided in each residence hall room in order to encourage recycling.
A75 I wish there were more for glass around campus
A76 you have disagree twice on a question above
A77 I believe that for every trash can there should also be a bin for recycling.
A78 In EST there seems to be plenty of large waste containers but I would like to see
more large recycle containers. This might stress the importance of recycling to
students and faculty/staff.
A79 There is nothing wrong with adding more number of bins on campus
A80 I know where the recycle bin to our facility as well as the recycle bags but I
believe very few people know where they are. I have commented previously
about these questions.
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A81 However, although a plethora of bins are provided I don't feel we are recycling
effectively. I either notice students mixing trash and recyclables or the janitors
still throw the recyclables away as trash.
A82 I would like a paper recycle bin in my office.
A83 In front of more building and parking structure
A84 There used to be recycling outside of our offices! No more! Therefore, we
recycle less.
A85 I find that anytime I'm looking for a recycling bin, I can usually spot. The ones
that come in our dorm rooms and in the lobby of our dorm rooms are also very
convenient and encourage me to recycle more often
A86 I think that there should be bigger or more recycling bins in residence halls.

Question 3. Please indicate how likely your on-campus recycling behavior will be
influenced by each of the following items. (0 = no influence and 5 = most influence).
Please add other factors:
A1

I recycle regardless of the aforementioned factors. So long as there are available,
I use them. If they are not, I use the facility at the corner of Russelville Road
and University Blvd.
A2 Availability of cardboard recycling bins
A3 In terms of size of bins, there are paper only bins in buildings that don't have
any other recycling bin.
A4 WKU does not recycle. They only say they recycle for political and publicity
purposes. It ALL ends up in the landfill.
A5 you really need to check your survey. The first question on this pages in nonexhaustive. I actually end up taking my recyclables home (other than paper);
having an "other" option would have captured this. Also, it's allowing responses
to all items.
A6 Again, I am committed to recycling so I will seek out the recycling options but
I do think that if the bin is full or there aren't many available I will have to take
the item with me or take it home to recycle curbside. I selected "awarenessraising programs" to address the issues that I mention in my previous comment
about mandated recyling or more enforced recycling on campus. I think raising
awareness for all of WKU would be a great way to improve the overall recycling
throughout campus.
A7 As I mentioned above, recycling in classrooms in Cherry Hall is complicated
by bins and signage not matching up. I generally have to carry my personal
recycling back to my office. I believe more students would recycle if the bins
and signs matched, as I see them trying to puzzle out where their recyclables
go.
A8 Placement relative to trash cans.
A9 I do not live on campus, I attend the Owensboro Campus. I had no idea there
was a recycling initiative happening.
A10 This is like marketing a product.
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A11 This program may already exist and I may be unaware of it, but my recycling
would increase at the ends of semesters and after I buy my textbooks if larger
scale recycling programs or bins were available to throw away boxes and paper.
A12 I am an online student and I don't go to campus.
A13 Bins are often full and need to be emptied. Also we need more of them. Also
more opportunities to recycle electronics we bring from home.
A14 Trust that the bins are ONLY used for recycling (not contaminated), and
emptied frequently
A15 WE
NEED
RECYCLING
BINS
AT
WKU
APARTMENTS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! OUTSIDE & INSIDE
A16 I am completely committed to recycling already, so none of these factors are
influential to me (not because they aren't important)
A17 Bins need to be more accessible throughout the campus and parking lots.
A18 Availability is key, I, like many are simply in a hurry or lazy. If the recycle bin
is closest or I know there is one close by, I will put my items there. I will not
actively seek one out. However, if there was not a trash can so easily accessible,
I would be forced to use/seek recycling bins and make the act more of a habit.
A19 Again perhaps more wall signs
A20 I take on line courses
A21 I try to recycle and am conscious about it. Those who are not are definitely
influenced by above factors.
A22 More bins and better signage as to what can go in there! Also, a greater effort
to keep trash out of there! Landfill goes here! All this stuff goes here!
A23 Availability and proper signage for the bin are most important to me
A24 I don't see recycle bins at Smith Stadium and Diddle Arena. I don't remember
ever seeing them at the baseball stadium either. I would definitely use them if
they were available.
A25 N/A
A26 No influence because i and our department recycle on a daily basis
A27 No other factors influence my recycling habits. I am a strong believer in
recycling, but do most of my recycling from home (curb side).
A28 There is a lot of hypocrisy at the university. We talk about recycling, but then
we have these wasteful leaf-blowers and other unnecessary tools. These waste
gas and pollute. These could be done with brooms.
A29 I think most easy access and easy to understand labeling/signage influence me
the most
Question 4. Please explain if you think there are other challenges to the recycling
program at WKU.
A1
A2
A3

Not so much social pressure against recycling as a lack of concern and the
feeling that one individual has little impact. I agree with the above staatement
Products that are used should be easier to recycle
Often times they're full, so the only option (aside from holding onto the
recyclable until you find another bin) is to put recyclables in the trash.
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A4
A5
A6

A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21

A22
A23
A24

A25
A26
A27
A28
A29

A30

I find it challenging that I cannot recycle cardboard.
People who are too lazy to throw plastic bottles into the right container.
I live in a dorm and have a recycling bin in my room, but I don't know where to
take the bin to have my waste recycled. If I was aware of the correct place to
dispose of my recyclables, I would definitely do it more often
N/A
Lack of concern
idiots who misuse recycling bins because they can't find a trash can.
Please for the love of god don't send emails encouraging students to recycle. We
get enough school spam as it is.
Lack of access is the primary issue.
Lack of students and faculty who percieve it as a pertinent issue
People are just lazy.
n/a
laziness
I do not know. I am unaware of how good/bad recycling is on campus. Please
note: Blank answers mean that information is not relevant for me.
People don't know what exactly can be recycled.
Surplus and recycling is not at a good location. There needs to be more bins
everywhere for cardboard .
Lack of knowledge
Laziness
Students have grown up with recycling so often do not think about playing an
active role. Many people seem not to want to be bothered as they do not connect
their small actions to larger problems.
making it worth it to the students , tell them what the consequences and rewards
are.
lazy folks
Education at move-in events and maybe polite social pressure sounds good to
get kids to recycle. Not all these kids were raised in the same environment. Some
of them don`t even know how to sweep, you know what I mean.
Not being able to recycle cardboard in residence halls
Not really.
Need a culture change where environmental awareness is the norm. If WKU
were smoke-free a culture of responsibility would be more readily established.
Many people just do not care
I often wonder if the person who cleans my office actually puts the recycling
materials in the appropriate place or whether they are simply added to the waste
bin contents and taken away. While I have not personally witnessed it (or had
the opportunity to witness it), I have heard stories of other who have observed
this behavior in the past.
People are aware of recycling on campus. I do not feel it is a lack of awareness.
Just needs to be picked up regularly so it does not build up.
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A31 many staff members in my area will choose to walk farther to use garbage
container instead of recycling bin. They don't see the need to recycly and don't
care but we use a large quantity of paper every day
A32 I have seen custodial people take the recycle container and just throw it in with
the rest of the trash. The number of bins, labeling of the bins make it easy enough
for WKU staff and faculty to recycle, but it is still just extra work for the
custodial people. You need to coordinate with them to see what would help them
out.
A33 Unfortunately, I think many people actually think there is no need to recycle.
A34 There is no requirement for the staff at WKU to recycle anything. All the the
materials left in the recycle containers end up in the dumpster.
A35 I know the person who picks up the recycling in my office just dumps the trash
and "recycling" into the same trash can and it goes out to the dumpster. The
person who picks up "recycling" on campus has no real supervision and does
not really have any checks as to what is being collected and how much. There
were some students who used to assist with this and were trying to re-purpose
things out of the dumpster and were actually terminated by the director of WKU
Recycling and Surplus for these actions. This does not really seem to be a fair
way to promote the "re-purposing" or "recycling" of materials.
A36 Sometimes hard to figure out what goes in what bins. Should be more bins with
HUGE signs stating what goes in there. Also, label the trash bins as landfill only,
recyclables go somewhere else.
A37 Students.
A38 I think the biggest problem is the lack of recycling options at events. I've been
to many events catered by Aramark where lots and lots of recyclable items were
just dumped in the trash. At such public events I think this behavior undermines
WKU's seriousness about recycling. The general availability of bins on campus
and in offices is fine. I wish you would also consider recycling for batteries,
lumber, and other items.
A39 I don't know about social pressure *against* recycling, but when people don't
do it it seems to stem from laziness more than anything. I'm not always sure if
the recycling bin in my office is emptied as recycling or as trash.
A40 It is absurd to even have plastic bottles on campus. They cannot be recycled in
the way that Aluminum can. We should get rid of all plastic bottle vending!!
A41 Public ignorance and laziness. Hopefully we can address the ignorance issue.
Laziness, however, will never be fixed.
A42 Some people don't give a shit.
A43 If people watched "Plastic Paradise" about the great Pacific garbage patch, if
they committed to really reducing, reusing, and recylcing their materials than it
wouldn't matter how many bins were available. I think that people not only need
to be made aware, they need to make a committed mindset and action shift. I
don't know enough about the WKU recycling program and haven't looked into,
but I think that I will investigate (since your question didn't give me an "other"
option about access to more info regarding on-campus programs).
A44 in addition to lack of awareness, I just think people don't care. I am a recycling
Nazi at home and pull stuff out of the garbage when my husband throws it away.
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A48
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A50
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A54
A55
A56
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A58
A59
A60
A61
A62
A63

A64

A65
A66
A67
A68

He often says "what's the big deal?" Also, sometimes it is easier not to recycle
because we are supposed to clean the items and those harder to clean from food
(i.e. grease on plastic) isn't worth the water or time to clean it well.
As mentioned above, the problem I see in Cherry Hall is less access to recycling
bins and more having those bins placed where they should be.
Lack of access to bins for all materials.
Students don't have a place for soda cans.
I think the bins are perfect what is lacking is training for the people who collects
the recycle bins in the office. I gave up recycling paper as the staff who collects
them I was throwing in the same bin as the trash.
Bring back the recycling bins to offices
Apathy concerning recycling.
laziness and lack of cognitive connection that one's behavior and environment
are linked
differentiate recycling bins from trash bins
The students at WKU are mostly adults or young adults, most of them have
grown up with minimum concept and awareness about recycling. There are
greater challenges, when the student just don't care about it. Because they have
not been taught so in their life. It is hard to change their "just throw away" habit.
No Recycling bins or Program at the CHC-WKU Health Sciences Complex
Habits learned at home. This will take a strong campus social pressure to change
this culture.
So many people just do not care and put garbage in the bins.
This is relatively unhelpful, but a challenge to this recycling program is the same
challenge to any environmental initiative: people tend to be tempocentric and
would rather dispose of their trash as quickly as possible than entertain future
consequences/dangers and choose where to put it.
Not enough bins
BSAs who mix recycling and trash together in faculty offices.
No effort is made to recycle or donate usable items made available for disposing
during dorm move out
More awareness needed
We need more bins
Some recycling bins do not seem to be emptied very often. There is also a
perception by some on campus that the paper recycling bins in offices are not
really recycled, but instead that the items are thrown in with the trash.
I know some faculty and staff are concerned that BSAs do not sort/differentiate
items in recycling bins from regular trash. This may well be a misperception,
and it is no criticism of our hard working BSAs. But that concern is out there.
General people are not aware or interested in recycling or taking a part.
Not sure the same approach for recycling works for Fac/Staff that might work
with students/visitors
laziness / cultural expectations
More leadway to "special" recyling events. Many times day before
announcements. Hard to get things ready. Makes one think you don't really
want stuff brought to the "special" collection areas.
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A69 The lids on some of the bins = ew
A70 Lack of campus-wide motivation to recycle as well as not really knowing what
not recycling can lead to.
A71 Some staff are not aware of where and what can be recycled.
A72 I'm not aware of any challenges for WKU in Bowling Green, not attending that
Campus. I attend WKU in Elizabethtown and have not been to Bowling Green.
A73 I'm concerned that WKU janitorial staff does not recycle properly. In our office
building each office has a white paper recycling container (basically a small
trash bin). I was instructed to put all my used white paper in this bin for recycling
and that the janitorial staff would put this paper in the main office recycling bin.
I have observed on two occasions the contents of our office recycling being
place in the trash bin.
A74 lack of personal commitment to the importance and benefits of recycling among
others
A75 Some people just do not care unfortunately.
A76 Lack of knowledge of how many resources are wasted, knowledge of where
trashed items go/extent of landfills, initiatives for recycling.
A77 students could possibly recycle more
A78 bins should be by every trash can on campus including parking llots and
structures with clear labeling
A79 We need to create a culture where reducing is expected.
A80 I think one of the biggest challenges to the recycling program at WKU is the
general lack of initiative to recycle. While it's unfortunate, I think a lot of people
just don't care.
A81 In our building we need more bins for different items.
Cardboard can only be recycled in my residence hall if you cut it up and can
make it fit in the bins. There should e somewhere where cardboard boxes can be
recycled without having to make them fit into a small hole in a recycling bin.
A82 Cardboard can only be recycled in my residence hall if you cut it up and can
make it fit in the bins. There should e somewhere where cardboard boxes can be
recycled without having to make them fit into a small hole in a recycling bin.
A83 Maybe email a campus map showing location and type of bin at that site
A84 People are busy and they do not make recycling a priority. In this situation
people will go with what is easiest, so make the best option (recycling) the
easiest option.
A85 Besides the lack of environmental awareness, which I feel is the largest
challenge, the limited number of recycle bins is another big challenge. This may
only be the case in EST, but I feel there should be at least a 1:1 ratio of waste
containers/recycle containers. Where ever a waste container is located, there
should be a corresponding recycle container.
A86 Not enough one on one session
A87 Apathy
A88 Ignorance.
A89 Not caring
A90 Some of the bins are poorly labeled and it is confusing as to whether or not
certain types of recyclables are appropriate for the bin.
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A91
A92
A93
A94
A95

No
Sometimes people are just busy and do not think.
Some people just don't care about the environment.
Lack of pressure to recycle.
"social pressure against recycling" is a very nice way of saying no one cares, but
I care and I wish others cared as much as I do; it's not that hard to put your
bottles and cups and other paper and plastic items in a recycling bin instead of a
garbage can, but until every garbage can is put next to a recycling bin, it will be
tough for everybody to get on board

Question 5. Do you feel WKU can enhance/improve its recycling program? If so,
how?
A1
A2
A3

A4

A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10

A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16

Education, easy accessibility of bins. Make sure all buildings have acess to
recycling bins
I think that more recycling would occur if you gave students the means to
recycle cardboard.
You may improve the recycling program systemically, but humans are humans
and if you cannot change their hearts/minds then it will not matter how much
the program is improved.
I think students need to know how not recycling will first-handedly impact their
lives; e.g. we have seen an increase in _____ (prices of x, asthma, etc.) due to
_____), there is only ____ tons of oil left which is only enough for _______
vehicles, etc. They need concrete images of how it is affecting them.
There needs to be a recycling day, with people willing to set up in front of cherry
hall to promote awareness.
Yes, the number and placement of bins can be improved and increased.
Make students more aware of how not recycling can effect the environment.
Yes. An active on-campus campaign would help. Not just posters that blend in
with everything else, stand out and grab students' attention about it.
More recycling bins outside the classroom buildings. Separate bins for plastic
and paper.
Make recycling bins available at all events. I have attended several events where
food was served and recycling bins for aluminum or plastic were not
available/provided.
It would be simple to improve. An increase in recycling bins and a decrease in
the limitations on recycling would help a lot.
Recycle glass and cardboard all over campus. In addition, better information
about how to recycle newspaper.
We need more awareness.
Awareness is key. in addition, maybe rewards for residence halls that recycle
the most.
No, there are plenty of recycle bins available in the buildings I is it most often.
People are aware, most people just don't care.
n/a
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A17 increase awareness, incentive, and focus on reduce part.
A18 Maybe putting up flyers reminding people to recycle. When I throw something
recyclable away, it's usually because I just forgot
A19 Same answer as above.
A20 Yes, with more instruction, and more bins around campus.
A21 Clearly efforts need to be made to encourage those on and off campus to recycle.
A22 Make it not a green thing... Make it to where it becomes part of people's standard
of lifestyles. You see other campuses that make recycling the lifestyle of
student, faculty, and staff. It's been pushed so long to just go green. That's like
a diet. Everyone quits a diet after a while. You want to make it a lifestyle
change. Part of their standard of living because you want only the best for you,
your kids, and the environment. It's all about how you come across. Kids these
days are pretty much visual students. If you create a visual office of displays of
recycled item projects. Yours of what happens to those products, ect. You have
to catch their eye.
A23 unsure
A24 We should cut back on plastic materials in general (fossil fuel based). We also
should eliminate smoking on campus as this waste stream is the anti-thesis of a
good RRR program. The Colonnade Program should consider requiring an
environmental type course for all students.
A25 More recycling bins in residence halls
A26 to start with have a day of recycling give out t shirts and ask people to wear them
and explain why we should recycle.
A27 There needs to be a better way to recycle cardboard. I have no idea where to
take it, and since my residence hall won't take it, I end up throwing it in the trash.
A28 By making people more aware of what types of things can be recycled.
A29 Have glass recycling, cardboard recycling, and ease of access to them.
A30 See above + education
A31 DON'T RAISE TUITION THOUGH TO PROVIDE THESE MORE
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT RECYCLING!!!
A32 Yes, by allowing cardboard to be recycled in residence halls.
A33 I think education of students and the campus community is more important to
changing behaviors than increasing access to bins.
A34 Yes, more bins.
A35 Yes, more bins, more education and awareness.
A36 I'm not sure.
A37 have BSAs report to an entity rooms / office where recycling is minimal and
have that entity visit the rooms / office to discuss improving recycling. BSAs
see first hand the use (or non-use) of recycling bins. BSAs are an important link
in the recycling chain and education program
A38 It is pretty good now.
A39 Probably some type of manditory seminar every semester to remind people to
recycle. Some people just don't care enough to walk across the room and put the
material in a different bin.
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A40 Require that containers designed for recycling be actually recycled. This will
require someone to sort the materials, which is NOT currently in place. The
recycling program at WKU is a JOKE and only make people feel good about
themselves. It has NO impact on the environment.
A41 Clearer, less wordy signage
A42 bins everywhere. vermiculture in offices. compost food waste on campus.
A43 I would suggest actually having people in the WKU Recycling and Surplus
department that actually care about more then just making themselves look
good- these are the people that throw away multiple tons of material a year and
claim they are helping the institution to be greener because of this. These are
also the people that are responsible for the initiation of the "single stream"
recycling on campus that does not even take glass - a completely recyclable
material.
A44 Signage! Also, more signs. Oh, and better signs. Signs explaining what's what
and what goes where! Promotions signs or posters stating how much has been
diverted from landfills, etc. Better signage about the commingled stuff.
A45 Make it easy, accessible and clear.
A46 Better education of the benefits of recycling through explicit discussion of $$
saved vs costs to recycle - need a much more transparent cost-benefit analysis
statement
A47 No.
A48 I think the biggest problem is the lack of recycling options at events. I've been
to many events catered by Aramark where lots and lots of recyclable items were
just dumped in the trash. At such public events I think this behavior undermines
WKU's seriousness about recycling. The general availability of bins on campus
and in offices is fine. I wish you would also consider recycling for batteries,
lumber, and other items.
A49 Be responsible in first buying recyclable material. Such as NO PLASTIC
BOTTLES. and others
A50 How about offering bonuses to people/dorms that recycle the most material.
Even faculty that recycle should be rewarded for doing so. Those of us that teach
about resource conservation trey like hell to improve recycling and it would be
great to be recognized for our efforts.
A51 Being more clear about what can be put in which receptacles.
A52 Make the vendors on campus comply.
A53 provide WKU reusable shopping bags and ceramic drinking mugs for water
refills for faculty and staff and students
A54 I believe my previous comments might address this, admittedly I am new to
WKU and haven't really started investigating the program here. But as someone
who doesn't need to be convinced about its importance, I think that the work to
recycle should be something that people take as seriously as other aspects of
their time at WKU. Maybe incentives would work --asking dorms to do
recycling/creative programming so the dorm with the most recycled material
"wins" or having staff/faculty contest but these kinds of things should be
ongoing. And, I'm glad WKU has recycling available...I'm hopeful for a mindset
shift overall!
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A55 Bins for batteries and such would be nice, in each department.
A56 Yes, place bins in the Medical Center Health Sciences Complex. Hundreds of
students are in the building each week and there are no bins. There are vending
machines and now Chick-fil-A sell goods 2 days a week. Thank you.
A57 Just continue to make faculty and students aware. I am very glad to have a
recycle container in my office
A58 See my extended comment above. I came to this university two years ago from
another, and I generally think we are doing a lot of good things within this
institution as it relates to sustainability.
A59 Have art and engineering contests themed toward increasing awareness of
recycling.
A60 No
A61 Fines!
A62 yes, with more information about the program
A63 Awareness is a weasel word for "We're just telling people instead of actually
doing something."
A64 I saw the website once, and honestly it was so difficult. WHY?? I lived off
campus at this time, and was dying to find a recycling center because I'm not
from BG and didn't know where to go. Finally after painstakingly finding the
website for school recycling, I dropped off my recyclables to the area off of
Russelville Road. I feel like no one knows anything about getting greener on
campus. Yes, there are bins around that we can throw stuff in, but outside of
campus life, there is little to no awareness. I bet people want to recycle, just
don't know where and how. There should definitely be recycling in the
classrooms, in residence halls. PLEASE put recycling in our faces! At least I
know I want to know the latest on recycling and greener lives.
A65 yes, better awareness of individual efforts leading to campus wide
improvements in recycling.
A66 show us the waste we are producing. show us how much we spend if we don't
recycle.
A67 Probably. In my experience people are just too lazy or they don't see the impact
they are making by not taking that extra step to the recycling bin rather than just
dumping everything in the garbage.
A68 Most importantly, education should start with young kids already. So when the
kids on day come to WKU, they won't be as hardheaded as many now on our
campus.
A69 Provide information on a regular basis. Example: I often see pizza boxes in
recycling. You have to tell people that 1 pizza box can ruin an entire batch of
recycling. You have to tell them over and over.
A70 WKU could host a competition between residence halls for the dorm that
achieves the greatest rate of improvement in decreasing trash thrown away and
increasing waste recycled. The prize could be a water bottle fountain. I love
those.
A71 Yes, by making the difference between regular trash cans and recycling bins
clearer I think students would be more likely to throw empty bottles and soda
cans into recycling bins and less likely to throw trash into them.
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A72 Pretty good. Always room for improvement.
A73 The main problem on campus is the overuse of disposable silverware and plates
and cups. I go to formal events and am given disposable items such as these. I
would much rather use a regular plate, cup, and silverware that can be washed
and re-used.
A74 make it mandatory.
A75 Make all recycle containers uniform in color and markings - example: College
of Education Psychology Department uses grey or tan recycle containers.
A76 I'm a relatively new staff member. In my office the bins are simply labeled
"recycle." It would be great if some list of what can and can't be recycled were
included in orientation or maybe in an email for new employees.
A77 Yes, somehow educate the students or better label the difference between
recycling bin & trash bin. Maybe offer some type of incentives if not currently.
A78 I suspect it can be made better, but I haven't paid enough attention to it to have
an opinion on HOW.
A79 Offer an incentive that recycling will raise money to buy Obama a one way
ticket to Pluto.
A80 Awareness program will help. Make it more competitive or game/challenges so
people want to participate.
A81 More bins and police them more often.
A82 Yes. Having more recyclable items for sale
A83 More bins and more "talk" about it including awareness and encouragement
through informal communication, formal communications (such as
announcements at school events) and signage.
A84 providing more information on what can be recyled and more special recyling
events.
A85 Yes by having more awareness during major events whether it would be move
in/move out events or even during sporting events.
A86 Totally! 1. Awareness 2. Social Media 3. Speaking out on cause/effect issues
A87 Compliance can increase through both information and institutional
encouragement or rewards for recycling.
A88 Not sure!!!!!
A89 Develop a contest for resident halls and administrative buildings (they should
be separate contests). The award could be as simple as a framed certificate
acknowledging that facility as the best at recycling.
A90 yes but availability of recycling opportunities is not the problem, nor is the
signage; the problem is attitudes, which are much harder to fix than bin
availability or signage -- I wish I had the answer to changing people's attitudes
on campus
A91 NEW SIGNAGE THAT CHANGES AT LEAST ONCE A YEAR SUCH AS
USE STRONGER LETTERING BRIGHTER COLORS REUSE THE SIGNS
FROM THE PREVIOUS YEAR OR CHANGE THEM MORE OFTEN TO

Question 6. Please leave any additional comments or feedback with regard to
recycling and waste management at WKU.
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A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12

A13
A14
A15

A16

A17

Recycling should be voluntary.
When I go to recycle in an outside bin, a lot of times there are multiple nonrecyclable items in the bins or the bin is overflowing with trash.
I may or may not have mentioned cardboard already. Seriously, why can we not
recycle this stuff?
Thank you for your concerns regarding WKU's carbon footprint!
Students in general should put in the effort to throw their shit away. It annoying
too see plastic wrappers and bottles in the residence halls elevator.
Overall, I am glad to see the WKU has a recycling program, but I wish that the
number and placement of bins was increased.
I think the state I usually see the bins in is atrocious, especially during oncampus events. An awareness campaign is needed.
Just more awareness about the issue, because I really think that there are enough
bins at the campus.
You might want to ask the "status" (ie. age, gender, location) at the beginning
of the survey.
I just think we need more bins and ones that stand out more so people will find
it harder to ignore them.
We need to find a way to recycle cardboard.
More bins are always better. I like that the size of the recycling bins in the
classrooms are bigger than the trash cans because that encourages people to
recycle more- it's almost as if there is an expectation for people to recycle
because the bins are bigger and I think people react to that (I know I do). Always
have separate bins for plastic and paper, when they are included together it is
confusing and makes you question whether you are putting the right item in the
right bin. I think the signs could be made more simple and be more effective,
but maybe I'm just being overly critical. Bigger and bolder text might be better
like "PLASTIC RECYCLING" instead of "put your plastic recyclables in here
yada yada yada". Maybe they already are that way, I don't know. But I can tell
you that I use the recycling bin in a classroom at least once a day and I still don't
know what the sign above it says, just something about recycling and I
remember there's various images on the piece of laminated paper. Anyways, I
think the relative size of the bins are the most effective way to encourage people
to recycle, by far. Good choice.
Just more awareness about the issue, because I really think that there are enough
bins at the campus.
the issue, because I really think that there are enough bins at the campus.
I think recycling bins that look like big red where the opening would be in his
mouth would be cool plus it could make eating noises when you use it. Said the
same thing about the urinals and it didn't fly too well..
Bowling green has more broken bottles on the ground than any other place I
have been. There is just an overwhelming feeling that many Kentuckians care
more about their pickup trucks than the environment.
I don't know what to recycle and what's not okay to recycle.
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A18 I think they do an excellent job, especially because of the recycling bins in the
dorm rooms.
A19 n/a
A20 Focus on reduce part more.
A21 N/A
A22 Make sure the compactors work so that we don't run into animal infestations on
campus.
A23 Just more awareness about the issue, because I really think that there are enough
bins at the campus.
A24 I would like to recycle cardboard but have found no cardboard recycling bin
available. Last semester we were told that we couldn't recycle cardboard in the
residence hall because it was a fire hazard, but that we could recycle cardboard
by Topper Cafe. My roommate and I collected our cardboard and at the end of
the semester I took all our cardboard down to Topper Cafe, but there were no
recycling bins and I ended up having to throw all the cardboard away. I would
like increased availability of and information about recycling cardboard.
A25 Keep going!
A26 Make it green bitch
A27 hold days of recycling once a month and make students aware of it.
28.
I would really like to see a trash can and recycling bin at the bus stop at
the University Boulevard parking lot. I, and many other commuters, eat
breakfast, lunch or snacks in our cars. However, there is nowhere to dispose of
trash or bottles. I hate to bring trash onto the bus until I can locate a trashcan
and/or recycling bin.
A28 I would really like to see a trash can and recycling bin at the bus stop at the
University Boulevard parking lot. I, and many other commuters, eat breakfast,
lunch or snacks in our cars. However, there is nowhere to dispose of trash or
bottles. I hate to bring trash onto the bus until I can locate a trashcan and/or
recycling bin.
A29 Thanks for your efforts
A30 :)
A31 WKU needs to establish a culture of Health and sustainability through
awareness, education, policies and support from leaders at WKU.
A32 Our office does a good amount of recycling including shredding almost
everyday. The docation of the recycling bins are not close to the office, and the
size of the openings to the bins are too small for cardboard and paper. They
would work fine if we were a cafeteria, but offices tend to have larger sized
boxes and containers.
A33 I often hang on to my recyclable materials and take them home because I am
unsure if the person who cleans my office really sorts the materials once it is
retrieved from my office.
A34 Too many campus community members do not see the benefit of recycling and
or think it all just gets trashed, even if put in recycling bins.
A35 The recycling program at WKU is a sham. We are paying a sustainability
coordinator to broadcast environmental PR only with NO real results.
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A36 I believe it is a crock of crap that certain people are using to make their self look
better and to possibly check off a box that will make some accreditation group
or the council on Post secondary education happy.
A37 Let's get serious about this!!
A38 Long before recycling became available curbside in my hometown, I journeyed
to a facility a few miles from home to recycle. I had trouble, however, trying to
dispose of old electronics when reaching out to waste management in my
hometown, not Bowling Green, in that I could never get a straight answer. When
waste management at Western announced its collection bins for free drop offs
were available, and at no charge, I was most pleased.
A39 Remove plastic bags from all recycling bins. Place one large recycling bin per
building, and require students to use those. Remove bags from trash cans. The
reduction in cost per Plastic Bag amounts will not only increase the revenue, but
is earth friendly not having them. Trash bins can be dumped into larger bins
and then cycled out to clean and replace fresh bins. Garbage Bags are the single
most hazardous waste of plastic there is. Only in the use of Biohazards should a
plastic bag be used. Find the cost per case of bags per (DFM/HRL) per building
and then subtract that. ((BIG SAVINGS) Lets make Western Kentucky
University the first Totally Green University - Make Bowling Green Green.
Change Big Red to Big Green.
A40 I wish the trash bins behind our building weren't always overflowing. It can be
embarrassing when we have prospective students and their parents visiting and
we have to step around overflowing trash when we give them a tour of our
building.
A41 I don't know who, if anyone, is responsible for recycling at the Health Science
building. IF there were bins on 2nd and 3rd floors I think the nursing and PT
students and faculty would recycle.
A42 I really like what is going on with recycling on campus. However, i wonder if
we could include things such as glass and metal. Also, it would be awesome to
have more than just a once a year opportunity to dispose of hazardous materials
such as paint and motor oil. I know that there is an opportunity to dispose of
this once per year through BG city. Some folks might make the wrong choice
if they can't hold on to a can for a long time. Giving more opportunities would
give them extra opportunities to make better choices. Keep up the good work.
A43 Let's get serious about doing sustainable practices, reducing carbon footprint,
buying responsibly. Trying to "fix" afterwards by recycling is just windowdressing.
A44 Keep up the good work and the push to promote greater recycling. Try to educate
the ignorant masses more. Provide credit for students willing to do public
outreach for initiatives such as recycling. Pay faculty for their work on resource
conservation. Provide cash bonuses to departments, buildings, and/or dorms that
recycle the most.
A45 Note - Our office is not on campus, so my answers reflect that.
A46 Thanks for offering this survey. I appreciate the efforts to keep WKU
sustainable!
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A47 I've used the Recycling Center numerous times to equip laboratory space, etc.
Had nothing remotely like this available at other universities I've worked at. I've
found this staff greatly helpful. They are a clearly valuable resource in my
opinion.
A48 I appreciate having the recycling container in my office. It makes it very easy to
recycle paper, plastic bottles, etc. Thank you.
A49 Would it be possible to have a campus compost bin where anyone could drop
off compost waste. What happens to the extra food at the various food places
on campus? Could that be donated, instead of thrown out?
A50 It would be a great idea to use biodegradable trash bags. Provide college wide
seminars, include some type of incentives (i.e. dinner with the president :-), or
tickets to some play or game). Bottom line, you can't expect people to recycle
because there are recycle bins, they have to feel a sense of responsibility to
engage in recycling and that might happen through education.
A51 We waste a lot of gas and contribute to contamination by the almost ceaseless
lawn work. They use blowing machines where brooms could be used.
A52 doing a good job raising awareness- keep it up!
A53 crack into the international student community to increase awareness.
A54 Good luck.
A55 Glad that the campus is actively pursuing to increase recycling habits.
A56 Grateful for the efforst expended by WKU
A57 WKU going paperless would help reduce waste. I'd like to see a campus
compost or iffuce vermiculture
A58 Recycling is good, but I especially appreciate the efforts to "Reduce" like the
water fountains made to fill reusable water bottles. The special events for
collecting used electronics, etc. with high profile drop-off sites are also very
helpful.
A59 More bins
A60 I still often find recyclable items in trash cans. it indicates we still have a long
way to go for people to have a habit of recycling. It should be a second nature
for them to think and act environmentally.
A61 Thanks for your work and dedication to recycling. It's an incredibly important
and very feasible goal.
A62 Get at it, yo.
A63 I believe this is a grand endeavor and hope that my comments help in some way.
A64 A VERY GOOD PROGRAM I SEE PEOPLE USING THE BINS EVERYDAY
LETTING PEOPLE KNOW HOW MANY POUNDS THEY HAVE
RECYCLED AT WKU EACH SEMESTER OR IF THE PAPER HAS BEEN
REUSED TO MAKE PRODUCTS PEOPLE SHOULD SEE THE OUT COME
AT SOME POINT.
A65 As mentioned before a lot of the reason I don't recycle is because where I live
there is no option for it
A66 You guys are awesome!
A67 Explain how important recycling and waste management is!
A68 I am an online student and rarely visit campus.
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A69 I am very grateful to have a container in my office and I try to encourage other
faculty. Thank you for providing support for our environment as a university
that truly cares
A70 Please add more bins around campus. People have trash with them frequently.
If they walk past a recycle bin with something they are holding that can be
recycled, they will throw it in the bin. It's an easy concept. More bins = more
frequent recycling...
A71 I really like the push for recycling and sustainability on campus. It's something
I didn't really grow up with, but am becoming more and more interested in. I
think there should definitely still be an awareness push for recycling, because
that's is honest to goodness what's changed my views about needing to recycle.
But like I said earlier, I think one of the best ways to truly get recycling on
campus to increase is to really focus on the freshman.
A72 I think recycling is good. But there needs to be more bins around campus. Since
my freshman year I've seen an increase but with all the money the university has
there should be more recycling bins not to mention scholarships for students!
A73 I like that the recycling bins are easily accessible and all over campus!
A74 Recycling bins should be more obvious. Put what SHOULD be recycled on
regular waste bins
A75 I think WKU does a great job at offering opportunities to recycle. I love getting
the emails with the statistics about how we are doing compared to past
performance. That may be a way to get the student organizations to participate
in a contest. It has helped that we don't have to sort the items as much now. I
would like more glass containers however. The bottom of the hill is the only
one that I have found.
A76 In my residence hall, Minton Hall, there are recycling bins, but we are not
supposed to put cardboard in them. If that can be changed or cardboard recycling
can be made more easily accessible, there should be a significant decrease in
garbage and increase in recycling. That is the only major complaint that I have
and change that I believe should be made.
A77 Need to let smokers know that leaving the cigs on the ground is awful.
A78 The staff needs to car more. I have seen them just throw away the recycling bin
stuff.
A79 I would like to see more recycling of glass and styrofoam products. I do
appreciate the regular electronics days you all provide.
A80 I often take recyclable items to the bins behind shipping and receiving. Many
times the cardboard bin is full and the area is hard to access with the way the
road is laid out. It makes it very hard to easily recycle.
A81 Great survey and an awesome project!
A82 The first step is the hardest step. So strive hard for what you believe in! Good
luck!
A83 This survey asked about recycling cans, plastic bottles, etc., but I never use those
things generally, so I put that I rarely recycle those items, but I would do it much
more often if I actually used them. I know many health/environmentally
conscious people also avoid such items, and I am not sure if your data will reflect
this.
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A84 Its good
A85 Give a hoot and don't pollute!! I don't know if that phrase is trademarked or not
but perhaps WKU recycling needs a similar slogan. With the environmental
awareness happening I am surprised that I haven't heard the previous slogan
resurfaced from years past. Perhaps WKU recycling needs a character or mascot
to encourage recycling. This could be some character in addition to or separate
from Big Red. Squirrels are prevalent around campus in the so perhaps one of
those animals. A squirrel gathers nuts in preparation for the winter so maybe an
image of squirrel gathering all sorts of recyclables to dispose of into the
recycling bin.
A86 I really enjoy the single stream system. I think it makes recycling easier. Plus, I
do most of my recycling from home (curb side) however, to my knowledge I
can only recycle plastics 1 & 2 through there, so I have been known to bring my
other plastics to campus to recycle.
A87 We need to continue the progress and keep trying to get awareness out there.
There have been rumors circulating that the BSAs just throw the recycling in
with the garbage. I hope this isn't true.
A88 Thank you for trying to make campus a more eco friendly environment, you
have my appreciation.
A89 I am overall pleased with the status of recycling and waste management on
campus

APPENDIX D
WASTE GENERATION KDE MAPS
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Figure 1. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, January 2013. (Created by author).
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Figure 2. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, February 2013. (Created by author).

ted by author).
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Figure 3. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, March 2013. (Created by author).
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Figure 6. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, June 2013. (Created by author).
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Figure 9. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, September 2013. (Created by author).
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Figure 10. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, November 2013. (Created by author).
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Figure 11. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, December 2013. (Created by author).
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Figure 12. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, January 2014. (Created by author).
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Figure 13. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, February 2014. (Created by author).
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Figure 14. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, March 2014. (Created by author).
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Figure 15. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, April 2014. (Created by author).
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Figure 16. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, May 2014. (Created by author).
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Figure 21. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, October 2014. (Created by author).
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Figure 22. Waste Generation Surface Potential in WKU, November 2014. (Created by author).

Figure 1. Potential Recycling Receivable at the Outdoor Recycle Bins – Ransdell Hall Area. (Created by author).

APPENDIX E
Location Allocation Analysis Maps of WKU Outdoor Bins
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Figure 2. Potential Garbage Receivable at the Outdoor Trash Bins – Ransdell Hall Area. (Created by author).

Figure 1. Service Area Analysis of Outdoor Recycle Bins – Thompson Complex Area. (Created by author).

APPENDIX F
Service Area Analysis Maps of WKU Outdoor Bins
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Figure 2. Service Area Analysis of Outdoor Recycle Bins – DSU Area. (Created by author).
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Figure 3. Service Area Analysis of Outdoor Recycle Bins – Tate Page Hall Area. (Created by author).
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Figure 4. Service Area Analysis of Outdoor Recycle Bins – PFT Area. (Created by author).
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Figure 5. Service Area Analysis of Outdoor Trash Bins – Tate Page Hall Area. (Created by author).

Figure 6. Service Area Analysis of Outdoor Trash Bins, Snell Hall Area.
(Map created by author).
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